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K. C.  PANT) : Sir, On the 8th August, 1972, 
at about 12.30 P.M. the convoy, with which 
the Chief Minister of Naguland was travelling 
from Dimapur to Kohima, w-as ambuti^ed at a 
place about 5 miles from Kohima. Fortuna
tely, the Chief Minister was not hurt. But. 
two police constables and a dtiver were killed 
by the miscreants. 1 he daughter of the Chief 
Minister, who was travelling with him, received 
injuries. She is now reported to be progress
ing in the hospital and is out of danger The 
miscreants made good then cscape after the 
incident.

I am sutc that (he House will join me in 
expressing our shock and anguish at this grue
some incident. The State Government has 
been taking energetic and vigorous steps to 
put down illegal activities and maintain peace 
and order. Vigorous cHbrts arc being made 
toappiehend thc culprits. An intensive comb
ing operation has been launched by the State 
and the Army authorities to tiaccout the mis
creants. 1 he Central Government have been 
keeping in continuous touch with the Govern
ment ol Nagaland and have assured the State 
Government of necessary assistance not only 
in apprehending the culprits but also m the 
firm maintenance of peace and thc rule of law 
in Nagaland.

12.08 Hrs.

PUNJAB NLW CAP1IAL (PLR1PIURY) 
CONTROL (CHANDIGARH AMEND

MENT) BILL*

MR. SPEAKER : I have authorised Prof. 
D. P. Chattopadhyaya to introduce this Bill, 
which is shown in thc name of Shri Uma 
Shanker Dikshit.

THE MINISTER OT STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND FAMILY 
PLANNING AND IN THE MINISTRY OF 
WORKS AND HOUSING <PROF. D. P. 
CHATTOPADHYAYA) : Sir, I beg to move 
for leave to introduce a Bill further to amend 
the Punjab New Capital (Periphery) Control 
Act. 1952 as in force in the Union Territory 
of Chandigarh

MR. SPEAKER : The question i s :

“ That leave le  granted to introduce a Bill 
further to amend thc Punjab New Capital 
(Periphery) Control Act, 1952 as in force 
in the Union Territory of Chandigarh.’*

The m otion was adi pted.

PROF. D. P. CHATrOPADHYAYA : 
Sir, 1 introduce the Rill.

12.09 hrs.

MO I ION R L  UNPRfcCLDl M l  I) RISE
IN PRICLSOI- ESSF NT IAL COM

MODITIES

MR SPLAKLR . Now, we shall take up 
the motion regarding the prices of essential 
commodities.

SHRI S M B \NL RJEF (Kanpur) : On 
this motion, I hdve to make a submission, I 
have written to jou already on this matter. 
Because ol thc unprecedented rise in the prices 
of essential commodities, another instalment 
of interim relief is due to the Central Govern
ment employees. So, it is time that tl*e hon. 
Minister comes forward with a statement on 
this matter, because the mde\ has already 
reached 238, and according to any formula, 
thc Central Government employees are entitled 
to another instalment ol interim relief ..

MR SPFAKTR : I did not ailow him 
Unless 1 gave my permission, how could he 
raise it ?

SHRI S M BANERJEE : That statement 
should also be made.

MR. SPEAKER : 1 would request the 
hon. Member not to come forward with this 
type of motion every day. Aftei all, one a 
week is enough.

SHRI S. M BANERJEE : After all, this 
motion is on rising prices, and since m> point 
is concerned with this, therefore, I am only 
asking thc hon. Minister, to make a statement 
on it.

MR. SPEAKER : Wben he speaks, he 
can mention it.
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SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : I do not want 
to spoil the debate by raising those issues. 1 
only request that since the prices have risen, 
thc hon. Minister may make a  statement that 
the Central Government employees will be entit
led to a second instalment of interim relief. 
This is just a request that I am making. You 
can direct Shri K . R. Ganesh to make a 
statement.

MR. SPEAKER : He can make a state
ment if he wants.

We have allotted five hours for this discus
sion Originally, it was three hours, but the 
Business Advisory Committee has extended it 
to five hours If hon. Members want to have 
more time for consideration of this motion, 
wc can take up thc lunch hour also.

SHRI S. M. BANERJLE : Yes, Sir.

SOME HON. MLMBLRS : No, no.

MR, SPLAKFR : There will be no harm 
if we sit during lunch hour also...
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Let us sit during thc lunch hour today and let 
us have a continuous discussion I suggest 
that we may continue the discussion through 
the lunch hour also.

MR. SPEAKER : I think that five hours 
will be more than enough.
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THE MINISTER OF PARLIAMEN
TARY AFFAIRS AND SHIPPING AND 
TRANSPORT (SHRI RAJ BAHADUR) : 
We can sit during the lunch hour today.

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Let us sit 
during the lunch hour also.

MR. SPI AKER : Shall wc take up the
lunch hour also ? I think we may take up the 
lunch hour also, so that we may finish the 
debate in time. We shall not extend the 
sitting later than the usual hour of interruption. 
The utmost that we can do is to take up the 
lunch hour.

SHRI P. M. MEHTA (Bhavimgar) ; I 
beg to move :

"That this House do consider the unprece
dented rise in the prices o f essential 
commodities and the Government*! inabi
lity to check the rising trend/*

The rise in the prices o f essential com
modities is a matter o f serious concern to 
every Member of this House. The prices of 
all essential commodities have gone sky-high 
and io spite of their promise every time,
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Government have failed to arrest these rising 
prices. They have failed to hold the price 
line. This has hit hard the life of the common 
man. It has become impossible for him to 
meet the bare needs of life today.

According to the statement of Government 
in reply to part of question No. 1065, regard* 
ing all-India index of wholesale prices, in res* 
pact of food articles, foodgrains have gone up 
by 15 points, cereals by 11.9 points, wheat by
6.4 points, jowar by 16 1 points, bajra by
47.2 points, maize by 40.2 points, pulses by
25.3 points and gram by 30.6 points.

This is the order of the abnormal rise in 
the prices of essential commodities, In other 
commodities’ the rise has been very conside
rably high. Sugar price has risen b> 28 4 
points, fish, eggs and meat by 16.9 points. The 
average rise comes to between 15 and 17 per 
cent. This has made the life ol the common 
man very miserable.

The prices of coarse grains have gone 
very high. These are the staple food of the 
poor people. Jowar, bajra and maize have 
recorded an unprecedented rise in prices. The 
prices of important components of the diet 
have also gone very high. e.g . pulses by nearly 
25 per cent. This has made the life of the 
common man very miserable.

Who are the people who have become the 
direct victims of this rise in prices ? They 
are the Government employees, the fixed salary 
groups, employees of local self governments, 
teachers of schools, colleges and universities, 
small businessmen, gum astas  working in 
shops and establishments and the huge labour 
force employed in small factories, small 
establishments and small business. So, these 
people with fixed income— the salaried people, 
the low income*group people and the middle 
Income-group people—are hit by this skyhigh 
rise in prices.

The Government’s plea is that the rise in 
prices, especially of the foodgrains, is due to 

factors. It is not so. This is the 
only excuse that the Government advances to 
hide their misdoings o f the paat. They want 
to take undue shelter under the plea of sea* 
sonal factors* It is not like that. What did 
the mid-terra appraisal of the fourth Plan 
say ? I t said that you have failed to rttain

the rate of growth according to the target ; 
and agricultural production was also not 
according to the target fixed by the Govern
ment. The Government have failed to achieve 
the maximum utilisation of the installed capa
city of the public undertakings. They have 
also failed to utilise to the maximum the 
resources available to the Government, and 
they have also failed in the distributing system 
for the nation.

Sir, the Government became over-confident 
because of the food production, on the agri
cultural side. But if you scrutinise it pio- 
perly, it will be observed that it was also lower 
than the taiget fixed in the fourth five >ear 
Plan. It is said that thK upward trend in 
prices is a global trend ; that this is not only 
in our country but it is a global trend. But 
it is no use advancing such arguments on the 
part of the Government who are primarily 
responsible for creating these conditions.

The economy of this country has conside* 
rably detct iorated by the wrong economic 
policy of this Government Dcficit financing 
has played a role in lising the prices of essen
tial commodities. A disproportionate supply 
of money has adversely affected our economy 
and there has bicn failure to bring to book 
the black mat kcters. The pressure of black 
money is there. In addition to these, low 
rate of industrial and ugricul'urai growth and 
the unsatisfactory distnbution .system are the 
main factors leading to these conditions. The 
Government has been sa>ing that the rise in 
prices is natural and not ususuai in a develop
ing economy. It is a misleading argument.

It is essential that an adequate pace should 
be maintained and there should be co-relation 
of all the four factors : increase in employ
ment, increase in wages, stabilisation of prices 
and equal distribution. Government cannot 
simply say that this is a developing economy 
and so an upward trend has statted. It is 
failure on the part of the Government to create 
conditions for increasing the production, pay 
proportionate wages to the wage earners that 
has Jed to this condition. They have thus 
failed to stabilise the prices. They have 
adopted harmful economic measures to gain 
cheap political popularity. Sufficient warnings 
were given to the people in Government : you 
are adopting a wrong path, this will not solve 
the problem but will aggravate it. That warn
ing has turned to be true and the common 
man is put to more hardships and miseries*
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The value of the rupee has been eroded 
by nearly fifty per cent and the salaried people 
and people in the low and middle-income 
group find that their income has been eroded 
by nearly fifty per cent. It has really become 
very difficult to balance the family budget. 
When prices of essential commodities rise, 
naturally it gives an upward push to prices of 
other commodities and other economic activi
ties in society. School fees go up ; fares and 
freights go up and so on. A common man is 
not able to maintain the education of his 
children and meet his social obligations be
cause of the rise in prices not only of essential 
commodities but ail commodites and other 
economic activities, Therefore, it is very 
essential that Government should come out 
with drastic and appropriate action to bring 
down the price line and stabilise it at a rea
sonable level, so that the common man can 
live in a peaceful manner.

Go\crnment have attributed the high prices 
to seasonal factors. This is simply an excuse 
which has very little to do with the rise in 
prices. The factors responsible are the failure 
of the fourth plan, failure to arrest the price 
line, failure to give rtvre employment and 
failure to increase proportionately the wages 
and salaries When the mid-term appraisal 
of the fourth p!an came up for discussion here,
I had said that the si nation was alaiming. 
But bciausc of their brute majorii>, this 
Government never learn any lesson from the 
factual position in the country.

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved :

‘ That this House do consider the un
precedented tise in the prices of essential 
commodities and the Government's in
ability to check the rising trend.”

There are two .substitute motions by 
Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu and by Shri Surendra 
Mohanty They will be moved now and they 
will speak when their turn comes.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU (Diamond 
Harbom) : I beg to move :

"That for the original motion, the follow
ing be substituted, nam ely:

* This House, having considered the 
unprecedented rise in the prices of 
essential commodities and the Govern
ment's inability to check the rising 
trend, is of the opinion that the sea*

sonal factors have nothing to do with 
present price rise, but Government’s 
faulty fiscal and monetary policies, 
heavy dose of deficit financing, un
productive expenditure, heavy burden 
of indirect taxes, and the refusal to 
take positive steps to unearth black 
money through demonetisation and 
other devices are mainly responsible 
for the alarming rise of the prices of 
the essential commodities and notes 
with regret that even now the Govern
ment is refusing to rise to the occa
sion and take drastic steps to bring 
down the prices as is evident from 
the complacent attitude shown by the 
Prime Minister in her Press Con
ference on July 12, 1972.’* * (1)

SHRI SU RINDRA MOHANTY (Kendra- 
para) : I beg to move :

‘Thai for the original motion, the following
be substituted, namely :

“This House, having considered the 
unpiccedented rise m the prices of 
essential commodities and the Govern
ment's inability to check the rising 
trend, is of the opinion that the 
Government's complacency and failure 
to hold the pi ice line while it was 
continuing to assert itself, increasing 
tempo ol deficit financing, vast mone
tary expansion beyond budgeted 
limits and reckless indulgence in un
productive expenditure has resulted 
in the present catastrophe which calls 
for immediate control of the entire 
distribution system of sugar, edible 
oils and other essential commodities 
of daily consumption and release of 
.substantial quantities of foodgrains 
to the markets fiom the stocks held 
by the Food Corporation of 
India.'* ’ (2)

SHRI R D. UHANDARE (Bombay- 
Central) : Sir, the phenomenal rise in 
prices has been causing anxiety to the govern
ment as well as to the public, Government 
have analysed and given the reasons for the 
phenomenal rise in prices. In my view, there 
is fall in production in both the industrial 
and agriculture sector. Though we have acccp* 
ted the mixed cconomy, in the public sector 
we have not been able to make satisfactory 
progress, la  fact, in ail the industries in the



public sector barring a  few ones the produc
tion is falling. So, we have started what is 
called the joint sector ? What is the position 
of the joint scctor ? In the joint sector, 
which is a combination of private and public 
sector, even though the bureaucrats from the 
public sector and the industiiahsts from the 
private sector have combined, they have not 
been able to  meet the needs of the country 
and give satisfaction to the people.

So far as the private sector is concerned, 
its mam conccrn is to get more profits, fc'ven 
though we have been speaking against mono
polies, the strength of the monopolies has not 
been broken or rcduccd at all The result is 
that production in the industrial scctor has 
come down instead of going up.

What is the position in the agricultural 
sector ? We are, and ought to be, proud of 
the green revolution. In tact, the burden of 
the song of everybody li that the green 
revolution has brought many benefits to the 
Indian people. I agree that to some extent 
the itch farmers as uell as the big landlord? 
have been benefited by the green revolution 
because of the application of advanced techno
logy, improved seeds and fertiliser s But what 
is the position of the masses 7 Before answer
ing that question, I would pose one question. 
What is the need oi the masses ? 1 am not
talking of the classes I am simply talking o 
the masses. The netn of the masses so far 
as foodgrains arc concerned is iice, wheat, 
jowar, bajra and pukes. What is the position 
on this front 7 The Minister of Agriculture 
was good enough to accept that so tar as these 
fields arc concerned, the production has been 
less, I do not say, it is a failure of the 
production. There has been less production, 
except wheat and rice. But I am not very 
much concerned with wheat and rice. I am 
concerned specially with coarse foodgrains 
which are distributed to the masses, that is, 
bajra and jowar. On that front, there is the 
failure of production there. The result is 
that there has been a  phenomenal rise in the 
prices of these food items.

To what extent there has been the rise in 
prices ? As regards foodgrains, on an average, 
the percentage of rise is 8.4 on 22.7.72 over 
24.7.71. I need not deal with the rest of the 
matters. So far as jowar is concerned, there 
ha i been a  phenomenal rise tn prices to the 
extent of 17 4 per cent. So far as toyra is
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concerned, it is 41.9 pet cent. In the case of 
pulses, it is 26.8 per cent.

Coming to sugar and gur, in the case of 
sugar, the price rise is 29.1 per cent and in the 
case of gur, it is 32.6 per cent.

This is the position so far as coarse food- 
grains are concerned. I am simply dealing 
with the aspect as to how the masses, the poor 
farmers, the agricultural labourers and the 
workers are affected by the phenomenal rise, 
the spiralling rise, in prices With that pur- 
pose, I have given these figures.

The prices of essential goods have also 
gone up. So, my conclusion is that even though 
we have accepted a planned society, we have 
not been able to formulate the plan or im* 
plement the plan in the interest o f the 
masses. 1 would like to eleborate so far as 
the figures of the rise in the cost of living 
index are concerned. There is constant rise 
m the cost of living index. Taking the base 
year as 1949 the cost of living index in 
1950 was 101. In 1956. it rose to 105. In 
1962, it fuither rose to 130 In 1963, it roae 
to 134 , 1967-209 ; 1968-215 ; 1969-230 ; 
1970-224 and 1971-230. In 1972. it rose to 
236.

I have read out these figures. Why is it 
that as we went on formulating the plans and 
were trying to implement them, the cost of 
living index has been going up 7 The cost of 
living index is going up To what extent 
we can claim that we have been able to 
formulate and implement the plans for the 
benefit of the masses ? What are the daily 
earnings of the average worker in view of 
the rise in the cost of living index ? It is 
surprising to see the daily average of ear
nings—minimum and maximum. Starting 
with Andhra Pradesh, the minimum is R*. 
1-50 ; Assam Rs. 1*50 ; Bihar Re. 1 ; Gujarat 
Rs. 1 60 ; about Madhya Pradesh and Maha
rashtra, surprisingly enough—because we are 
very proud that our State is an  industrial 
State -th e  daily income in Maharastra is only 
62 Paise and Madhya Pradesh...(Interruption) 
These figures are from the pocket book sup* 
plied to us-L abour Statistics 1972. If  these 
figures are bogus, then I should conclude 
that all figures must be bogus. There must 
be some verocity, some reliability ; it is no use 
simply saying that the figures are bogus.

1894 (SAKA) Essential Commodities 162
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THE MINISTER OF STATE IN  THE 
MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRI K. R.
G A N E SH ): The figures are right. But the 
analysis has to be different.

SHRI R . D. BHANDARE : I will go to 
the extent of saying that the analysis may 
be wrong. I am simply analysing here the 
figures o f daily wage earner and the minimum 
income he in getting.

So far as agricultural labour is concerned, 
what are his daily earnings ? Rut before I 
answer that question, let me say what is the 
number of agricultural labourers in this coun
try. I am reading from the Indian Agricul
tural Brief, 11th Edition, page 14. The figure 
given here is 12 60,12,000. This is the figure 
regarding the number of agricultural labourers. 
If there are more than 12$ crores of agricul
tural laboures—25 per cent of the total popula
tion - th e n  it is but necessary for us to see as 
to what are the daily earnings of these agricul
tural labourers. I hope my analysis will not 
be wrong here...

SHRI K. R. GANESH : Not here {In ter
ruption )

SHRI R D. BHANDARE : Central zone 
84 paise ; eastern zone 1S2 paise ; southern 
zone 147 parse ; western zone 140 paise ; not* 
thern zone 211 paise because in your side, 
Sir, Punjab, Haryana and the other side the 
daily earnings have gone up. The all-India 
figures are : men 139 paise and women 102 
paise per day. But what is the value of the 
rupee ? It is a very surprising thing that the 
value of the rupee has gone down. Even though 
the figures may ihow that the earnings have 
gone up, we have to take into account the 
fact that the value of the rupee has gone 
down. If the base year 1949 is taken as 100. 
the value has gone down in 1950 to 99 1. 1 
shall be giving the figures for the year 1964-65. 
Why is H that for 1964*65 the figures are 
given t  Ever since 1 came to this House, I 
have been insisting and pleading that there 
ought to  be an Agricultural Inquiry Commit* 
tion. We had in 1955 an  Agricultural In
quiry Commission. Then again in 1961-62 
we had an Agricultural Inquiry Commission, 
I think ft was because o f Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru who m u  the head of the Govern
ment and who, in view of the socialistic 
ideaig he had which he wanted to implement, 
could go to the extent Of appointing an  Agri

cultural Inquiry Commission, But, right from 
1962 onwards, there has been no study of the 
living conditions of the agricultural labourers, 
Therefor, the value of the earnings has gone 
down as I said. What is the value of the 
rupee 7 In 1963 it was 70 6 paise, 1968—46.5, 
1970— 44, 1971—43*5 and then 1972— 42
which is the figure given by the Finance 
Minister himself So, we must corelate the 
value of the rupee to the daily earnings o f  the 
agricultural labourers and other workers. 
Therefore, in the interests of the masses how 
are our policies reflected ? To what extent 
have our policies benefited the masses and the 
working classes and especially the poor far
mers and labourers ?

Our Government has come forward to say 
that even though the purchasing power 
has gone down, they have started a distribu
tion system by opening fair-price shops and 
rationing. The Agriculture Minister has given 
the figure- theie are 1 25,000 fair-price 
shops. But. you know ho* the distribution has 
been taking place right fiom 1969. It was 9 6 
million tonnes in IV69. Then it was brought 
down to 8.9 million tonnes in 1970 and only 
7*7 million tonnes in 1971. Even the number 
of fatr-pricc shops and ration shops has gone 
down from year to year. How many villages 
are there in our country 7 5,50.090 but what is 
the number of fair-price shops ? 1,25,000. Yet, 
we think in terms of helping the poor and 
needy.

Therefore, I would suggest that in view of 
the present position and in view of the suffe
rings of the masses and the working classes 
and the agricultural labourers, the Plan should 
be so oriented, so re-drafted a t  to subserve 
the interests o f the masses and the workers 
and the agricultural labourers. Therefore, 
we must have a long-term and a  short
term measure As a part of the long-term 
plan, I would suggest that all essential 
commodities which are the necessaries of life 
of the masses should be brought under the 
public sector. No individual or no private 
house should be allowed to exploit the suffe
ring of the mas&es.

Then, again as, a short term measure, I 
would suggest to the Government that they must 
start works. It may be called famine works. It 
may be called relief works. But let the work 
be started so that a t least the poor people 
who have no capacity to  «ym  or who
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the UP Government, but when we met the 
Chief Minister of UP and brought to his notice 
the scandalous state of affairs going on in the 
sugar mills and we demanded nationalisation 
of the sugar mills, he immediately pointed 
oat to us that the ball was in the court of the 
Central Government and not with them. I 
would like whether a draft Bill was sent, and 
if so, what the fact of that Bill is, and whether 
It is going to see the light of day or not and 
whether it ha& been intentionally shelved be
cause of pressure from the sugar mill mag
nates.

Therefore, my submission is that Govern
ment should do something more than give an 
assurance. 1 expected that the Planning 
Minister would have been bcrc, but he has 
conveniently avoided it. When the entire 
country is watching our performance on this 
and they are expecting some very fruitful 
results and they want to save their children 
from starvation and they expect Parliament to 
react and to help the starving millions, I ex
pected that the Prime Minister would also have 
been here. 1 do not know whether in the 
course of the discussion she would be here...

SHRI PILOO MODY (G odhra): She is 
not interested.

SHRI S.M . BANERJEE : I know that 
Shri Annasahcb P.Shinde and Sbri JC.R.Ganesh 
tire here, and I have been an admirer of their 
Performance. They may be able to debate 
we!ft but the country expects something from 
the Prime Minister also on this issue, because 
it is the Government which has failed, peo
ple have co-operated always. The peasants 
were asked to produce more, and the green 
revolution was there. The workers were asked 
to produce more and there was maximum 
output, and in every emergency, the peopK of 
this country have stood like one man, and 
they have helped. But in return they expect 
two hot meals which they have been denied 
of...

SHRI K. R . GANESH: May I make a 
clarification ? As the hon member knows, 
this problem was alto discussed in the other 
House. The Prime Minister met the Leaders 
of the Opposition parties, and there was a 
threadbare discussion on the various issues 
that were involved in this problem and Go*

( Motn.)
vernment have already initiated certain 
steps...

SHRI P.K. DEO (Kalahandi): We are not 
satisfied.

SHRI K.R. GANESH: I am not saying
that hon. Members should be satisfied with 
this, but I am only giving a factual answer 
to the point raised by the hon. Member. The 
Prime Minister is very seriously concerned. 
She had called the meeting of the Leaders of 
the Opposition parties to find out the various 
problems.

As far as the Finance Minister is concer
ned, he is listening to the debate, and I am 
taking also extensive notes-..

SHRI S M. BANERJEE : I was referring 
to the Planning Minister.

SHRI K.R. GANLSH : I am not speaking 
on behalf of the Planning Minister but of the 
Finance Minister. In fact, he will be replying 
to the debate. I am mentioning this only to 
point out that there is> seriousness on the part 
of Government on i his very serious problem, 
and we share the concern of the House, be
cause it is a national problem and there is no 
escape from a solution of this problem.

13brs ,
SHRI S.M. BANERJEE : I am thankful 

for the explanation. I have never disputed hii 
status I accept him as the Finance Minister as 
1 accept Shri Shindc as the Food or Agriculture 
Minister. But if the Prime Minister can afford 
to listen to our speeches in her room and the 
rinancc Minister also has decided to hear 
everything in his room, what is the use of 
discussing a matter like this here ? That is 
not the question. The point is that Parlia
ment is agitated over this matter. There was 
a call attention motion on the subject which 
you admitted. Then you kindly allowed a 
discussion. A statement was also made on 
sugar on your directive. Now you have allow* 
ed a 6-hour discussion on prices here. That 
is why I expected the Prime Minister to be 
here a t least for some time. I do not say 
she is callous or indifferent to  the problem. 
But after all, when Parliament is in session, 
when we are discussing this serious matter, I 
expected that she would be here.

MR. SPEAKER": He bat explained the
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SHRI S.M. BANERJEE : Let her inter
vene in the debate.

SHRI PILOO MODY : She is not inte
rested, Why does he not take my word for 
i t ?

SHRI S. M. BANERJiL: 1 mentioned
about the Planning Minister also. The Plan
ning Commission has chalked out a long term 
and short-term pUn. Is it too much to expect 
him to be present here during this discus
sion ?

SHRI S.M. BANERJEE : That will not 
solve his problem. But it will solve the 
problem of the country. We are not interested 
in providing two meals to Shri Piloo Mody, 
but we are keen about providing them to the 
millions.

The current price rise was not accidental 
but the direct result of the stubborn refusal of 
Government to curb monopolists who control 
many essentials means of production, specially 
consumer goods. We wanted that the whole
sale trade should be taken over by Govern
ment.

MR. SPEAKER : Let him carry on. He 
can do only with those who are present.

SHRI S.M. BANERJEE: When the
Prime Minister met Opposition members, she 
said there is no question of panic. There is 
no question of panic. After all, the people 
are not panicky. It is a question of not 
getting the essentials of life at reasonable 
prices. If you go to the market, you will 
find sugar is being sold at Rs. 6, Rs. S a kilo
gram; Rs. 4.30 per kilogram is the minimum 
in the open market. All the important things, 
necessities of life, whether it is vegetable ghee 
or pulses or jowar or bajra have shot up in 
price.

What is the remedy ? I am happy that 
certain godowns have been searched—-1 am so 
happy about it. Something has also been 
found out. In one case, 20 bags were found. 
But have they been punished ? Not yet. I 
am really sorry about it. Had there been 
deterrent and exemplary punishment given to 
sortie, 1 do not think such people would resort 
to  this nefarious practice. We are constrain
ed to say that the black marketing machinery, 
the machinery o f the hoarders and blackmar- 
keteers, has proved once again more powerful 
than the government machinery. That is 
why we request that certain effective measures 
be taken.

What are we going to do to check the 
inflow of black money into the economy of 
our country ? According to a rough estimate, 
black money circulating in the country is to the 
tune of Rs. 4,000 crons.

SHRI PILOO MODY : Rs. 7,000 crores.

SHRI S.M. BANERJFE: Rs. 7,000 crores. 
He knows better than I. Mr. Piloo Mody's 
information may be correct.

SHRI PILOO MODY: In things econo
mics, I know better than you.

SHRI S.M. BANERJEE : So, sir, why 
should we not demonetise currcncy notes of 
Rs. 100 and above ? What is the fear in the 
mind of the Government ? We demonetise, 
the black money is bound to go. It is high 
time that currency notes of Rs. 100 and above 
were demonetised.

Then, illegal forward trading going on 
is unabated and unchecked. 1 produced many 
documents. I am happy that the Ministry of 
Industrial Development has stopped forward 
trading in gur. But what about illegal speculative 
measures which are being indulged in ? So, we 
demand the distribution of these commodities 
and cheap cloth through fair price shops, and 
cooperatives in urban and rural a ’cas.

On behalf-of my party, wt have given Then, we demand the nationalisation of 
certain suggestions. We have been shouting sugar and textile mills. Unless the sugar
if) this House and outside for days, months mills are nationalised, the sugar scandal can*
aad  year* together that the wholesale trade not be stopped, and it will go on unabated
in fbodgrains should be taken over. and unchecked. I have already said that a
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Bill is already pending, and when it comes 
from the Uttar Pradesh Government it should 
be immediately passed or it should be 
okayed.

Then, there should be immediate supply 
of food and other essential commodities 
through the fair price shops The number of
shops should be increased. There should be
a suspension of the collection of taxes and 
recovery of loans from peasants in the 
drought-affected areas. You know the extent 
o f misery caused by the drought to the 
people. Then there should be the introduc- 
tion of production-oriented work and relief 
programmes to give employment to agricul* 
tural .workers and the poor people. Long-teim 
irrigation projects to remove the drought 
menace for good, should be initiated.

Then, the Reserve Bank should also act. 
The Reserve Bank and the other nationalised 
banks are now giving loans, but to whom ? 
To the landlords in the name of collective 
farming and co-coperative farming and to
the big business families. That is why we
feel that the Reserve Bank and other 
nationalised banks should adopt a project* 
oriented and non-speculative credit policy.

In addition, there should be deterrent 
punishment given to the blackmarketers and 
hoarders. I hope the Government will take 
note of this, because the line between hunger 
and anger has become thinner, and once they 
meet, then, no power on earth, whether it is 
this party or that party, will be able to check 
the same. And the youth of the country 
will rally round and the starving millions of 
this country will rise once again in revolution 
against the powers that be and that will be a 
very sad day to everyone. That will be 
bidding good-bye to parliamentary democracy. 
And if in Parliament, the more we discuss 
and the more the prices rise, what is the use 
of having a discussion ? The people will be 
forced to loot the shops and kill the black- 
marketers, whether you like it or not.

Another two minutes, and I shall have 
done. My last point is this. I have 
demanded that with the rising prices o f 
essential commodities, the cu es of the salaried 
employees and the middle class people who 
are most affocted should also be considered.

(M otn .)
What is happening ? ( Interruption) The 
value of the rupee has gone down to
42 paise.

AN HON. MEMBER : What will
happen ?

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : Nothing will
happen ! Nothing will happen to the MPs ; 
they can take two hot meals anytime they 
like, but it is the people at largo who are 
suffering. I stand for the salaried people 
also. A note has been given under your 
imtruciions, by the Finance Ministry. Now, 
iny demand about the interim relief to the 
Central Government employees was that they 
were entitled to another slab of interim relief 
on the index reaching 238. What is the reply 
that they have given ? According to the 
information at present available, though the 
consumer price index for the month of May, 
1972 has reached 238, the 12-monthly average 
of the index for the period ending May, 1972 
stands at 235.66 only, and thus, the time for 
fu ther review of the position regarding inte
rim relief has not yet been rcachcd. When it 
was 225, we demanded that the interim relief 
should be paid at 235. But the Government,
I am sorry to say, cheated the Central
Government employees and said “ You arc 
entitled to increase when it reaches 233.” 
When will the figure for June and July be
out ? This figure is in relation only to the
end of May, 1972v namely, 235 66, that is, 236 
What about the figure for June 7 What about 
the figure for July ? Once the figure rose to 
238, the Central Government employees 
should have been given an additional interim 
relief. They cannot wait any longer If the 
prices arc rising as they are, if the purchasing 
power is becoming less and less and if the value 
of the rupee has gone down, there is no other 
way for the Central Government employee!, 
but to go on a wage-strike and demand an
other instalment of interim relief.

Those suggestion which we have given arc 
not given in the heat of the raorneat. My 
Party has been pleading with the Government 
to consider these suggestions and answer our 
questions. If the Planning Minister feels that 
there should be some change in the planning, 
k t  him come here and make a atatemem. 
What are his plans to curb the prices ? What 
•re  his plana to  curb monopoly houftt* in the 
country? He should make a  atatemanton 
these things
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SHRI B R. BHAGAT (Shahabad) : The 
House and the country arc quite naturally 
concerned and exercised over the unprece
dented rise in prices during the last three 
months. Government have come forward 
with various measures to deal with this 
situation. Some are short-term. The focal 
point of rise is in the food-grains and the 
Food and Agricultural Minister is giving 
thought to this matter. The Jong term aspect 
is that price rise is a phenomenon which is 
the result of malfunctioning of the cconomy 
and has a snowballing effcct over a period. 
Various basic imbalances in the economy, 
co-ordinates like production in agriculture 
and manufactures monetary aspcct and fiscal 
aspect, saving and investment aspect—all these 
should be married into a policy. Otherwise 
it will not be realistic to suy that \ictory over 
prices had been achieved.

In the more advanced and progressive eco
nomies we have not only a price policy but 
also an income po'icv. These arc integra cd 
In the short time at my disposal I shall take 
up the basic issue connected with this.

If we see the cost of living index com- 
moditywise, there has been an all round rise 
in priccs. As on 15 7.1972 the food articles 
have risen by 25.1 per cent manufactures had 
risen by 8 per cent. In Industrial raw mate
rials only there has been a fall.

AN HON. MEMBER : Liquor priccs too.

SHRI B. R BHAGAT : There is a rise
of 33 per cent in liquor but I am not bothered 
about that.

Because of plentiful supply in cotton, jute, 
and oil seeds the price of industrial raw 
materials had fallen. The overall increase has 
been 13.7 per cent. This is an unprecedented 
increase if you compare our experience over 
tha last decade. The worst years were 
1966, 1967 and 1968, when cumulative
price rise was about 30 per cent mainly because 
of fall in grain production. Other factors were 
responsible for bringing down industrial pro
duction as well. Even compared to that, the 
price rise this year is much more.

A point is made that there is a world-wide 
phenomenon o f inflation. That is true. There 
is a crisis in currency and moitetary situation 
in the world. But there the price rise is only
3 or 4 or 6 per cent, not 13.6 per cent. First,

the dollar was floated. The result was, 
American economy gained at the cost of the 
Japanese, French and others. Now the 
pound is floating. It may be again to ' 
England. But what about developing countries 
like India ? The Minister of State is here 
and I expect he will have fresh ideas on this. 
We are losing everywhere. When the dollar 
was floated, we lost millions of rupees. Again 
when the pound is floating, we are losing. We 
have a fixed rate of Rs. 7.28 per dollar. But 
today in official transactions, the dolior is 
seUing at Rs. 7.85 or Rs. 7.80. For every 
dollar, we are losing at least 50 cents. 
Out of our total import of say Rs. 1500 crores, 
if you leave aside the imports from socialist 
countries amounting to Rs. 500 to 700 crores, 
on the remaining Rs. 800 crores we are losing
50 cents for every dollar. But yet the 
Reserve Bank and the Finance Ministry are 
sitting over it doing nothing as if it is 
impossible to do anything ! So, apart from 
the internal inflation, there is inflation that 
is being imported into the country. We have 
the best brains in the Reserve Bank and they 
have nothing to say on this matter ! But 
what about the socialist countries ? They 
have more rational and more scientific system. 
1 know that in the case of East European 
countries, with every floating of currency, 
whether it is dollar or pound, their economies 
make enormous profits. Why can’t we do 
that ?

Coming to the internal situation of prices, 
there are two aspects : demand and supply. 
The supply side is important mostly in an 
under-developed economy like ours. It has 
been said often that because of the delay in 
the monsoon, the entire economy is thrown 
out of gear. This should make us pause and 
think. After 25 years of freedom, after
4 five year plans involving large irrigation 
and other programmes, is our cconomy so 
vulnerable that if the monsoon is delayed by 
three weeks, there is a crisis ? So, that is not 
the whole story. Even though emphasis is 
put on this, it is due more to other 
causes

What is the reason for the prices of 
manufactured goods, industrial manufactures, 
going up year after year for the last four or 
five years at the rate of 6 to 7 per cent ? Of 
course, this year it is much more. Every year 
you cannot attribute it to seasonal factors* 
There are other elerrjents.
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One such dement is the fiscal and mone
tary policy. Despite the claim made by the 
Finance Minister that he has been trying to 
hold deficit financing and creation of paper 
money, it is going up every year. It is true 
thai last year we had external threat and we 
had to fight a war over and above the 
enormous burden of looking after 10 million 
refugees from Bangladesh So, the Finance 
Minister came before this House with propo* 
sals of additional taxation to the extent of 
Rs. 200 crorcs Despite all that the deficit 
financing that is taking place is unprecedented. 
In 1969*70 the extent o f deficit financing was 
only Rs. 58 crores. In 1970*71 it rose to 
Rs. 365 crores and in 1971*72 to Rs 380 
crores. For the current >ear I can only make 
an estimate because fiim figures are not 
available. The expectation is that this year 
it may be of the order of Rs. 900 crores.

SHRI K R. GANESH : The only
clarification that I can gi\e  is that the drought 
situation, flood situation and various other 
situations which we are seeing in our country 
are very much part of the reality which the 
Indian economy is facing.

SHRI B R BFIAG \ T  : I am trying to
say that the l.iw o f economics is inexorable 
and these factors have their impact on the 
price situation. In adjition  to this deficit 
financing of Rs 900 crores, the overdrafts to 
the States have reached an all-time high 
figure* of Rs. 498 crores. All these are bound 
to affect the situation.

Having analysed the price situation, the 
external and internal factors, the fiscal and 
monetary factors, what are we to do 7 
Certain short term measures have been taken 
on a war footing and I am quite sure they 
are going to succeed and they will certainly 
alleviate the sufferings of the people to a 
certain extent. I think they have taken a 
correct decision to route all sales through 
fair price shops. That will help to protect the 
interests o f the weaker sections. Not only for 
foodgrains but for articles o f mass consump
tion there should be a public distribution 
system. I t should cover articles like cloth, 
edible oils, sugar and so on. The scarcity 
in the case of sugar is purely artificial. It has 
disappeared from the m arket. By bringing all 
these items under the public distribution 
system we can protect the interests o f  the

weaker sections. Now even people with an 
income of Rs. 2.000 in a  ci*y Uke Delhi are 
finding it difficult to make both ends meet.

SHRI B. V. Naik (K an ara ): Rs. 2000 
per year or per month ?

SHRI B. R. BHAGAT : Rs. 2000 per 
month.

SHRI B. V. NAIK : That is a weaker
section.

SHRI B. R. BHAGAT : Of course,
weaker section means only people with smaller 
income. But I say, in cities, even people 
with Rs, 2000 per month find it difficult to 
make both ends meet these days. The idea 
that I want to underline is that all articles 
o f mass consumption should be routed 
through public distribution agency.

1 am saying it bccause last time, in 1966* 
67, the same point was made in the House, 
and from Government side too, that what
ever be the situation, whether it ts a good 
situation or a bad situation or a critical 
situation, the public distribution agency 
should take care o f all the articles of mass 
consumption for meeting the needs o f the 
masses But it was given up the moment 
the situation eased. That should not happen. 
It should not be a part o f any short-term 
measure. It should be a part o f  the perma
nent policy so that the public distribution 
agency must take care of the entire country 
in the matter of distribution o f articles of 
mass consumption. This is my submission 
in regard to short-term measures.

The basic aspect of the situation is this. 
The hon. Member said that the Planning 
Minister must come forward and enlighten tbe 
House. Unless we take steps to re*set our 
priorities, we cannot get the results What 
is happening ? The investment is falling over 
the last two or three yean  The present 
situation is critical, 1 can understand, in 
the industrial sector, the larger houses, rightly, 
have been curbed so that their investments 
should come down. But there is no reason 
why in the small-scale sector, in tbe middle- 
scale sector, the investment has not gone up.
I was surprised to read the Mid*Term Plan 
Appraisal. E\en in the public aedor, the 
investment to only o f the order o f  about half 
of what the Plan provides, i n  the last three
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years, the rate of investment in the public 
•ector is about half. Therefore, what is 
taking place is that the investments are going 
down not only in those sectors which are 
priority sectors but also in other sectors.

The savings are going down. The in* 
flat ion is taking place The rate of growth 
is coming down On the top of it, there is 
going to be the deficit financing to the tune 
of Rs. 900 crores If the economy had 
registered the growth of 10 per ccnt, if we 
had realised our targets of food production, 
this deficit financing of Rs. 900 crores would 
not have mattered much. The basic thing is, 
if you want to ensure the economy against 
periodic crisis coming up and, again, deflecting 
us from the path of development, from the 
path of social change, from achieving our 
objective of self-reliance and making our 
economy viable, it is necessary that there 
should be a change in the priorities in the 
Plan. Let it be in a manner so that not 
only we achieve a higher rate of growth but 
distribution process is also built in the system. 
Growth with social justice is only a slogan 
today. It must be achieved. Only through 
the public distribution agency and the change 
in the priorities in the Plan, we will be 
able to deal with this situation, not only this 
situation but any other situation coming in 
the future.

SHRI K. R. GANESH : He has made 
a positive speech and a very important spcech. 
The only point which I wish to put before 
him is that in regard to gigantic investment, 
inflation, deficit financing and production 
about which he talked and which are very 
much correlated, I expected an answer from 
him.

SHR! BHAGWAT JHA AZAD (Bhagal- 
puT): I will provide the answer.

SHRI K. R GANESH : I am not in 
confrontation with you.

SHRI BHAGWAT JHA AZAD : You 
asked a question, and I said that 1 would 
reply.

SHRI K. R . GANESH : Why is he 
angry ?

SHR! BHAGWAT JHA AZAD : He 
says that I am angry- 1 P^y lhe Minister 
and hit wisdom.

(M otn.)
SHRI K. R. GANESH : I asked for the 

answer from Mr. Bhagat.

MR. SPEAKER : Mr. Era Sezhiyan.

The hon. members may not be too long 
in their speeches. The time is limited and 
there are a large number of members who 
want to spcaK We have distributed the 
available time according to the parties and 
according to the numbers So we must stick 
to the time.

SHRI ShZHIYAN (Kumbakonam) : 
Before I comc to the subject-matter, I want 
to say one thing Though I have got every 
respect for Mr. Ganesh and for his compe
tency to tackle this question, I want to point 
out that, in all fairness to the House, in all 
fajmess to the seriousness of the problem 
that we are discussing today, we had expected 
the Finance Minister to be present here to 
listen to the debate and >o answer. Also 
the Prime Minister and the Planning Minister 
should have been present. It is a pity that 
they have not paid due attention or respect 
to this House.

13.31 hr s.

(M r . D rp i TY-SprAKCR in the ChairJ

AN HON. MEMBER : This is lunch
time.

SHRI SEZHIYAN : Millions of people
are not having their lunch due to rise in 
prices

We have been discussing the subject of 
rising prices now and then every year, every 
session ; in some form or other the problem 
comes before this House. It appears to be 
symptomatic of a deep malady that is 
corroding the economic structure and the 
economic welfare of the society o f this 
country. I would not say that Government 
ate unaware of this problem. I cannot say 
that they are ignorant of the trends of rising 
prices. It can be said to the credit of the 
ruling Congress party that they have been 
very categorical in their statement aud they 
have been very clear in their stand. The 
Congress party has said :

“ It is of highest importance to keep prices
from rising and to endeavour to reduce
them. Many of our difficulties today are
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due to high and rising price level and the 
economic development has been seriously 
hampered because of this.’*

This is a categorical determination shown 
by the ruling Congress party. When they 
have said 'today’, it does not mean today. 
It was said in the Congress manifesto in the 
year 1952. In the year 1952 they had been 
saying that it was of highest importance to 
keep the prices down from rising and to 
endeavour to reduce them ! Even in the 
mid-term election manifesto, in February 1971, 
the Congress party boldly sought “ a clear 
mandate to control prices and to ensure to 
the people the supplies of essential commodi
ties at reasonable prices ” Therefore, it is 
not for want of knowledge of the rising prices. 
1 can say that they are aware ; they are 
fully aware at least when elections come and 
they have to face the people.

179 Rise in Prices o f
(M o tn )

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : They have 
been given Congress tickets now.

SHRI SEZHIYAN : Sir, in the country 
the lamp posts have increased, so also the 
black-marketeers. There seems to be correla
tion between these two . ( In terruptions) Ins
tead of hanging them by the rope at the 
nearest lamp post, they have been garlanded 
with roses and favoured with other things.

SHRI K. R. GANESH : Sir, we have an 
Essential Commodities Act and it is the res
ponsibility and within the p< wcr of the 
State Government to use that Act

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Wonderful ! 
Now, you arc exonerated.

SHRI K R. GANESH : I am not exoner
ating myself. I am only placing the facts.

Whenever the Minister and the Prime 
Minister are called upon to answer about the 
serious crisis of the high rise in prices, some 
age-old arguments are repeated One of 
them is that, as was referred to by Mr. 
Bhagat, there was delay in the setting in of 
the monsoon and there was low production. 
But I would expect the Government to have 
a plan. Four Five-Year plans have been 
there, and they are formulating the Fifth 
Five-Year Plan also. A planned economy 
worth the name should take into account not 
only the normal and favourable conditions 
but also the fluctuations in climatic changes. 
Sir, India, is after all, a country of sub- 
eontinental dimensions. If  there is flood in 
one area, there wilt be drought in another 
area and we cannot have continuous bumper 
crop years. But, for the last live years we 
had good crop seasons and a  slight delay in 
the onset of monsoon should not upset the 
entire programme and the economic situation 
in the country.

M r Cbavan, the other day, while replying 
to  a  call attention noticc, gave a very stern 
warning and he said that the Government 
would certainly take very prompt action 
against the hoaders and speculators. I accept 
his sincerity, even as we accepted the sincerity 
of the Government when Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru said about two decades ago that att 
the black-marketeers and hoarder* would be 
hanged by the nearest lamp-posts.

SHRI SEZHIYAN : Sir, the rise in priccs 
has been caused entirely due to the actions 
of the Central Government. The State Govern
ments are a t the mercy of the Centre* 
Whenever the prices rise, it is due to your 
faulty planning, unfulfilled plan targets, in- 
fructuous spending, unbridled inflation, 
mounting burden of indirect taxes, the parallel 
economy of the black money, defective 
distribution, etc. All these things I place 
squarely at the door of the Central Govern
ment. The Central Government being the 
source of the crisis, it is very difficult for 
the State Government to control it. When 
you allow an increase in DA to the Central 
Government staff, the State Governments 
are put to much burden and they are in 
an unenviable position because they are 
not able to provide extra D A  out of ihcir 
slender resources.

Sir, whenever the prices rise, there is a 
warning. But, thoae who are in authority 
the Finance Minister, the Prime M inister 
and the Food Minister, take a very comp
lacent attitude. When the Prime M tnister 
met the Press on  July 12, only a month 
ago, she told the press. "1 am told that the 
prices have shown some decline and I expat 
them to come down further,’* On July 12* 
she expected and her economic advisers ha« 
reported to  her that the prices were g<>'n8 
down whereas actually the prices were g®110' 
pine in tiie market.
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It has been reported in (he Tim es o f  
India— editorial of 4th August 1972. only 
about a week earlier that Mr. Shinde bad 
assured the public that the grain prices were 
declining. Such is their complacency. One 
more argument is that there has been an in
flation and the inflation will have its effect. 
Because of Bangla Desh and other 
emergency activities, there have been infla
tionary expenditures on the pari of the Go
vernment and therefore, the increase in prices. 
But I can say to the Finance Minister that 
there was an analysis conducted by the 
Government and it has come out in January 
1972 much after the Bangla Desh conflict and 
spending due to that account. They have said 
that the trend of inflationary pressures was 
checked at the end of September 1971. Go
vernment itself after deep analysis stated that 
they had controlled the inflationary tendencies 
in the country. That should not be given as 
the reason now.

When the price rises it is the low income 
group and fixed incomc group that will be the 
hardest hit in their day-to-day life. The 
Prime Minister was pleased to say in her 
Press Conference that “you cannot have higher 
wages and low prices.” I say that “you cannot 
have low wages and higher prices together.” 
Why do the wage-earners want the higher 
emoluments, increase in D.A. etc ? It is 
because of the rise in prices. They arc being 
forced to ask for this rise in emoluments to 
offset the effects of price rise.

The National Commission on Labour 
was given a task of analysing the condition 
of labour in respect of their working, wage— 
earning capacity, etc. etc. That Commission
submitted their report in 1969. They have
evaluated the wage-earning capacity of the 
factory worker, especially, the factory worker 
getting Rs. 200 and less. They found that
the 'teal earnings’ of a factory worker getting 
less than Rs. 200 per month have risen by 
about 4.6 per cent only from 1951 to 1964. 
From the beginning of the first Five-year 
Plan till the end of the Third Five-year plan 
there has been only 4 6 per cent increase. He 
has got so many commitments to fulfil. He 
has got a growing family. But only an in* 
creaneof 4 6 per cent has come to him. 
1 wit) take the case of the Class IV emp* 
loyeea of the railways. From the year
1949 to 1968 for two decades the real 
earning of the Class IV employee in Rail

ways has gone up by only one per cent. 
Therefore, there is no use saying that higher 
wages and low prices do not go together. 
Whereas his commitments are increasing his 
family is increasing, the Class IV employee 
got only one per cent increase and the 
factory worker got only 4 per cent increase. 
This is the position. The real wages are 
not coming up ; consumption levels are going 
down ; you cannot give the argument that 
there should be freeze on wages, without 
freeze on the price rise.

There is another very handy argument 
that there is less production and therefore 
the costs have gone up. I don’t say that 
when production is going down, demand can 
be fulfilled. But, in Indian economy, even at a 
time when production went up, prices have 
not come down, but to the contrary prices 
have gone up. Take foodgrains for the year 
1970. There was a bumber crop, which crossed 
the 100 million tonnes of foodgrain for the 
first time. But, for the food articles in 
November, I960, the index point was 192. 
In November, 1970, in one year period, 
when the bumper crop was crossing the 
100 million mark the food price index went 
up to 211. 19 points rise was recorded in 
this year when there was a bumper crop. 
Therefoie, don't give the argument that 
because of low production prices arc going 
up. Even when production was going even 
when there was a bumper crop, prices have 
not been put do»n. The sharpest rise had 
occurred precisely in the field where there 
was more production. Our industrial produc
tion was sluggish during the past on decade. 
But the rise in the priccs of the manu* 
factured items is not as mixh as in the 
case of foodgrains where you had the 
bumper crop. Therefore, Sir, this argument 
that is advanced, namely, that because of low 
production prices have gone up, is not 
correct. Just now, it has been said that the 
State Governments have enough powers to 
control the pi ices. But it is the Central Go
vernment that indulges in heavy indirect taxa
tion. And it is this mounting burden of indirect 
taxation which has gone a ionge a long way 
in putting up the prices of many of the essen
tial commodities

For example, the consumer articles like do* 
th, sugar, cement etc have always experienced % 
very high dose of indirect taxation. When 
we come to direct taxation, we find that R$. 500
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crores of income-tax is always left in arrears. 
Bat ia  the case of indirect taxation, it can 
never be in arrears, because whenever anybody 
buys an article he is forced to pay the indirect 
tax and then take the article home.

In the case of cloth, indirect taxation has 
been 50 to 75 per cent of the ex-factory price 
in the case of sugar it is 75 per cent, cement 
between 60 and 70 per cent, steel 50 to 60 per 
cent, and in the case of rayon it is 50 to 75 
per cent. Now the steel prices have also been 
increased. Steel goes into the making of every 
consumer articlc, and, therefore, the increase 
in steel price is bound to increase the prices of 
the other consumer articles So, in the case 
o f vehicles, in the case of transport, in the 
case o f bridges, and in housing schemes and 
everything else, whenever there is an increase 
in the price of steel, it is going to contribute 
to an increase in the cost in rcspect o f all 
these items.

No answer has been given in regard to the 
distribution system so far. Government have 
been promising that they will open more and 
wore consumer co-operativc societies. I 
welcome the idea. But the consumer co-ope
rative system started in 1962, and for a decade 
it has been working. But with what results ? 
There is one big superbazar here in Delhi. As 
one paper rightly pointed out the other day, it 
should indeed be called a super-profit bazar...

SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI (Shaja- 
pur); In  spite of that, there have been super
losses .

SHRI SBZHIYAN : I shall come to that 
later.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : There is not 
much time left for that.

SHRI SEZHIYAN : The prices of almost 
all the articles sold in the superbazar are 
higher than the general market price prevai
ling outside. That point was brought out in 
this House last year. The Public Accounts 
Committee went into the entire question and 
came to  the conclusion that instead of leading 
the market, the superbazar was being led by 
the market prices. For example, my wife 
IpMlflftit the other day 200 gm, of Bru Coffee at 
R*. 10.45 in the Superbazar, When we came

{ M o m )
out, we found that its market price was only 
Rs. 9.85 in other areas. When asked, the 
Brooke Bond people said that they were sell* 
ing it to the Superbazar at Rs.9.20. Instead 
of setting an example to others, we find that 
the superbazar is charging very high prices; 
and yet we find that while they have a capital 
of Rs. 42 lakhs, they have incurred a lo ss ' of 
Rs. 66 lakhs in spite of a!l the high prices 
that they could charge.

The Prime Minister met the Members the 
other day, and the same advice given by her 
regarding the price rise in sugar was ‘Do not 
consume sugar’. I hope that this advice does 
not extend to wheat and other things. I 
hope she will not say, ‘Do not consume 
wheat do not consume rice*. It is 
not the consumption which has risen. 
In fact, the consumption level has not 
risen at all. When we take the per capita  
consumption of wheat or rice, we find that it 
has been going down year by year, but the 
prices are always rising. Therefore, whene
ver Government come forward to give very 
pious advice to the poor people, I hope that 
they will give some effective advicc lo the 
profiteers and blackmarketeers who are runn
ing a parallel economy with Rs. 3500 or Rs. 
5000 or Rs. 8000 crores, it is anybody's guess, 
of black money. Government should come 
down very heavily on those people. I Jay the 
entire blame for this increasing price spiral 
squarely at the doors of the Central Govern- 
men*, because it is their fiscal policies which 
have ended in this fiasco and the country has 
been put to such great distress. The poverty- 
stricken people have been bled because of these 
price increases whereas big business has been 
allowed to reap heavy and windfall profits at 
the same time.

speftrft * m w «r :

sra rw w  * t i m ,  t  f a n  «*w?rT jf arm  
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®FK«T s fa  SffcT t i t  |  far#
m  aft 3pfa*?rcirr frrcr 

Sut $  w  x ®  $  afK 

% *rrcr d m  f * n m  w r

<r?m |  g *  a*

fw v n w ff  f t w  t q g  wrar I  f r  
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S P T H ! *  STf5IT I  eft ^ T  STFcH |  f r  
*0% 3nq*rr i Srfo* ^ f t  *rter*r fa n  

* n  ^  s*sh£t srT?r arr *i*ft  w r  ^  
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3 r t  ^  ^  *Pt s n r m ^  ^f srgar f ®  
JfT ^ T  W T  |  f V  ’ ‘ m f e T  spt 3T«f38r^?T

ww I  r* ^ rw iffr % w ft  r̂ sft 3fNr%
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tfflffiET * 8  M  Pp ^  s ro  * $  i

SHRI JAGADISH BHATTACHARYYA 
(Ghata!) : On a point or order. There is no 
quorum in the House.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER ; Let me have 
it checksd up.
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SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU. The Prime 
Minister functions in abstmia. The Ministers 
arc not available, ihe Finance Minister is not 
to be seen here. And look at the condition 
of the M.M. Parly. We are much better off 
on this side.

SHRI NAWAL KISHORE SHARMA: It 
has been the convention that the question of 
quorum should not be raised during the lunch 
hour.

MR. DtPUTY-SPEAKER : Order, order.

SHRI MAI I GAYATR1 DEVI OF JA I
PUR (Jaipur): It is very surprising that he
should be talking about lunch hour when the 
country is facing such a shortage of food. That 
is *hy the Treasury Benches are empty.

SHRI PILOO MODY : Having lunch at 
the expense of the country.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : If the mem. 
bers observe the convention, that is all right. 
If they do not, I have to go by the Consti
tution.

Let the bell be rung ..

Now, there is quorum. The hon. Mem
ber may continue.

«ft *Rftr$ *rmir»r <?ti : % fa%s?r
«n f f  ^  3tr  % 3 rf?m fr%  srff

I , *TRifta aft ̂  ** teR
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^rrar |  f r  ^r r  % ^ r *t sn ^ ^ r
»rzft, ?ft % an7»r 3n3T S ftt^ W

f ®  y r^ rr  I ,

13Rfap arrqr % ’rr^ 95 sshi mi Tv
%% ^  *r w  I ,  f a x

^ t  ^ f t  % err* ^rm t % ^ f^ r  ^

i & k z  ^  ^  aftr ^r«Ft *  ^ r  %

m  f«^9T?T ^  3ft? spt

<mj% i

^  ?st% ^trft |  g t  %* 

wn% |  f a  ^  g h r w r  w? * m  \
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3r«qT |  s t e w *  * i ,  g s s r  ^ t,

stiht?* *ft * jr, &f*R ^ r%  srcqr-

r̂r«T srrr  33%  facTT^r <rc 

5ft s r t s w r  spi «rrf s e ra *  ?r?!> 75  fpranr

I  I 3ftr Sfffat* ff?f T fr  f a  3TT3T %***

srrerr«T % *tpt& *t * f f ,  % *rro& ft

* f t  f T ^ r  srrrar $ t *r«ft $ » « r f  %  %
<ft?ft %  *$ a r * ?  ^  |  1 * t v $ t w  %
qf%  «f$t * m  1 4 s r o  e *  ’sfta't % *rt <mr 

m i  f ro fc  v r  & a ftr  35 * m  

e?r **r ' t s t  # i f t  1 40  ssnsr 2r*r t t  $ * t r t  

v a n * * *  | ,  3 ftr ^ n r r  f a  s p n 't  w r
95T55T ft * frft *T*% arfiJV T% q j^ fy , --fir ^

^ rr  * t  *fWt % *rr*r% ft a r r ^ M r  *f*% 1 
f t w r  ^ r  w \  tf t  # * f t ,  * ?$ r *ft p w f l ?  

* 7$ ,  <rtsr * * t?  *0 a *  fprrr>

« ft q tfw r  q w # s r  3r^ 1 fc ff c r  artft
3fw ^r%  f*K* n r f a ^ t  % « t^*rq?FT  vt

^RT3q- %WT 5T> *F?T f a  *t WW £*T

sfWt qf* ?*<Tt* s&ft if tf  ?ft s f tf t  % 
«r$% § q  *rr* * t  V tvr an * rem  1 

5ft 3TT  ̂ *»w*r ft «P^rfOT-

*FT 3T«ft 5HT ®Ftf 3TTOT I #  *T?it

*i? ’ ft «Ffr f a  snnrc ar»r% s p *  *ft?ft 

*pt Sc'rnFr %* «Ft «rf r?n |  fft 3*w> *?tft 

% fa q  ?ft frrorsw  ft fftw ft 
* T f ^  1 a n *  3ft p r r O  sftfir

an  T ^t t ,  sft « r m r ^  % ^ ^ f ? » r r f t ^ f e T  

t , W f a r r c %  an^r * r m r«r

faFj U f lPr ^  fa f f t  rTTf 3PI v t f  « i t « r  

?rff 13T*^r 5* 1*  v i f t ^ u w  ^ t c  ^ « t f

jy y r  *» f a f l t  t o  v r  v t f  %%

n#  sf ^  ^ ta ff  ^  sraw nr ?w*n qi»rr 1

* F f t w  ^  1 ft  ^ T T  $ , s r m r  

v ift?p r w n3r «nr% f ,  w  % q #  sn?fr 

*tfh ? P T  ? r r ft  ^ t  f?«rf?r € t  ^  V T m  

|  s ftc  q *  srTf»r « ? r fa ^  f a f o m  v t f r r  $  » 

^  <7^t arvft s f rre r  n m  I  f a  6-7 

ĝrwr % |* n f t  v t f  s t w  « n M t  f a « r * r | f  

f t  w f t  t * m  % «P frr ^ i | m  f - ~ f n f t

f*r%€sr FTf’r  $z | — vw  f t  
^  snpr % it n?$r «tt— 40 lr 

50 »rrgfe %m\ v?j afar |  fn^wft 
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*$m snsr r̂r t^t & % $g«rr $, «ife 
^ ft st*fr ^  sr*?€-TTfgr ^>ft n | «ft fa r  
nm  f^«rf?r ^»ft ? ^ f t  % «f sr *r ^*r an?*r- 
f w  %%, ^  «r B

f ^ a r r , 1971 apt arr^r q v  * ^ n  q f t, far*^ 
t̂*ft % «f «r % srr̂ f̂ wTarr 5̂t *w 

«Ft, ^  gf^t % «T3F VT T̂TcTT gf—

“Discussions were thercfoie heW with the 
representatives o f the industry both in the 
joint stock and the co-operative sectors. 
It was emphasised that in the curient situa
tion there was an imperative need to hold 
the sugar price line and at the same time 
to ensure payment of a higher cancpnce to 
the growers than the minimum fixed by 
the Government so that sugar production 
that has declined in 1969-70 may pick up 
again in 1972-73.”

’sfaFT, *wr |3rr ? srr *t 3ft sftefsnr «bt

«rr, w$ m n e  35 m \w  s?r^t *nrT, 40 
wrar w  % f»re * 1  art? m s ,  an^r 
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14 bn.
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fan ft 1%, %fa*r anw 4 v f t  f a s t  
f w t  **ft 1 1  #  ^  tV  t o  f T

fllUT t f -

“ Imperative need to hold the sugar price 
line *'

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU On a point 
of order Did that price include the dona
tion to the Congress election lund ’ (Interrup
tions )

*ft JTCfaf STITTflm < ni It is donation 

to CP (M) fund. $  am fc
«rr fa  3n<r% n «r§r «tt

f a  2 **t ^ r%  35T7 m m n p r

3)fa STR^Tq- 3?J£*t 3ft 55TPT), 3*PFt 3rTT 2

^rfa?r 4 ¥?% fa w t *r 9nr?rr <rc ^WV fa*** 

w f t  t  sftT forr?*t cnFr cfr 5 sq ir **nr ^  

fa& ift i arw * t  *Ptf *7t«f ^  Tg ’Tm 

3 ttt  * \ i  *nfa*ft ^  |  ^ r r t  <nsr
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*TT *1  fc I

5[«R fa** ift̂ TRT J —

265 vr* farc« *r anrt 3TN ^  
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I T ^ ^ T  'IT  SPRT* *7W% % if5  ftT |  f a
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m m  W t  w f t  ^  «pi i r

*rfaft i
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wrwft % ^ rrn ro r  «flgtorf f t  

a m  v r  arrm^V f  <snq^ ^jg  fa^T a f k  
^  3 rr^  fqr?rr7 s i t ?  t v  *TTr 1

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU (Diamond 
Harbour) Mr Deputy Speaker, may I at the 
outset make a submission that I require a 
little time because I wish to quote what the 
hon Prime Minister has said so many times

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER You have 
been given >cur partv’s time

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU And also 
time for mv substitute motion

Your presence encourages me ao much 
that sometimes 1 cannot limit myself

The Congress Party has cieated an un-
precedented crisis in the country It is the 
known outcome of the capitalist pa<h of deve* 
lopment Thi> price crisis ts only a part of 
the genera] crisis that is engulfing us, namely 
the economic crisis in foreign trade, lower 
earnings, stagnation in industry, low food 
crops and simultaneously drum beating about 
the green revolution, unemployment, black 
money and erosion of the Indian rupee They 
have talked about restrictions on some items 
which arc exported abroad That mil mean 
less offering for local consumption and fur-
ther rise in prices Is that what they have 
in mind ?

1 will now come to the magnitude of the 
price rise The hon speaker talked about 
whole-sale price This morning at 10 O’clock 
from the Director of the Consumers’ Council,
I have collected the figures It is no use carry-
ing coal to New Castle because everybody 
knows where the shoe pinches The price of 
D al chana rose from Rs 1 12 to Rs 1 80 
The price of D a l M oong sabat rose from 
Rs 2 10 to Rs 3 20 The price of D al U rd  
rose from Rs 2 ^0 to Rs 4 10 and so on In 
actual fact, the price rise in the food front 
at the last retail counter from where the poor 
house-wife makes the purchases is even up to 
150 per cent About sugat, the House knows
the position The price of basmati rice has
gone up to Rs 4 a kiiio Cloth prices have 
gone up by 50 per cent I am quoting from the 
newspaper When sugar price has gone up, 
Mrs Gandhi said, stop consuming sugar. Now 
when the prices of dhotis and saris have gone
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up so much, what will she say ? Stop consum-
ing dhotis and saris and go about in birthday 
costumes ? That is what it comes to.

THE DEPUTY MINISTER IN THE 
MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRIMATI 
SUSH1LA ROHA1GI) ; Is that parlia-
mentary ? I do not think the hon, member 
meant what he said

MR. DEPUTY- SPEAKER : Don’t make 
it worse.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I am not 
yielding.

SHRI K. R GANESH : The only point 
the Prime Minister made about the situation...

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Mr. Ganesh 
will have his right to reply. He may note 
down all these points and reply at the end. 
Why interrupt the hon. member and give him 
more opportunity ?

SHRIMATI SUSHILA ROHATGI : He 
mentioned about birthday consumes.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I do not 
know whether it is parliamentary or not 1 
think there is nothing wrong in it. It will be 
unparliamentary if you make it too explicit.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Coming to 
coke, an essential fuel item, at places its price 
has gone up by 250 per cent Coming to 
steel, that is the Government's doing. IISCO 
was taken over because the man refused to 
contiibute black money to the election fund.
I will say ’hat when the occasion comes

It is partly the creation of the government 
directly and partly the outcome of coflabora* 
tive action. The bui ding materials have also 
recorded a rise of not less than 200 to 300 per 
cent. How are you going to keep to  the 
estimates for the coming plan at the rate that 
you have taken when the rise has gone beyond 
your control ?

The hon. Prime Minister has made a 
wonderful speech, where she used some Eng-
lish idioms like front of brat* and feet o 'c lay .
In her case I would use expressions like, little 
knowledge is dangerous and empty vessels 
sound much. She has said :
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“While admitting that industrial produc-
tion was lagging, Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi today held out the hope that the 
economy would regain its momentum. 
She says it is partly due to seasonal fac-
tors such hs late start of the monsoon this 
year...’*

What an unmixed untruth !

Now I am going to quote from Tribune  
a very respected paper. It says :

“ International Labour Office data reveal 
that in July 1971 the general price index 
had risen by 90% in India while the cor-
responding percentages for some other 
countries were : Kenya 18 6, Sri Lanka
29 S, Thailand 19 1, Iran 17, Mcxico 28 4 
and Pakistan 45 1. The figures for the 
developed countries reflect the same range : 
Canada 30.2, the USA 32.4, Australia 32.5. 
The highest price abroad has been in Japan
52 8. but that country’* economy stands 
in a class apart.’*

There is a wonderful feature article in 
The S ta tesm an  which sa y s:

“Soon after the Prime Minister's confident 
claim at her press conference that prices 
were falling the official wholesale index 
crossed the 200 mark and the consumer 
index registered a 10-point jump...The 
‘hold the price line* slogan that spouts like 
a fresh spring from mo»t Ministerial lips 
is age old Six years ago, when in the 
wake of devaluation prices made a similar 
spectacular spurt (this year prices of food 
articles are up by 15% according to the 
wlwtesale index much more in reality), 
they were saying the same thing. The 
only concrete measure that resulted then 
was the opening of a chain of Snper Baza-
ars which for various reasons never got 
beyond the symbolic stage/'

Then 1 come to the T im es o f  India. It is 
not the statement of CPM ; we are only watch-
ing, it says :

“The governments plea tbat the rise in 
prices, especially o f the foodgrains, it due 
to seasonal factors is being dismissed as 
‘absurd* by economic experts in dose touch 
with the price situation. A* regards (bod- 
grains, it is pointed that the wholesale
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prices of wheat were actually tower between 
April and October last year...These econo-
mists are of the view that the sharp rise 
in the prices...is directly due to the short- 
fall in production and the progressive 
weakening of the public distribution system 
in respect o f  almost all foodgrains.

For instance, the releases of foodgrains, 
mainly wheat and ricc, by the Central and 
state Governments for sale through fair 
price shops have steadily declined from
9 6 million tonnes in 1969 to 8.9 million 
tonnes in 1970 and further 7.7 million 
tonnes in 1971.*’
The Prime Minister talked about developing 

economics where there will be a certain price 
rise. She does not know what she is talking 
about. I hope she is not corving !>ome other 
economists, like last time when she quietly 
quoted some Pakistani economists, it is 
learnt.

I want to ask : is it not a fact that our Per 
capita income is the lowest in the world, only 
73 dollras ? What is she talking about when 
she is comparing our price rise with the 
position in Amcrtca ? If there is a price rise 
in our country, it takes away the entire earing 
of an average citizcn and enough is not left 
even for a meal.

SHRI K. R. GANESH : 2 per cent less 
in the United States means a cup of coflcc less 
there. This is a very serious debate. You 
are reading the Times o f  India to me. Please 
say something original. I want to learn from 
you.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU i I am not 
quite so brilliant as you are.

This is what is stated in the Third Plan 
on p. 126. it says :

“There are, on the other hand, factors 
that tend to moderate these upward pres-
sures. To the extent that there arc unused 
resources that can be drawn upon and 
in so far as in certain sectors such as 
agriculture, an increase in production 
could be secured quickly with comparati-
vely email investment, the expansionary 
pressure* just mentioned may be softened. 
Then, again some of the investment made 
earliet add to current output, and as the 
level of technology and organisational

(M otn.)
efficiency improve, relatively large 
increases in output could be secured with-
out a proportionate increase in costs.**

I only wish to draw Mr. Ganesb’s attention 
to it.

I suspected, firstly, Mrs. Gandhi. But 1 
regret to say even her advisers have misled 
her. There are two varieties, either half- 
baked type of pundits that she keeps or others 
who are motivated in their utterances, Today, 
unfortunately, there is no relation between the 
feelings they exhibit and the reality. This is 
done to cheat the Government employees and 
other employees who claim dearness allow-
ance.

Here is a very useful journal Econom ic  
and P olitica l W eekly  in which there is an 
article entitled ‘'Bread or Circuses ?” It says :

‘...in  the week ending June 17, the whole-
sale price index for foodgrains was a neat
15 per cent higher than what it was a year 
ago. At the retail level—never mind the 
lack of official data, you just have to talk 
to an assortment of non<chic housewives 
to find—the rise is much steeper/'

I would only request Mr. Ganesh to read this 
wonderful article “ Bread or Circuses ?” in the 
Ecohomic and P olitical W eekly  dated July 
15, 1972.

They always preach sermons as a preface 
to each Plan. But the outcome is just the 
opposite. When there was an inctease of SO 
points, they kept quiet. But when there is a 
drop of 2 points in the wholesale price index, 
they go on drum-beating it.

Before this drought, there was a shortfall 
of 15 million tonnes in foodgrains production. 
It is because they are wholly dependent op 
rainfall. All this myth of green revolution 
has really shown its teeth. West Bengal alone 
have lost out of the main paddy crop, 84 per 
cent of the crop and the other crop by 50 
per cent.

This is what the Economic Survey for 
the year 1971-72 says :

“The other important aspect of increasing 
production of foodgrains impinges upon 
the monetary sector of the ecopomy inas-
much as the demand for fund# foe pro-
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curcment operations has increased sharply. 
Thus outstanding advances against food* 
grains reached the level of Rs. 431 crores 
towards the end of July, 1971.**

This is your publication, the Economic 
Survey for 1971-72,

Then, about deficit financing, between 
1960-41 and 1970*71, the increase in money 
supply was of the order of 140 per cent As 
against this, the real national income rose by 
4} per cent. This led to a sharp sport in 
prices The increase In the wholesale prices 
was to the extent of 81 per cent during the 
same period. That is about the deficit 
financing. On deficit financing, there is an 
article:

'T his rose to a colossal Rs. 819 crores 
which was as much as Rs. 212 crores more 
than in tbe previous busy season. In 
other words, the Government borrowed 
this much more for what was largely non* 
productive expenditure from the banks in 
addition to the three heavy doses o f addi-
tional taxation administered during the 
past 12 months or so.”

Then I come to indirect taxes. They have 
been increasing the quantity o f indirect taxes 
year after year. 1 do not want to tax your 
mind by taking the time of tbe House for 
giving the figures. It is really a disgraceful 
thing that the Government has not got a due 
of the actions they take. Every year, since 
1952, the indirect taxation has been increasing 
by leaps and bounds.

What about the holding power 7 There 
is a very interesting feature article written by 
the gentleman who was the Principal Econo* 
micAdviser to the Prime Minister till last 
nxmth-4he gentleman who was tbe Chairman 
of the Agricultural Prices Commission, Dr. 
Ashok Mitra He has said :

"Tftis is where doubts creep hi. How is 
it that during the past three yeafc even as 
price* o f foodgrains moved up almost 
inexorably, diet ribat ion through ration ;
and fair price shops actually declined 1 It i
was mitfkm tonnes in 1969, 8 9  
million tonnes In 1970 and 7.7 million
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tonnes in 1971. Obviously there is serious 
mismatching between the supplies offered 
through the public distribution system and 
the demand for foodgrains emanating from 
the mass of the community. Tbe entire 
rationale of the public distribution would 
seem to have turned topsyturvied in 
recent years.”

About sugar, sugar has become a poison 
to this country because they are hand in glove 
wirh the sugar magnates for reasons known to 
each and everv person in this House We 
understand that, while they have exported 
sugar at a price o f 94 paise per kilo, here the 
man whose per capita income is the lowest 
is paying Rs. 4 per kilo. I will read out one 
or two things :

“Sugar was sold in foreign markets at an 
average price of 94 paise per kilo ..**

When there was a surplus production of 
sugar, the impoit of 5 lakh tonnes of sugar 
should have been set aside as buffer stock. 
They have made a mess o f the whole thing.

About the value of the rupee, Mr. Sachin 
Chowdhury, on 12th July 196o. in order to 
justify devaluation, had said that the Indian 
rupee as on that date had come down by 80 
paise. That means, you were kft with only 
20 paise in a rupee in your hand. And the 
Indian rupee today is, in fact, not more than
10 pai&e. That is what you have done during 
the last 25 years in this country.

The worst part is the black money. It is 
said that the total accumulation o f Mack 
money today is to the tune of Rs. 7500 crores. 
In this Wanchoo Committee's final report, 
Dr. Dandekar, an eminent economist, said, 
T or 1965*66, my estimate o f the black income 
is o f the order of Rs. 2350 crores as against 
Rs. 1216 crores mentioned in the report.'* Sir, 
that is what it is.

Let us take the cat out o f the bag. The 
Interim Report submitted by the Wanchoo 
Committee in the month o f November, 12th of 
November 1970, one year and eight months 
ago, made apeeiflc recommeodatkMit. I have 
got a true copy e f  the original report and 
that, I want to Jay <» tbe Table tbe House, 
for which I have given a written aotfce. It



as I have given you notice, a true copy of the 
Wancboo Committee’s interim report [P laced  
in L ibrary. See  No. LT— 3411/72J
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AN HON. MEMBER : It may be circu-
lated to mcmoers.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU 
*‘We decided...

I will.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I can only 
say that it can be laid only with my per* 
mission.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I will. It 
•ays :

“ We decided, therefore, to address our* 
selves to the task of making an in’erim 
report on matters which call for urgent 
remedial action and could not wait until 
our final report. One subject which we 
felt needed immediate attention was that 
of black money as it has been eating into 
the vitals of the economy.”

Sir, they said :

“It is a parallel cconomy operating on 
black money, prevalence of on-money 
payments, speculation and hoarding of 
essentia] commodities, profiteering and 
and price rise.”

They have gone in detail.

‘‘After careful consideration, we have 
come to the conclusion that some radical 
steps will have to be taken immediately if 
the problem is to be tackled effectively. 
In this interim report wc, therefore, 
recommend the following three measures :

(1) demonetisation,

(2) a ceiling on cash and cash holdings, 
and

(3) acquisition o f immoveable property 
in case o f underestimation of the 
purchase consideration.”

These are the recommendation* for imme-
diate action. But since 1970 November, Mrs. 
6tndhi had to contest two elections and we 
Î q o w  how very cadre based a Party she has 
ypt. The cadre is the silver and the silver 
bas been found. What silver ? Nobody can 
give you white silver. This was black money, 
with your permission, Sir, I lay on tbeTaW**

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Order,
please. You hand it over to me for my ins-
pection. There is no question of laying it on 
the Table.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I have given 
you notice in writing under Rule 369.

SHRI PILOO MOOY : Do you inspect 
everything that is laid on the Table during the 
Zero Hour ?

SHY! JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Sir, there 
is a ruling given by Sardar Hokum Singh on 
26tb February 1965 which clearly says that if 
it is authenticated, the Member can lay it on 
the Table. I have given you prior written notice 
under Rule 369. Hon Members can read it. 
I lay it on the Table...

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Order,
please. One minute. I will meet your point.

SHRI SEZHIYAN : It is not a secret 
document.

SHRI R. V. BADE (Khargone) : He has 
read it in the House

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : That is a 
different matter. Order, pleaw... {Interrup
tions) Order, please. Laying it on the Table 
is different from reading. He can read it 
from anywhere.

Now, he has quoted Rule 369. He says he 
has given a notice. I have seen it, only five 
or six minutes ago. You have given that 
notice. But 1 have not bad an opportunity 
to look through the document.

Now, I have to look to the Directions of 
the Speaker. Direction 118 says very clearly :

“If a private member desires to lay a
paper or document on the Table of the
House, he shall supply a copy thereof to
the Speaker in advance ..’* 

which you have not done.. .(Interruptions) 
Order, please,

“ ..,10  aa to eaablq him <a Sfretfru
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permission should be given to lay the
paper or document on the Table...**

Now, I have not had an opportunity to look 
into the document. Therefore, I arp not 
allowing you to lay it on the Table. I want 
you to hand it over to me for my inspection 
and a decision will be made after that... 
Interruptions)

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Arising out 
o f  what you have said. Rule 369 which cannot 
be superseded by a Speaker’s Direction, says :

(1) "A paper or documept to be laid on 
the Table shall be duly authenticated 
by the Member presenting it.

(2) All papers and documents laid on the 
Table shall be considered public.*'

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Kindly read 
Rule 389 for the benefit of the House.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Why, Sir ?
It is not convenient for me.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Please go to
the substaoce of your debate.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I have laid 
it on the Table.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: No, not 
without my permission.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I am sorry, 
this rule does not give you the authority; you 
cannot act beyond your jurisdiction.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : In order that 
there must be a dear under-standing I would 
say this. This Rule 369 only says this, that, 
when it is laid, it must be authenticated.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I am really 
surprised that you have taken summary power 
vader Rule 389.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Whether a 
paper is to be laid or not is for the Speaker 
to decide. Rule 389 says very clearly that 
where a thing is not pot there clearly tinder 
the rules, it has to be regulated by the direc-
tion « f  the Speaker. X have reed out the
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Direction of the Speaker which has been accep-
ted by the House.

I request you : Please go to the sub-
stance of your debate and not waste time on 
this procedural matter.

SHRIMATI SUSHILA ROHATGI : The 
hon Member was referring to the interim re-
port. Subject to correction, I would say, this 
report has not yet been made public. If he 
is referring to the Wanchoo Commission Re-
port, I would say, this is already under the 
consideration of the Government. Very soon, 
before the end of this year, Government hopes 
to bring forward a comprehensive legislation 
on that...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Arising out 
of what the hon. Lady member said-..

AN HON. MEMBER : Lady Minister.

SHRIMATI SUSIULA ROHATGI : I 
do not cease to be a Member.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : She is Mill 
a Member. Arising of what she pointed out 
just now, may I point out this ? The final 
report was submitted long after this interim 
report. You found it very convenient 10 
publish the final report, but you did not do it 
In respect of the intrim report, because there 
were certain findings which hurt you,

SHRIMATI SUSHILA RO H ATG I: That 
interim report has not been made public. So. 
my point is coirect.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU I Curbing 
black money hurts the Government in its 
political activities. They did not, they could 
not. comply with the recommendations of the 
interim report o f the Wanchoo Committee. 
They had kept it as a secret document. They 
had not published it. Not only that, Sir. 
They had sent three officers from the Ministry 
of Finance, which included the Governer 
of the Reserve Bank, to the Wanchoo Com-
mittee to request them : ‘Do not give details 
o f the Interim report in the flat! report.* Fir»t 
they made •  request, * Please do not submit 
the report, withdraw it.’ but ihey declined. 
When they dedined, they were told> *Pto*ie 
do not give the details o f the teteritt report 
in the final report’.



This Government is so anxious to cover 
the blackmarketeers. black-money owners, 
hoarders, smugglers and profiteers that they 
cannot raise their fingers against those who 
are causing a crisis to the country* making 
life impossible for the common man. This 
Oovernment needs to be condemned outright. 
Sir, 1 have no demands to make because this 
Government is totally and utterly incapable 
of taking any measures which can do good to 
the common man, to the working man.

With these words I close.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA (Barmcr) : The 
unusual price rise that the country is faced 
with today is causing great concern to all of 
us. It is an immediate issue. I need not go 
into the basic economic theories and policies 
which are not responsible for the price rise, 
whether a reversal in the policy is warranted 
or not Today, right now, the working people 
of the country are faced with this great prob-
lem. And, before I put forward certain 
proposals for immediate execution, I would 
ask the Government not to do certain things.

Sir, it is said that some representatives 
of big business bouses have submitted a Me* 
tnorandum to the Government Demanding 
certain measures, certain reversal of basic 
policies to which this Government is com-
mitted.

SHRI PILOO M O D Y : To increase 
production.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : Whenever 
certain stresses and strains develop in our 
economy, whenever the economy passes thro-
ugh some critical periods, these sharks demand 
their pound of flesh. For example, they 
demand that the declared policy of Govern-
ment to convert loans into equity should be 
denounced and given up. They demand for 
example that the credit squeeze must be relax-
ed, fo r  example, they demand that the 
restrictions on big monopolies must be relaxed. 
These very big business-houses and monopoly 
houses are responsible for price rise...

SHRI PILOO MODY: Aha, ha ! {Laugh- 
Iff)

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : I shall come 
to that I shall see who has the hist laugh.
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If the basic policies of Government are 
surrendered and there is a reversal o f these 
declared policies, the result would be not 
increase in production but further decrease in 
production, not a decline in prices but a fur-
ther rise in prices.

Take, for example, the case of the manu-
facturing items. There is a total unarchy 
that prevails in the manufacturing world. 
How many soaps does Shri Piioo Mody 
need for washing hts clothes and his 
body ?

SHRI PILOO MODY : More than my
hon. friend does.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : There are
10,000 varieties of them. Does he need all 
these varieties ? Again, how many tooth-
pastes doe* he need ? How many tooth-bru-
shes does he need? How many varieties of 
cloth does he need ? There are one lakh 
varieties of cloth in this country...

SHRI PILOO MODY : Does be want
that evcybody should be dressed like Mao 7

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : It is this juogle 
which has been responsible for these conti-
nuously rising prises. If each variety is pro-
duced on a small scale, then it would cost 
le»s. But the Delhi cloth goes to Bombay 
and the Bombay cloth comes to Delhi and 
there is cross-transport and ultimately the 
consumer suffers Shri Piioo Mody often 
sheds tears for the consumer...

AN HON MEMBER : Crocodile tears.

SHRI PILOO MODY : Always.

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PLANNIG (SHRI MOHAN 
DHARIA); He is sbeddmg crocodile tears 
always.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : Thera is total 
anarchy in the manufacturing world, as T said 
earlier. Though the production has gone 
down, have the profits of the big business houses 
gone down ? No, they have increased. The 
profitability has increased and the prices have 
increased. So, it is at the cost of the consu-
mer that these big busmess-hooses make fabu-
lous profits. In the long run consumer indus-
tries will have to be brought under pubHc
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control. But meanwhile, what prevents the 
Government from immediately introducing 
rigid standardisation in the consumer at tides 
o f daily use ? In Japan, only 10,000 varie-
ties of cloth have been allowed, and no other 
variety can be produced. Japan is not a so-
cialist country. This is not regimentation ..

SHRI PILOO M ODY: What about
China ?

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : It is still less,' 
and the prices have not risen there.

SHRI PILOO MODY : What about the 
Soviet Union ?

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : It is still more, 
but the prices have not risen. It is more 
than in China but less than in Japan

SHRI PILOO MODY : He should know.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : I know it. It 
is one of the essential thing* that if the prices 
have to be pegged, then some element of 
standardisation should be introduced in the 
consumer articles of daily necessity

Similarly, I would request Government 
which is committed to unleashing an economy 
of austerity in our country to take some con-
crete measures in that direction Inflation 
always leads to ostentation. InOation always 
leads to a great deal of concentration of money 
in a few hands, and it is this money which is 
spent for ostentatious living, splendour and 
luxury articles. Though the common neces-
sities of daily life are not available, there is no 
dearth o f luxury articles. There are 
any number of pressure cookers, refrig* 
era tors, air conditioners and all that. 
Some rigid, stern measures must be taken to 
curb conspicuous consumption which Is pri-
marily responsible for this spurt in prices. Whe-
ther it is feasting or whether it is marriage or a 
^consumption of luxury articles, there should be 
moratorium on further increase in the produc-
tion o f luxury articles, articles which are non- 
essential. Instead, whatever capital Is available 
must be diverted to increasipg the production 
of essentia) articles*

Whether the Wanchoo Commission had 
proposed demonetisation in their interim report 
or sot, 1 entirely a§ree-and ft isato>owiifa«tr

( M o t n .)
that one of the major factors responsible for 
this stupendous rise in pices is the terrific in-
flation in the economy. Whether it was 
necessary or not, is a different matter, I 
personally think it was necessary. Govern, 
ment could not have faced the serious crises 
we had to face without resorting to some 
element of inflation. With tbe Bangla Desh 
crisis, the war and other factors and the hatd- 
ships faced by States* it was necessary, But any 
government which is compelled to resort to 
inflation immediately follows it up by rigid 
and strict deflationary measures. One of the 
most important of such measures would be 
demonetisation. Either it will draw out the 
black money or it will freeze it. Thereby 
consumption of non-essential articles would be 
curbed, conspicuous consumption would go 
down.

Moreover, how do our prices behave 7 
They behave in a most erratic manner. There 
is no rationale behind it.

SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI : Like 
the Government.

SHRI AMRIT NAHTA ; Like the Jan 
Sangh. Once tt started supporting socialist 
measures. But the other day when it found 
that the party was disintegrating, they 
reversed their stand. They seized upon the 
Simla agreement and shouted.

SHRI KL R. GANESH : Shri Maihotra 
has issued a statement criticising the Delhi 
administration for arresting hoarders.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : Yes.

These prices behave in a very sensitive 
way. They have a runaway tendency. If 
tobacco is taxed, vegetable prices also go 
up. When such condition* prevail, a shock 
treatment should be given. One of the 
major shock; treatments to be administered 
to prices would be demonetisation. la  this 
psychology of scarcity, shortages and run-
away prices, a shock treatment essential in 
the matter of money supply is demonetisation.

Another shock treatment is i Alio Qftlted 
for. That is a human shock treatment. Let 
one thousand profiteers, hoarders and black- 
mftffceteers be, if not bans'tii »$ t o #  pu* 
behind ban.



SHRI PILOO M ODY: His Government 
will never do it. They are their supporters.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : If Govern-
ment come down on them with a heavy 
hand, they will shake and tremble in their 
shoes.
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the short gestation period, I mean the basic 
key Industries which lay the foundation for a 
sound economy, and also those industries 
which give immediate results and immediate 
profits, this massive investment for growth 
will not lead to inflationary pressures and 
will not lead to rise in prices.
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SHRI PILOO MODY : What is the use 
of making such brave statements? Let his 
Government put at least 10 people behind 
bars.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : When five are 
Arrested, the Jan Sangh shouts against the 
arrests. Today if the Jan Sangh comes out 
on the side of the profiteers, hoarders and 
blackmarketeers, it will have no place among 
the Indian people ; it will be buried for 
ever.

This is the right psychological moment 
when the Central Government should direct 
the State to take very rigid and drastic 
action The police is so efficient in tracking 
down anti-national elements, spies and Naxa- 
lites Why cannot it be equally efficient 
and show the same determination in tracking 
down and bringing to book hoarders ? Once 
Shri Ohavan confessed in this House that 
economic offences are the most heinous offen- 
ces. This must be shown in practice, that 
the Government do realise that economic 
offences are the most heinous offences and 
such offenders are given the stringent treat* 
mcnt that the situation demands.

( have one more point to make.

This approach towards the five year Plan 
must be reconsidered. This approach is highly 
inflationary. The entire investment that is 
proposed in the Plan is inflationary, and not 
productive. Mr, Ganesh raised a very pertinent 
question : how do we balance and reconcile 
massive investment and inflation ? In our 
developing economy, massive investment for 
growth has to be balanced between the long 
gestation investments and short gestation 
investments, which means that in the public 
«edor the Government must not only occupy 
Dm commanding heights of the economy but 
m ust also occupy the lucrative heights of 
the economy. Those heights which give profits. 
tbo*e sectors of (He «c«m<wiy, must atw be 
commanded and once the investment is spread 
m  t f e M *  the to f t  gestation period and

Lastly, there is one mysterious entity 
known as the Tariff Commission. When a 
manufacturer goes to the Tariff Commission 
and says, “ Look, under these circumstances, 
you must allow us a five per cent rise in 
the price,*’ the Tariff Commission says, “You 
do not know your own conditions ; you 
must increase your price not by five per cent 
but by 10 per cent.” The Tariff Commission 
has been considerably responsible for giving 
a very long rope not for hanging these black-
marketeers and speculators but for raising 
the prices. This Tariff Commission must be 
reconstituted. It must be composed of people 
who have some sentiment, some respon-
siveness, some feeling of sympathy for the 
common man of this country.

If these immediate measures are taken 
on a war-footing, as it is said, with deter* 
mination, I am sure immediately we can tide 
over this period of crisis.

w m n  g f

1 1  m  ftrar ^

£  %  q to #  m  eft

|3TT I ,  fsrxftaR % STR*ir $  WTOT
* r f a  i f a r e r  s u r a r  % m

srrar*ft W
sn m  — We hold the price line. 9TT3T

ST5S? % fr e  s m r  hold the price line, 

srfiap behold the price line. 3PT *1$ Vff
$?rr |  ? so f t s n i i f o r  m w  t o  

ig u ,  o t p t  a m  srrvta «n f o

wr^Nr v** i #  ta r  t  * 
s s f e q  $  u r m fr x  %
fexr *KTP|T j f  ( 3rr3fT  ̂ #

1948 $r f t  h o t



[ « f t  $ *r«T P *r  t t ?t a r tt f t ]
«rr| t ,  aw  «r  * t#

*fr^nr eft he will be hanged by the nearest 
tree. I «T$ S *  1946 ^  T O  f  when Jan 

Sangh did not exist *TS| $  <TTf[[3T ^  qft 3Tf*T- 

VTft % far *  T^r f  I VT* $  3T«T *feft «Jfft 
aft * t  annr aft % wPm $, fcst q*
<BRft 55imft grift aft* fcft *r*ft §t<rt 
r̂fe«T ar^nr^nr «ft vw%*r arft ar$f

^  W*TTir mT ! • • • ( « W f )  * Is there a 
single hoarder or black-marketeer or smuggler 

being hanged by the nearest tree ? (« W W P 0 “  

s n f t  ?ft 5JT? f*fr*TT |  I (Interruption)

SHRI K R. GANASH : I cannot arrest 
him also. That is my problem He goes to the 
High Court ; he goes to the Supreme Court

«ft arnwrrv m  aftart : aft * t
3TH W E 3T W  *t

vraf arTtft ?  I fapr w \ ft 

sftaf? « f t  t  m  * f t  ? f r a  < t a f f  * t
WW7W |  m  sm rn  fc *n

st^V— ^  *t *ftfr j  i

f i r #  w v r  ?nft «ffc*rr f a  art
v t f  <r *t k »t  *rmT 1 * r ? f t  1 

tr ta r  a n f ^ r  «ft *pt* I ,  $  ^  t  «rr

q t e  wni ti«F ^  Jr firom  «nf %fV*j 

a rm  io  t o  *r fa s fm  i w  m z x
*t?*»r b l i f t  am ?  ft ?fr fTT* «rt

tf f tra  *r$f » sw  * n t  if aft 

m a r  m z r  r > ..........

* f t  W T To  f f o  w w f t  :  t f f o f f i  $ * r f t  v n r

a ftr  s r r^ n r  amr 1

wimiTV tn r  arttft : wifir #  * $  x$t 
*Tfoaft frrfrpc % irr«ff ff f  m
wi sfarer wfeft |  *t wrrr ift f^rit t o t  
q|«TT f a  arrfanr aptff *?t*ra m  *r*t i

t f t  JBfftl ^ K l  : WTfBf fW t

t .  1 1  m
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wr?r ([ i m m  
t̂fWTT I

• ft a p p m v  tiw  a ftfit : u ^ t  ^

t^t g f«f? srr% r «ft^ « n ^ f ,
f«Rr f^frnf % * n %  f  ? ( w n w w )  t o u t  

sit ^ ta r  ?w wr^cft |  ^  «r )̂f w r i t  i

? < r f^  i m  fwr*r |  ffr srrsr aft q?t*rtf*$ 
? f t  If Fr% forr ^  ^rrir 11  eft ^Tnnft
I  afh: $*m  er?̂ rrfea»r |  aft ffr arrar 
t  art :̂ 3fT»t ^553R an^ ?fT% ft?ft «t I
#  »r^t ^  ^ ctt f  fv

it firaVsR «fp̂  f%rqr %
?*?% t o r  i ^  ^fcr irftr ?nft
?>?ft fft W  TF f«FT w  wro t

*rrt$ anar t  5rt5r?nsrt

*ft f t  ^«rr | ,  ift ^

2 t ^  #2 T5»ir*r aft £  **t $ f ^ m r  
# tn  ?t TjgT | ,  ^  ^  % f̂ rr lT^T^nft?T

flft n*ft tit i ^ € ^ t  amft i
t t r t v t f  srnsr fa n  m  ? m
f t^ a r^ r  wr& f  ^ r f t  aft ai^srr ^
|  **ft ^W f«!T W f JTfPf ft?ft |  ^  ^

^  “a?* s fe  5f to m fe r  vtsar s ta  *' i
it* i *F^t $  *r? ^|5TT tqpr a m m v  1 1  

9HTWR 1966 »t $»rrtt ^  tTTJT ^fft p I 
arrar 1972 ^  <rf%, t o w  ^  niTi 
* r t  %, pr*UT v t f  a in rm  f a m  ? far«

% u r n  42 wt*ft % fs%  v t  w |  fr?ft ^ 
42 <t ?ft v t

^>rr * r f fa  i arf f v  f W  r̂ $4 m s f i
f e w  3 m  ^  (  t o  i f t  m « r ^ tm  11

ft^rr «wt | ,  fnfft f i ^  ^  a m  %
% f w r  fiwrr |  ? 1967 ir ? m  1972 w  

«rtw irrft rnit, %  y r m t f t  
Tf*P5W f i i f  alV«n%, 
mm w  aft m* m  f f s ^ r r  #  
ait% «frc anr « n | a t* *  m p M H

iW t **  fv*% Xm m wnm «% $
1 1  MloiHns nnjr %m% *4 Mioi*«rs



may go but the railways will go on for ever of 
the track. ffJTFJT 3fl% ^ t# *!?[
?r$t ^ t *  «rr?r aprt stptt % i 
3T*FTT %̂ T«T Ufa $ t f  JfW M t & jft 

* 3  ***** t  f a  *ft 'g u  %
*Z STSTS I a n f tF  'J’TTT 3T*TC ^V*R

<n: £ t s ta r  $ i asrsr in) f w T  
|  ? s t - s r i  $rr?t n  f  !f % 5«r 3nm f , aft* 
sr^r f  ?r * t  f r r rm  & ?ft $sr tft ^f^rr 

$ t STUTT *Tf»TT £ fft *ft2T>
% 5f> ?T*3ft 3TTrft I  w  *f) *T?nt |  I 

fTT m  <T?% <?F f*2T  W1 *£ 08 qi? 

W fa??Tr «tt ainr l 4h to  m fawn ?. 1 
gft ?5»rmTT s r t^ K t gt?ft *R t mcft f ?*rrr 
a m  w* ^  <*T w i  |  w t f a  n *
$*r> m  f?nfa f. \ r*rfpTT ^  ^  ^
^  t r r  ??»thV ^rrfkrr 1 ^  ^  3 rre? q r 1 1

P w w  % s rn n r % *r -t*? 32
m  w>ii JTjft ^F '̂Ti f r  ^ r f  *  ^ n ,  

& ft?r g * rft f®  ?ft *fter f t* t  ^r%fT 1 
3TT3T 10 £3TfT qnft* cTSF
«?jpr «ftt 1 1 tft s f t  = m  t, n r^ T  % 
f o q  f o r  TgT ?r sn ^  ? ft arrq, st^ t  

% « t  1 *?? *WRmc an m  | « tfrsr^T
% fa n  q m  Jrf^T s  a n ^  1

%f«nr * re^  ^ f t  ^rr |  eft % farc*
^gqT ^ x r  arrq 1 ^ r a r T  ^??rr srTerr

I  arrcTT |  cf>

a r r ^  ^ r tr  ^  r ? r  1 1 

<r* «n%  3f t  f a  |  s r o t f  s f r  ^  ^
srfa t ^  1 3 fh : ^ * t t  

w  $t $ ^  900 $7 te  ^Tf^T, aftr 5R- 
w it iw  I  fv  f t r o r  aft*r T ^ ? r  ^  

i f t  % «R»t i £ fr*r
1 1  spc ? n ^  %  a n v i  ???rr m n  

% 1 farsr v g e r |  ^  ^  ^rrw
* r x  ffarrt wr?>t er*  ̂ ^ ? a r  ^  1 

T O #f*m  ^=r *tx%  # f ^ R  *pk O ft ar^n^ 

w p f t |  t « rW * r «f*t wf«P?T t f K t  $  1 
N i m  ^  f c f t*  1 1 

‘̂ w # r  ^  w ft, n  ?  \
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5ft 3*r *FT gft ^  fT3r?J |  *fi? ^*TT #%
^  ? ?®rr^q 3r^ ?f3p

T̂SF̂ t *fT ^Mrf T̂<[T̂ ’ 3fT̂ pfy I
m n  ^ r  * x $  ¥ t f w  ^  |

1 fft ̂  ^WV fa  q^T^5R
ft*TTt 3TJTT £?FfcZ ^ * n f t  n  f*T^t SR'TT 
q i^T  1 ^  ^  ^rxrtr t w  sri5%3r

qr «rm I  ?fT tot^t f̂̂ fY 1̂ : smsrR 
|  ff: t ^ f r iT  s^frrnft tr snr?^r sr^ft 

I  I #  JTl̂ cTr 5* %  f  1 f ^

srsn*r sft ^ 3TTfi f ^ ,  1 $ v v  wvw f&  
f«p v f t  &  ?rf^ w? »r^ 1 1 aftT ^  

«p??r fc ft % arr^frt firrr %

g^rpr ^‘nrr «r271  42 ? ff  ̂

n̂r ?rr# «T2T t ,  srrqR «pt ^ r  « r t  |  a fk

? n ^ S  TT ’TT3F? ^£T f, I ^  V &  ^

fq ^ 7  25 ?TF7 *r Zt «TR «FT S fa

^jtt qrr 1 s n t ^  % q ^ f r i r r ,  srrrR ^

Jpr q^te fr tn , ?»r^? ^ <t t ^  f^«n ?ft

sfYjt?t amft I ^  ^  f7W *J

fr?rr 1 1 fft ^ s?m  ^  srgy ^ i r t

ff: qr tffozr awfNrr ^  w r  | ,  w f t  

5r f ^ r  I ,  a rm *  n  w r  | ,  %*r%z sr 

fr ? ^  ^  ^ * n
OP 3ft 3Tft;TJT f  <*» I , 3^r 3TT5T
Tmr 42 ct t̂ 4t% arrm fV*j «W¥ ^ t

ffr̂ nft an»r?5ft ?> eft M t  ¥ t 
f ^ ? r  ^  ^t*ft 1 n ^ t  |  %
jrf? ®̂=ft f  cfr *Tf t  ftr qr?r
3ft | 3TRWfT sft^ %% *Ft ^  ^cpft
5nT?fT ^ ft ?T̂ t «PT H^cfT 1

^T srt 9Talf T? EJTR ^TI Sgff an^RT
dt q 4 t^ r^  s fa w r I  aftr ^ r t  

^S%?T?5 sfte<F9FT 1 3H3T ^ affT
^ r > r  %<ft | ,  v t  ^ r  ^ ? fp [  1

srrsr tft 70 sfci?rcr ?rr*r ??ft <rr W t  1 1 ^

it eft* q tap ro ft ^  ^«fT a*^ ^ W t jft^TT «pt
eft fr cTCT ^ r^ ?f I  . ĝft»r ^t 5TO

$ * % fa?raT & q H fo n  I  ? %

*?n*n | fv ^pr *pt «r^r * m n  ft



[ « f t  5 n r s m  t t *  t f t s f t ]

^ r f ^ r  i frriT % s r m r  f t  |  <r«tn% 
* $ §  qsfar ” m^?TT to> f t  |  ?

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER • He should try 
to conclude now

f t  W FT W W I *fteft : : Sir, time
has been extended. We have foregone 
the lunch hour This is a very important 
debate Please give me some more time
eft *RT ^  TO q f  |  fa  ^

s rm T  |  “ « n £  t r f a r : ” <ft w t o

t  f a  % 3F?T arrows *r sraf

•Tjft I fa*$  ^  |  < T R t  TO

i r r o  <rnftTO s r o  *Tfat %
fetr f t  & 5ft jft^H TT f\

faar*TT «TT 3H5T ^  fa^T  I

irfe  q v  srrfTspr *r sttctY |

eft * rfa*  *ra?r frt sm t 1 1

*rert ^  ?ft?r q ^ r  «rfr «rr f a
*5T * R  f *  f^ frT  I a fft «<TTT & <»*

J T ^ T T  #  » r f  5T> $ * t  f a  fr?TT

» ira r  |  f a  fw ??r ^  w x  *rTOt 1 anr fr*rr

«*»rm |  f a  f^rfcT 5ft s t f a q ,  arrow iffli

f t  *ft VX fc f a  
% qc%or 1,3fTW  s t a r  I  srs |  

«r$ * f t  * r n r a * t  1 a r c  t o t  t o t  m t ^ t  ?

fii^r ^  f a  «nr crv |T  ^ t i r  

* r t o t  % §t«t *r *r?ft sm fte rs  erar ^  ^m ^rr 

to  ? ^ t  $»rr 1 ft *r$ f t  %?rr £ , 3%

f R  VTSTTT TO 3?TT$T*r f^TT :

The Super Bazar is known not only for 
its super profits but it is known for its super 
losses.

tftx  #% f t  $ < r  v ra rc  afcr w t t  ?ft *mi 
f e n — a r w  * t * t t  ft *m i m t f t  *m

m $telT $  ?ft 3PT?TT T O  f t  W  I 

151ml.

*€tw %fm  w t* r  1 1 w f t  fncTOX

*$wr f W  I TOT ?TWR ^  T̂TOft 4  fa
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*r* w?crr ^ r r o ? w %

f«F*rr £  ? anft 3rg^TT t%  »Tft, %
*r$ frorT 170
% f a q  fsRT, ’Wf^WTfSIT % 200

r ik w  x o  fro ir 1 v tT < ft^pr %

?Fr?fr j t ,  sni^r ^  %

stt? «ft 100 t o t t r  ^  fTS'T 5^

sp'Y  s j t^ s t t  yj|- spT^rr 1 1 ansft an?r-
?5f tr ^  f ^  cFiTtJT fjn^T

TJl t̂ I ffT How are you gwoing to meet the 

ever widening trade gap ? PflFST
^  % STT? «ft ?RTOT ^cTT ?£t& ^

**x ? r^ t ^ rt*rr ? s t t c r  sftr:

apssrr wn?r %crr |  3ft?: ^  ^

«ft a rcR frg ta  ^T3rrT *r ? T ^  ^TffT

1 1  fm 7T fs tw  ?rzm  |  ? TOt 

m  f t  t o  srsrm ^T?n ? * r -

®p r  % 3f«T% ?r«r $  T O 'rf^ 't t o r

|  I TOt t f f t  ?RTOT w r  f^ tw  5FT% ^  

? r^ f t  1 1  TOt ?r?t ? t t to ?  fjf^T*r f ^ r W  * r  

»T«P?ft I  7 STTf̂ T r̂gfT *ft < t^  f̂ STT»T «R tft

?t?ft ^  i i r f  3 ^  t  ^ t» r#  *qft 

ar^ ft f  *•

«ft sifflT w r»r (s fO T -fe w ft)  . ftrfw r

5ft f w m  3̂TT WK T̂TOt ^  I

«ft * w * m  m  a r M  4% f t  s x

§  a rrr U z v i  sft *rt farsrwt w *> \i * r ^  

anrftt t e n  wt arrq- 11-12 %
ff?TTW ^  vpx% f  I z fa v m w  % ^F ff^  

an ??  frorr a t  ^»r% a n ^  anwft- 

m  fTOrr 1 f a r f a m  m<T «pff ? t  ^  ^

% f^?m r % ^  1 1

«ft » n w i  i n  a m r n  : ?r^ *ft

^r »t t  1

«ft ST>P TW ^W  . t e t  us not be
hypocrites.

fronsft f t  w$er m% f t  wteft | » %f^ 
f a f t i  f t  to toi{to tot m  ? * # t  ^  
»fK fTTO :̂ >»ft ^  ^RfWR w f R T  ( ^
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*tt  i w p t  arrr  ̂ s t e  farm i ansr 3nq
fa * * f  tft *  <BT*f% *?>> apf fft faffT*
*Pt *I*% *FT 18 *<T̂  3^T 20 fizrzv  
f^RRT ^rrffq i ftftr* arrq ^Tf?r ?«R?r«r 
o t t  t  7 ^  37 q*t fare?* t *r 

?Tft 7 |n r ? q fs aft *rw* 4 s  ftr S i 
*r?t ?r?5T ft ^  *rr fa  aif̂ rr

ft 3ft 3RTft * t  flcft |  ^  Ff7? ^qrr

fapsrzw f5T̂ ?ft I  I SSTSt & *T;*TT qr*n I  I 
^  *ft f f r c f e f a *  s r tT n f t  ft ? fr* ft vft

SPT-SIT^STT ft »T*% ft V T f 1 *F?ft ?>ft ^  ^

n ^ n  s m ' t  ft * r^n  ?Vrr |  ft bpppt

Sftft p I *fa?r *J?t «rr?r 1 1
*T?5T *I?ft ft TTT?*7 3  *T? 4fV ft

qr^ft ^ * r r  1 1  ?raf * ?tft <rt t o  ft q"to 
* r  <nsft ?r?t faar?ri ^ i q^w te  q ft qT?ft % ^  

*r£ ft ? m  *qm qft <r*> ?*tt q-^T 
1 1  ^ r  ft an^r *f> ^  e r e  *rfa ^ i 

<ftft ^ t q??ft £ i 5t?t *?f̂ > «nf$q i
«T5TcT 5*>U*fr I  I

If S*n&?TT f  f a  3RT cT3> fa*ftaR «Ft 

an<T ffm  ansTTT qrjft * ro ft, v tw  ft sffsRT an 

vt*t ^  * m ,  frsr crv «pt

*Tft *t s%*n i s r e  f t  m n  *pft n  ^ f a r r  
3«ft<ft apt fa ^ fe r  ^  n  ?rrq̂ T ^  w ^ t  
5>*rr aftr ??r far%f?g?r ^ fm t ^rr^> »Tr̂ > 
% w r f o r  *fii% »rrar s )  w w  ^ t  i 

m  ®  mar far  srroft ?̂r
^  f̂ ?r *r w *  ? rqrr i sra cr  ̂ arrr 

^  w>k?t, f  ̂  H t) ? > r  i c T r m f ^  

^rm  % an̂ sr % f ^  ^  *rar

«t o t  3n«nm^ |  i

8TI«r ^  f<P 1951 i? *RT ^  9T«F?T 
«pt qTTETTT «ft fsp 3T9lF̂  f q ^  3H  ^  7?T- 
WTT 42 WTST Z* ?> »T̂  I 1951 % ff*TR* 
«TWT  ̂ 40 v tm  «ft 3ft 3TT3T 56 I  I 
W f c i s r & W *  qsfrwTT ?ri r̂ z *
$ * i t  *rrift ^  n f  q r j^ ^ T  

fwCV I 9 4 7 « f ^ ^ 9 r r s n ^

( M o tn )
36 *fV 3ftr rfa 3FTT3T ^  gtfgf «ff 5

30 55W 3?f I 3TT3T 3fr^T  ̂ 56 |
JTT?fV r̂>gfv nf t  aft* ^ f t  aft 
3FTR sft ??qr^ % f ^ r  f3rr t  i ^«rr- 
5FT H 0 2?T I  I cnr ^  t?T

srr*ft t ,  ff^rar % *?V am i  1 1  ft
3tt̂ i> % sriiRr Jr sTjSt qj^^r  ̂ i
tftsft wV ?rm 113r> arrsrwirsr ^  t  ^rqft 

^  sr̂ TffT ^ f r  % 4%  i t ,  a ftr  
m^r^r rt etfff

^ s r t  % ^  3nq^> ? t ^ 3t  P t c r r  ^ r  i

3rt fwrf̂ T «T<STT | f  |  *TT*T5T! W**
f?rrT arrq^ t srq>r f 2T«F ariq: 3ttw ir^fifniw

q:*ftf?€tsr SR?TT gt*TT I f*T«S 3RT3T qft 5TRT
?r?y t  1 fT*mr t^Ffsr^^ ^ n f t f ^ s r  ^ t
*<T5T ??T5F ?̂n̂ T ?>Tr 3?h sft-ifte *TT? 
5W % ?rfFft ŜFHT ?T *rr*TT?2T 3rr̂ *ft sp> ^ 
^  T̂̂ oET *T̂ , ifcft 5trSF«TT 3im t 

^  I JTf % 6FTJT ftfT.

Where 1$ the administrative machinery ? You 
are the ruling party If you arc not in a posi
tion to administer all these things, better 
get out.

3  3Pf*rr *iTg?TT f  f a  snrsT sft fa r%  

q^r ft irf I  -jfr^r ?rrvTr »tt-
®FTT TT ??T^T ^>IT I 3J?ft t

«Fsr$ % srrirr ^  f f  |  w?r
^  *r̂  1 1 »t# 5ft qr^ |  ̂
*r srgt ^  1 ft ^ r r ^ r  f  f a  ^ r  t f ta  

^ c ft |  ?rr si «r »r»ff 3qRr q^cft 13ftr ^
^r?Rft |  ?rt sta r * | t  ^  | ? a m  |  

?> fjrr  srarqit t o  ^  ^  t  f a  qr?r 

^  fo q  «r  *rjt ^tfr |  ? f ^  
ar«r *t it? t ^  ^ > r  f  i

«r| % *pt*t ?r^t f a  m  srt^ am s
^ *k ms i srrfsrT arf T̂̂ rr 

spfr t  ? ŝff JT̂ t ^ r^ t orT̂rr f* m r  11 
ar§ ^ f t  qTsrr̂  #  ft fa 3ft 
r r c  M=ft t  r z f M '^  4 *rr 
Hft 11 ?ft ^  v r f t % Tmz 

^rif^ i qr f t
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( l';fT ;;pr;:rrr~ <:r<t \ifl'!ITT J 
lTT~T it'l><: ~):i;:;f 'fi'T lTr~r it'P<: 'fi'P1 rr~l 
:q~r ~'~>aT ~ 1 lTcRitc: f~ ~cr ~ for~cr 1 

!SlT ~f~ 'l!_1'{111' : 3R f~r ~~ ~ <rTQ.<: 
am~ 1 

!SlT iifif•rrtrq <:rcr iift~1 : arr;:;r ;:;r) f~~fa
q~r Q.T lT~ :a~'fit crri anlli 'fi'<:if ~ f~o; 
All essential commodities have to be made 
available through the fair price shops at the 
lowest cost to the common man. 

<TQ: lf'!ITT"f<:T il'C!<iitc: if chn<: 'fi<:ilT ~ 1 a-or 
\ifl'fi'\ ~~ 'fi'Tlf Q.TITT I ~tiT c:+f ~~'!_~'1' '!i'T 
~flle ~ ~"~~ .::r-1:1;sr;:;r~ ifi<:i'T ~ 'fi'Tlf rrQ.l 'tf~l'fr' 
Q.it l:!;'fi' :a-m1~r +f~r l:l'T;;rrrr if f~1:1; fi:!B- ~ 1 

Q.lfP:T :a-rr~ or~r 31T!llrii ~l 1 €-fq,rr ~frr!ll 
qrcrc:1 cr1~r "l'r rrr<:r ~r crQ. Gi'frr'!IT f11frr~Nf 
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THE MINISTER OF ST\TE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRI K. R. 
GANESH): Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, in ans-

. wer to the questions raised by the bon. 
Members opposite, the Finance Minister will 

· reply be:::ause this is a very serious debate 
and we are seriously concerned about this 
problem. 

have ventured to intervene in this 
debate because I have been sitting and listen-
ing to various speeches that the hon. Members 
have made. There are certain points raised 
which I wish to emphasize. We on this side 
of the House also share the concern which 
the hon. Members on the other side have 
shown about the rise in prices. We are also 
very conscious of the fact that we have 
made a pledge to the people that prices have 

-to be kept a stable and it is necessary to 
save the vulnerable sections of society so 
that there is no erosion of the income that 
theY aro having. 

There has been unanimity on various facts 
that have heen given. The fact and figures 
that the hon. Members have placed before 
this House are drawn from Government docu-
mentf . The Government itself has given these 
facts. There is no doubt that there has been 
rise in prices ; there is no doubt that the 
country is concerned about it and there is 
no doubt that it is creati:1g hardship so far as 
the vulnerable sections of the society are 
concerned. 

It may also be necessary to ~tate that for 
some time, between June, 1970 and May, 
1971, there !:as been some stability .i n the 
prices. We have gone through the entire 
period of last year. It is now for the last 
two Ot' three months that this problem of rise 
in prices has come in thi~ accentuated and 
exaggerakd form . For the last two or three 
months, this h::!s become a very serious prob-
lem which is causing a vtry serious concern. 

It also appears that a psyc!1osis that is 
being created, a climate that is being created, 
a trend that is being given to the debate, 
which has some sort of a motivation behind 
it. Without in any way minimising the 
seriousness of the price situation. it looks 
as if that it happens whenever Parliament 
op~ns, in every session of Parliament, there is 
one issue or the ot her. The Simla Accord 
issue misfired ; it became a damn squib and 
some issue had to be found on which to con-
ceo t rate ... (1 nte rrupt ic ns) 

SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI: Where 
is the motivation ? 

PROF. MADHU DANDA V ATE (Raja-
pur) : Kindly do not attribute any motive 
This is a serious debate ; it is a serious 
issue. 

SHRI K. R. GANESH: I am not impu-
ting any motive ... (/nterruption) 

SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI: How 
can there be any motivation on such a serious 
issue? (interruption) 

SHRIMATI GAYATRI DEVI OF 
JAIPUR : I do not under,tand why he 
should attribute a motive to this particular 
debate ? Is it simply because members here 
felt that this issue should be discussed in this 
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House—this issue which is the most important 
concern of the whole country ? The Prime 
Minister and the other Ministers were giving 
assurances that it was not a severe crisis and 
that prices would drop. But when prices had 
risen and all these things happened, we asked 
for a debate. There is no motive behind this. 
( interruption)

SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI : Why 
should he unnccestarily bring the Simla Agree
ment here ? (Interruption)

MR. DEPUTY-SPt AK.LR : I think it is 
the duly of (he Oppo«ition to bring the i*>sucs 
before Parliament and it is foi the Govern
ment to reply. There is no motive in it. 
That is how demociaey functions, that is how 
Parliament functions.

SHRI K R GANLSH : The- Finance
Minister, while icplying to the House, very 
definitely indicated that this was a very serious 
problem All the words that I have used 
have fvaid that it is a very seuous problem. 
We aic seriously conceintd with it. The 
Pnmc Minister callcd a meeting of the leaders 
of all Opposition parties to find out a solution 
foi it.

When I say that there is motive in it, I 
am relating it to the kind of debate that this 
House has seen. If we have a debate in 
which we sav that everything is wrong in this 
country, that all planning is wrong in this 
country, the cconomy of this country has gone 
wrong ..(Interruption) I am trying to give 
son<e argument. It is one form of discussing 
a pohticul question, and it is another form of 
discussing an economic question. Economic 
questions are very vital questions. They are 
related to various factors. There are inumera- 
ble factors that bring about an economic 
situation in which for a particular point of 
time an exaggerated form of a particular thing 
comes. My submission is that, as a result of 
certain drought conditions that were there, as 
a result of the amount o f money that has 
been pumped during the last one year due to 
factors that we have discussed in this House— 
1 have the necessary figures to show you 
(Interruption) an element of deficit financing 
which Government never envisaged had to be 
done because the Bangla Desh crisis was 

.there, it had to be done because drought 
conditions were there, it had to be done 
became flood conditions were there and so

many other conditions were there. It is a 
result of the shortage of industrial raw mate* 
rials and various other factors that we have 
come to a position in which we are. (Inter
ruption) I am making an honest attempt to 
bring into this debate certain economic realities 
which we cannot rule out.

Hon. Member of the C.P.M , Shri Jyotir* 
moy Bosu, ridiculed one statement made by 
the Prime Minister : ‘If there is shortage of
sugar, let us see that we consume less sugar/ 
You can interpret it in anyway When the 
Food Minister intervenes in the debate and 
when he places befoie you the situation as far 
as sugarcane production is concerned, as far as 
sugar policy is concerned, as far as the 
conditions of sugar mills are concerned, then 
you will coine to the conclusion tli.it there is 
a position in this country in which cither we 
consume less sugar or we spcrnd our very 
scarce foreign exchange for getting sugar fiom 
outside. It has happened not only in 
this country Take anv socialist country. 
Whenever there is a shortage of any basic 
material, there, it is the responsibility 
of the leade'ahip of that country. The 
Prime Minister does not say that we are not 
going to increase the acreage under sugar-cane, 
The Prime Mimstci does not say that we are 
not going to give an incentive price to the 
cane-grower which may be the basic question. 
Certain decisions have been taken .... ( Inter- 
ruption) Your economic theory is obsolete. 
It docs not fit in thi> countiy. Let us try to 
find out something new ..

SHRIMATI GAYATRI DEVI OF 
JAIPUR : Look at the results of your
plans.

SHRI PILOO MODY : The Govern
ment has been told for the last five years 
that there is a need for increasing the floor 
price of sugar but the Government has refused.

SHRIMATI GAYATRI DEVI OF 
JAIPUR rose .

SHRI K. R. GANESH : Madam, I am
not yielding. ..{Interruption) I have a power
ful voice........

SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI : For
the information of the Minister, I don't take 
any sugar at all. 1 am a diabetic patient.
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SHRI K. R. GANESH : Very good. 
Therefore, this cconomy which has stood tbe 
Bangla Desh crisis........

SHRI M ATI GAYATRI DEVI OF 
JAIPUR : Because money came from abroad, 
may be a little late.

SHRI K. R. GANESH : This economy 
which stood the Bangla Desh crisis, this 
economy which could bear a deficit financing 
of Rs. 500 or Rs. 650 crores, this economy 
which could bear the burden of 10 million 
refugees ...(Interruptions) are wc, as serious 
Members of Parliament, serious representatives 
of people, to concludc that it is wtihin three 
months the whole collapse has taken place 
and the whole planning has becomc wrong and 
that the entire fiscal and monetary policies 
that the Government has pursued have gone 
wrong 7 Certain immediate problems have 
come to the fore. Those immediate problems 
will have to be tackled. 1o  tackle those 
immediate problems at the highest level, the 
Prime Minister called a meeting of the 
Opposition leaders. The Government has 
been discussing this, Ceartam very vital 
decisions have been taken by the Food 
Ministry not only in terms of public distribu
tion and not only in terms of release of more 
stocks—already we are releasing some 6 to 7 
lakhs tonnes of foodgrains for the vulnerable 
sections of the society.

Now, these decisions have been taken. 
These decisions which arc going to immedi
ately affect the immediate problem that we are 
facing will have to be implemented and the 
necessary machinery has to be created There 
is no escape from the problem and I, as 
Minister, have got do hesitation in saying to 
the entire House, as far as this side of 
the House is concerned, that in a backward 
economy, in a country with 80% concentration 
of poverty, the poverty of the worst type, of 
which we are ashamed, there is no way out 
except to have a viable public distribution 
system. This is not** a small country, to 
have a public distribution system of the type 
o f which we are thinking which should be 
able to cater to lakhs. Now, we have got 
one lakh of fair price shops which may have 
to  be increased to a million to distribute the 
essential commodities and it will require a 
tremendous amount o f efficiency of tbe ad
ministrative machinery.

(M o w ,)
Let us lake one problem. Now, the fair- 

price shops have been criticised. I hold no 
brief for them. The Super Bazar has been 
criticised. I hold no brief for the Super 
Bazar, whatever mistakes there may be The 
public distribution system has been criticised. 
I hold no biief for it

It has been said that the public under
takings have got unutilised capacity and there 
is misplacement of resources. These are the 
very instruments by which a new policy can 
be built and has to be built and if there is 
something wrong in them, then we have to see 
that wc take all steps to see that these things are 
removed because without a viable public distri
bution system, without even- I am not sure 
whether the Food Minister will agree with 
me - procurement and without a distribution 
system, it will not be possible for us to imple
ment some of these policies

Now, the point, Sir, is this : The Go
vernment is doing its* best to sec that these 
instruments, these nmchamsms by which the 
present immediate problem can be solved, are 
built.

There is another pioblem. There are 
hoardings in this country. We have the 
Lssential Commodities Act That Act has got 
to lie implemented, has got to be used, by the 
State Governments The Delhi Administration 
has arres'ed some people. I don’t know how 
many they have arrested. I think I will be 
exptessing the wish of the House when I say 
that they should arrest more. What tbe repre
sentative ol the Jan Sangh has said ha t come 
out in today's paper. He said, this arrest is 
wrong. This is one of the most contradictory 
policies and one of the most fallacious state
ments that have ever been said by a political 
leader who said, because there is no control, 
because there is no price con«rol or law against 
hoarding, therefore, this attack or this arrest 
against grain dealers is wrong. We are living 
in a democracy ; we know the difficulties and 
the compulsions of democracy ; it is not possi
ble to arrest anybody I am in charge of the 
Incomc tax Department. I know that there 
are persons who are evading taxes ; it is not 
possible to catch them, because the very next 
day they go to the court, they go to the 
Supreme Court or the High Court, With all 
tbe best available talent that we have got, 
we cannot catch them.

♦♦Expunged as ordered by tbe Chair— Vide  Col. 222
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jewellery is there in this country ? We have 
got to get that out. I want to catch that. I 
want a system and law by which we can catch 
that jewellery ..

s n  3 m  arrq? m i x  If i s*t 
m  t?SV t  f t  

% f»TT, sq f rF R  3rp>» ?F7 m
9fi?r m  m  t*w >  z t*  

wwtr ft i '^ngW'T sttft v&tt- vtt
ji ?

SHRI PILOO MODY : Please ask the 
Minister to sit down ..

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER : Order, please 
He has raised a point of order. He says, we 
are discussing price*, why does> he say som« 
thing on jewellery 1 don’t know why it 
pinches him, unless he has jewellery himself.

SHRI Pll OO MODY : I know how the 
Minister has been pinched because his own 
colleagues are evading taxes. How can he go 
and catch some of them, even senior to him ?

MR. DEPUTY-SPFAKER : There is no 
point of order , that is all that 1 wish to say.

SHRI K. R. GANESH : May I, with 
your permission, take the House into confi
dence and say this ? Shri O P. Behl, Executive 
Councillor of the Cm! Supplies Department 
of the Delhi Administration has informed 
me that the prices of the following articles 
have come down : Sugar by Rs. 10 per 
quintal ; Wheat Rs 5 per quintal ; Gram, 
Rs. 5 per quintal ; Khandsan R$. 10 per
quintal. 1 congratulate Shri Behl...

AN HON. MEMBER : That has come 
down after this debute ..

SHRI B. P. MAURYA (Hapur) : After 
the arrests

SHRI K. R. GANLSH: If there are more 
raids, with our basic adherence to the policies 
of production and investment, with correct 
doses of dcficit financing, with proper con'rol 
and squeezing of the money supply and credit 
from the banks to speculative trade, we could 
inarch forward in the direction of realisation 
of our long-term bas.ic aims. We know how 
many questions hon Members asked for 
reply from the Finance Minister regarding 
cotton growers, saying, there credit has been 
squeezed. With all these policies, deterrent 
action i t  being taken.

••W ot recorded.

is sound, and the Indian economy has just 
stood the test of the Bangla Desh crisis. The 
Indian economy has been built on solid 
foundation, and the Indian economy will be 
able to stand up to the crisis. My interven- 
tion in the debate was only in order to bring 
out some of these basic economic realities of 
the situation.

SHRI PILOO MODY : He has not said 
a thing on the subjcct.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : There are 
certain definite rules in this House that we 
should not refer to any friendly country dis
courteously. I think that in the context of 
the critical emerging international situation in 
South and South-East Asia, this is all the 
more undesirable. I think the hon. Minister 
somew here in his speech made a remark about 
a friendly country. That is not desirable and 
it will be expunged.

AN HON MEMBER : The bon. Minis
ter's remarks arc being expunged.

SHRI PILOO MODY : He has not even
listened to your ruling. He was so full o f 
noise that he was not even listening to your 
ruling.

SHRI K R. GAENSH : I agree, Sir. I
ncvei meant it.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : I am happy.

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY (Kendra- 
para) : Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, it is very
difficult to follow Shri K . R. Ganesh after the 
petformanoe he has just given on the floor of 
the House. He spoke on everything else from 
A to Z except on the price situation which has 
been agitating the minds of not only the 
Members of this House but also of ihts whole 
country. In all fairness and in all humility,
I should submit that the Finance Ministers 
ought to have more sense of responsibility 
when they come to the House to enlighten us 
on situation which has bedevilled completely 
the economic situation of this nation.

The hon. Minister has s*id much about 
Bangla Desh. He was taking umbrage under 
the plea that the situation of Bangla Desh and 
the conditions and strains that it had imposed 
on our economy were not anticipated if 1 have 
understood him correctly. May I invite his 
attention to page 5 of the Economic Survey of 
1971-72 ? The Economic Survey had warned
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the Government in very clear terms in the 
following words :

“ At the end of January, 1972, the general 
wholesale price index was 4.1 per cent 
higher than what it was a year ago. While 
the situation over the year was /nore or 
less under control, there cannot be any 
complancency in the matter, nor can the 
Government afford to relent in its effoits 
to hold the price-line. The impact of the 
war is yet to be fully felt in the cconomy 
and the diversion of real resources which 
the conduct of the war, howsoever brief, 
has implied cannot sooner or later but 
add to a certain strain,"

If  only Shri K. R. Ganesh wou'd care to 
listen, the White Paper had clearly warned 
him as late as March, 1972, that the impact 
of the monetary expansion and inflationary 
pressures brought in the wake of the Bangla 
Desh crisis was going to be felt. The Govern
ment had bctn warned to take measures 
betimes, and 1 charge this Government that 
its complacency, its criminal neglect and its 
collusion with the black marketeers has resulted 
in this economic crisis which does not touch the 
Minister who live on perquisites but men like 
us who have to earn their bread by the sweat 
of their brow.

Now, I oome to the Piimc Minister While 
the prices were rising, and the prices were 
maintaining an increasing tempo, this was what 
the Prime Minister had said at ber pi ess 
conference on the 12th July, 1972.

“ I am told that the prices have shown 
some decline and expect them to come 
down further.”

While the price index has crosscd the 230- 
mark, this was what the advisers of the Prime 
Minister had been advising her, that the prices 
were coming down. While drought was stalk
ing the land, the Prime Minister was dreaming 
of the monsoon that had set in. This is the 
kind of wonderful Disneyland in which the 
Prime Minister and her advisers are living. 
This is not garib i hatao ;  this is hatao the 
garib.

The Prime Minister was much insensed at 
a question a correspondent had asked her in 
that press conference about the ga rib i hatao

(M otn .)
programme. She is reported to have said that 
the measures which were being implemented 
vigorously had begun to show results. What 
are the results ? Today there is an abnormal 
increase in price which is unprecedented. The 
purchasing power of the rupee has come down 
to less than 40P. This is the implementation 
of the garibi hatao  programme. This is the 
fairy land in which the Prime Minister and 
her advisers are living, not very much different 
from the Neros who were fiddling when Rome 
was burning

SHRI PILOO MODY : It is the Nehrus, 
not Ncros.

SHRI SURFNDRA MOHANTY : As I 
have said, the Government cannot plead that 
the country had been abruptly overtaken by a 
crisis in the price situation. The Economic 
Survey has been consistently continuing to 
harp on this and urging Government to take 
measure”, restrictive measures, for holding the 
pricc line. Will the Finance Minister enlighten 
the House what measures had been taken ? 
Why were no measures taken to unearth black 
money ? Why has speculation not been 
curbed ? Why have Hanks been making fan
tastic advances to merchants, foodgrain dealers, 
and encouraging speculation thereby ?

Today Shri Ganesh has said that the food 
prices are certainly coming down. As soon 
as the debate started, someone gave him a 
slip of paper from which he quoted and said 
that the prices have comc down

SHRI PILOO MODY : It was ? slip on 
his part.

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : If  a 
mere debate in Pailiament has resulted in 
bringing down prices, may I venture to re
quest to continue this debate for at least a 
fortnight so that the pi ices may come down 
to the 1949 level ?

D R. KAILAS (Bombay South) : Not due 
to the debate, but due to raids.

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : It is a 
stunt. How many raids have taken place all 
over the country 7 Because there was a hue 
and cry, a hullaballoo, they have arretted a 
few merchants in Connaught Circus, Bui how 
many raids have been conducted in Orissa, 
how many in Bengal, how many in Msharash*
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SHRI PILOO MODY : Prices have come 
down because of raids ?

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : I will 
bring to notice another, more serious, aspect. 
There is no co-ordination in the economic 
affairs o f this Government. For instance, 
the Finance Minister was not invited to the 
Cabinet discussion that took place about the 
rising prices.

3PW *TfTT£T : ifif g if t  «TT 3TT?T

t l

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY :
«rr srrer ^  Sir srrcrt i

Why was the Finance Minister not invi
ted ? I maintain that the Government lack 
concern and seriousness in bringing down 
prices. The various economic affairs Ministers 
who had met minus the Finance Minister have 
passed the buck to Planning Commission ; 
the Planning Commission has passed it back 
to some advisory committee. And the Neros 
are fiddling while Rome is burning.

1 now bring to the notice of the House 
another serious matter which has been bede
villing the economic situation of this country. 
There is no co-ordination in economic matters. 
The Minister of State in the Ministry of Agri
culture, Shri Shinde, I remember, was waxing 
eloquent over the green revolution, and he was 
assuring us that today, under his auspices, 
there had been so much of production that 
there was no storage space, there was no 
godown, to hold the foodgrains but the Finance 
Minister, the other day, in his statement be
fore the House on Price situation said that 
last year the production had diminished and 
it might be of the order of two million tonnes. 
Whom shall we rely upon ? If the Minister 
of State in tbe Ministry of Agriculture has 
been waxing eloquent over the green revolution, 
and if he is certain that we have got 95 lakh 
tonnes of foodgrains in the FCI godowns, I 
should humbly as* him, “ Why don’t you 
release 50 per cent of it to tbe market ? Why 
have you increased it only from six lakh 
tonnes to seven lakh tonnes ? Why don’t you 
release SO per cent of the entire foodgrains

AN HON. MEMBER : To the fair price 
8 hops.

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : Yes ; 
fair price shops. The Food Corporation of 
India is suffering from a complex, that it had 
been designed only to give support prices to 
the farmers. But its primary objective was 
also to give relief to the consumers. Here is 
a crisis. If the Food Corporation o f India, 
instead of holding on to its 95 lakh tonnes of 
foodgrains in its stock, had released 50 per 
cent of it to the fair price shops -  even that 
is very inadquate—I believe at least a compo
nent element of the food prices should have 
gone down considerably. I would like to 
know from Shri Shinde why he is holding on 
to the stock. Is it to feed rats or human 
beings ?

There is another aspect to which I should 
come. According to me, there are three 
factors which have resulted in this crisis. One 
is Bangladesh, and the monetary expansion 
that ensued, resulted on this account. It is 
nobody's intention to say nor is it my inten
tion to say, that we should not have stood by 
Bangladesh in its crisis. But I would urge 
that a balance should have been struck between 
our national interests and international ob
jectives. We cannot sacrifice our national 
interests for certain illusory international ob
jectives. We cannot make our people go 
hungry and starving for some objective that 
may be fulfilled in some long and remote 
period.

AN HON. MEMBER : You are not 
correct there,

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : It is 
my view.

SHRI AMRIT NAHATA : For Bangla
desh we will undergo any hardship, and 
we are prepared to sacrifice.

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : I  am 
also prepared for that. If you are prepa
red, if you are bold enough, say that. Even 
today, Bangladesh is wanting from you 20 
lakh tonnes of foodgrains for her northern 
areas. Supply them. Be honest about it. 
This is no time for heroics.
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AN HON. MEMBER : We can sacrifice.

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : I 
{enow you can say that you can sacrifice while 
sitting in this chamber. (Interruption) 
Please do not interrupt my speech. So, my 
submission is that a  balance should have been 
struck between our national interests and our 
international objectives.

You have exceeded ycur bank credit by 
more than Rs. 830 crores. Add to it the 
deficit financing that we have been indulging 
in. This economy cannot sustain under the 
strain of Rs. 1,200 crores of dificit financing. 
The Reserve Bank, which is not less patriotic 
than you, has been warning you that the bank 
credit o f Rs. 850 crores that you have taken 
has resulted in a vast dimension in the mone
tary expansion which this cconomy cannot 
sustain.

Therefore, in conclusion, I maintain that 
it is the clumsiness on the part of the Govern
ment, its reluctance, its callousness towards the 
real problems and slogan-mongerfog and the 
pernicious practice of taking the country on a 
ride through mere slogans that have resulted 
today in this crisis which is unprecedented in 
the economic history of our country.

There are 1,25,000 fair price shops; there 
should be one million fair price shops A 
Government which proclaims that it is going 
to  confront the price situation on a war foot
ing, what does it mean it it is not prepared 
to open one million fair price shops. In the 
meantime the Government should also assure 
the House that prices would not be allowed to 
increase fu rth er; otherwise their garib i hatao  
will mean only hatao garib  but not the 
g a rib i.

SH R I BHAGWAT JHA AZAD (Bhagal- 
pur) : I  tried to recollect the occasions when 
this House discussed the Price rise since In 
dependence. Being in this House almost 
from 1952, I could Dot say exactly, but more 
than 15 or 16 times we had disowned the price 
rise and the Government had showed its con
cern about the rise in  prices. The manifesto 
of the Congress Party in 1952 and 1957 and 
the economic survey of the last year had 
expressed concern over this npauer and there 
were promises and . assurances. Everybody 
koov^s that without controlling prices it is not 
possible for a developing country with a  pre-?
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dominantly agricultural economy to have 
success in the economic front. There are 
attempts made in this direction. Sometimes 
radio warnings are given to traders. Sometimes 
from Bombay some Minister talks o f having 
new techniques of shopping price rise. Some
where else a leader says that we are setting 
up a cell to see that essential commodities 
like sugar and foodgrains will be given a t a 
reasonable price. All the pronouncements 
are celebrated in the country by the business
men traders and hoarders gentlemen who are 
most ungentlemenlike by a rise in the prices.

In 1971-72 budget, we were promised a 
scaling down in the concentration of wealth 
and also reduction in the inequalities in income 
and a fair deal for all sections o f society. 
Taxes were there. Unfortunately the prices 
of not only those commodities which were 
taxed but also those which were not taxed 
rose. An. Hon. Member from the Jan Sangh 
asks : why will not the price of vegetables rise 
if there is an increase in the price of petrol ?

Wc are equally vocal when prices rise but 
when they try to introduce politics into it by 
saying that prices must rise even of non*taxed 
commodities, we boubt if they are really con
cerned about it. We want to attack the hoard
ers. Just now he says : what is the use of 
attacking hoarders ? It becomes difficult for 
us to come on the national level and discuss. 
The hon. Member who spoke last put more 
politics in his specch when he referred to  
Bangla Desh...  (In terruptions,) I do go to 
my constituency quite often and 1 came back 
only yesterday and 1 know the people’s feelings 
there as well as the hon. Member knows. He 
could not convince people but I  oould con
vince people that in spite of our scarcity it was 
good for us to help the Bangia Desh people. 
Let us not play that point up*..(Interruptfans) 
Let us, even now, send some amount to North 
Bangla Desh where they asked for it. Should 
this point be debated here ?

There is a price rise and we want to atop 
it. Government’s pronouncements and Govern
m ent's measures have not succeeded, t  under
stood some hon. Members to say that we are 
a predominantly agricultural economy and we 
are a developing economy and we mast have 
such rise in prices. Yes. That is so accord
ing to the economics of planning and ecopo- 
mic* of growth, t agree with that, But the 
question i f : how mnpb 7 Upw  jw to
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rise can be allowed by a developing country 
with a predominantly agricultural economy 
tike India ? Between 1952 and 1962 we had 

ft price rise of 6 per cent and Indian economy 
reconciled to it. But after 1962 we have an 
exorbitant rise which is much beyond what a 
developing country can tolerate excepting for 
a  small period ending upto June, 1971 which 
the minister quoted. This can be shown by 
any statistics. Just now a release has been 
made by 1L0 saying that the price rise is 90 
per cent in India which is the maximum and 
18 per cent in Kenya, which is the minimum. 
In 1969-70 a survey was made in 10 countries 
about rise in cost of living and India had the 
unique distinction of leading the list with
79 1 per cent, Japan 66 per cent, France 45 
per cent, UK 44.8 per cent, Pakistan 44 I per 
cent, USA 33.9 per cent, Canada 28.9 per cent 
and West Germany 26.3 per cent West 
Germany not being predominantly agricultural 
and being a developed country, 26 3 per cent 
is all right there. But there arc many deve- 
loping countries where the price rue is much 
lower than in India. Therefore, the exorbitant 
price rise in India is not justified by these 
arguments given by growth economists and 
planners that we are a developing country with 
a predominantly agricultural economy.

Now, whom does this affect ? Not our 
friends sitting here, but it aifects most the 
38.3 per cent of our rural population who get 
just 50 paise a  day, and who spend 6o per 
cent of their daily income on food, which is the 
main contributor to the price rise today. This 
leads to malnutrition and malnutrition leads 
to  destitution. Why has this price rise broken 
all the frontiers set by the Planning Com* 
mission ? This is bccause we have not been 
able to implement both long-term and short
term measures. It is known that increased 
output and regulated and equitable distribution 
are the real answer to the problem of rising 
prices. What did we do about the shorHcrm 
measures ? In spite of the green revolution 
and 9 million tonnes of buffer stock, we are 
today having the biggest rise in food prices. 
Sugar production fell from 42 to 31 lakh 
tonnes. But should there be an immediate 
rite in price ? No, because we had a carry- 
over o f 14 SO lakhs, which means we have
45.5 lakh tonnes of sugar in the current year 
wfeireas our consumption is only 36 to 37 
itfejhs, So, we shall stilt have a carry-over of 
7/8 Iflikh tonnes next year. Why should there 
W  this price rise ? Just now the fylinister of 
State was pleading, “ I  have no power. 1 can

not arrest. People go to the Supreme Court.” 
If that is so, why don’t you amend the legis
lation and take more powers ? What about 
the powers you already have under the Essen* 
tial Commodities Act, the Industries (Deve
lopment and Regulation) Act and the Mono
polies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act ? 
Why are these Acts not being used ? We have 
got more than enough sugar and yet the price 
has gone up to Rs. 4 a kilo in the External 
Affairs Hostel Market and Rs, 3.98 in Pahar- 
ganj, against the controlled price of R$ 1.98. 
1 say these are scarcities created by the tra-
ders, hoarders and businessmen who could be 
dealt with by the government under these 
three Acts. But while dealing wi h them, it 
is noticed that there arc so many inhibitions. 
Let them be put behind the bars rather than 
give them a joy ride. I read in the papers 
that m Madhya Pradesh the arrested people 
were taken in a taxi, and that too without 
handcuffs. Why this joy ride?  The peopte 
protested that they were given VIP treatment; 
That should not happen. So far as shbrt tefat 
measures to control the rising prices are t6 n* 
cerned, government have enough powers in  
their hands,

Then, the government cannot stop the rising 
prices unless they make a fatal attack on the 
parallel cconomy. In this country, apart 
from the organised money market we have 
another money market called the black money 
market. I am not saying something new or 
original. Unless there is a killing attack On 
that economy, we would not be able to  con
trol the prices.

Then there is the supply matching with 
demand. What do we do ? The moment 
we have got one good harvest, it is declared 
as a  green revolution and we close all fair 
price shops. We allow laissez fa ir e , the law 
of supply and demand to adjust the prices. 
The second year there is a failure of the nttm- 
soon and we are again in difficulty and thete 
is consequent rise in prices. So, 1 would «Hf 
that we have to tolerate the fair price shops 
in our country for a  few more years to come.

Then, the consumer industry should he 
taken over by the government in the case o f 
essential articles of life. 1 hope Shri JPtiqo 
Mody will not shout a t me when I make this 
suggestion, The fair price shops hav e( k» 
continue for all time to come, whether ItlM 
harvest is good or bad because this eodattf
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has to  live with scarcity in goods for years to 
come. Now we notice that even in the case of 
critical industries there is shortfall in produc
tion. Instead of a growth rate of 9.3 per cent 
according to the Plan, we are now having only 
3.6 per cent in critical industries. Why should 
it happen ?

We import cotton and supply it to the 
mills at controlled prices. But there is no 
control over the price of cloth. It can shoot 
up to any height. While we take over the 
essential consumer industries, we must have 
the minimum of varieties of goods. Why 
should we have 1,000 varieties of taxtiles ? 
Then, we must stop production of luxury 
goods.

When Shri Bhagat was speaking, the 
Minister of State Shri Ganesh stood up and 
asked about the massive investment, masssive 
expenditure and massive planning. I can 
answer that question. In a country like our*, 
even though spending on Bangladesh, Decem
ber war, drought and flood are essential, there 
are many items of non-issential non-plan 
expenditure which should be definitely curtai
led.

Secondly, investment must be diverted 
from luxury goods to essential goods. Even 
is  a developing country like ours, the economy 
should not allow the prices to rise beyond a 
reasonable level.

Then, in this country if you want to stop 
the price rise immediately, here and now, you 
must have a phased programme for taking 
over the consumer industries, and open a 
chain of fair price shops. We must also have 
a long-term plan of production of agricul
tural goods, for which irrigation is a must. 
Last but not least, whenever any release of 
supply is made from here of either wheat or 
barley, whether it is to tbe State of Bihar or 
Andhra, the supply must be through the Block 
Development Officer. However good a Prime 
Minister or good Chief Minister or good 
Secretary there may be, it is the Block Deve
lopment Officer and the S.I. who determine 
bow things should be distributed. Let there 
be a flogging squad to stop all the corruption. 
Let there be really flogging of them, be it a 
non-official or an official at (he chowraha. 
Then only we can stop this rise in prices.
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It is time that both on long-term measures 
and short-term measures, we must start action 
here and now. Let us not say that the fifth 
Plan is killed before it is born. I wish to save 
the Fifth Plan. Let it be saved ; let it not be 
killed before it is born.

15,56 hrs.

[Shri K. N. Tiwary in the Chair]

SHRIMATI GAYATRI DEVI OF JAI
PUR (Jaipur) : Mr. Chairman, Sir, 1 have
been listening to the debate since it began 
soon after 12 O’Clock. I have heard many 
theories as to why the price line has risen to 
such an unprecedented extent. I have heard 
many Members giving their solutions to this 
serious broblem I myself would like to urge 
the Government to tackle this problem on a  
war-footing, to coordinate the work of all the 
different Ministries, so as to bring the prices 
down in this country.

Many reasons have been given for this 
rise in priccs. Bat it seems preity obvious 
that one of them must bs a  shortfall in pro
duction and the other must be that there is 
something wrong with the manner of distribu
tion of what is being produced. It seems that 
we in India have been hoodwinked into think
ing that we have reached a green revolution. 
We were told that only yesterday. We were 
told that we were not only going to be self- 
sufficient in foodgrains but that we would soon 
start to export foodgrains. When Mr. Mon* 
soon decided to come late or decided that it 
will not come at the right time, we suddenly 
found ourselves facing the shortage of food
grains and other essential commodities. That, 
of course, has dispelled any myth that ihe 
Government’s policy has brought us to pros
perity as far as food is concerned.
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Excuses have been made about Bangladesh* 
this and that. Other reasons have been given, 
such as, deficit financing and so on. All these 
things are part of the reason why the prices 
have risen. I admit. But there is one basic 
fact which we tend to ignore and that is this. 
As far as foodgrains are concerned, the 
Government has given the excuse of present 
rise in prices as an element of nature’s fault 
or element’s fault. But this is not a new 
phenomenon in our country. In our country, 
drought* snd floods and all these thins* «tt ft



regular thing. All these things happen cons
tantly. There is the drought in western 
Rajasthan. Still our Government says that 
this is a calamity, a natural calamity. I'his is 
not correct What do we do ? Do we do 
anything on a permanent basis to remedy or 
to combat these forces of nature ? The day 
before yesterday, the Member of Parliament 
from Pali while talking about the flood situa
tion put a very relevant question to the 
Minister. He said, "From  the Centre you 
provide all this monly to the States, but do 
you see how that money is used ?” And he 
gave an example of the money that was allot
ted for Pali and which was eventually used in 
Bilwara. He said that a number of dams 
were built but they had all broken and then 
asked the most relevant question. He wanted 
to know from the Minister how many engineers 
had been suspended. This sort of thing is 
happening constantly. I myself have visited 
the relief works in Rajasthan during drought 
and I saw people sweating in the gruelling 
sun and getting their dole for the work they 
were doing. And what kind of work were they 
doing ? They were doing work of a tempo
rary nature, something which was not going 
to last. A road was being built which might 
be blown away if a gust of wind came. They 
were making boles to catch water. It is not 
a permanent solution. What about tube-wells, 
what about energising the welk in the rural 
district ? What about rural electrification ? 
If we have to combat these natural elements, 
then we have to use the modern methods 
available to man today. We should have 
rural and irrigation rural electrification. But 
in this country we are short of all these things 
We are short of power. Only yesterday or 
today 1 read in the papers that there was 
going to be a shortfall in power. These are 
modern things which we must have in our 
country. At least the ruling Party has reali
sed that ours is basically an agricultural coun
try. That is why, they should give predomi
nance to agriculture. At least modernise our 
farming methods and bring all these facilities 
to our ratal areas.
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1 would urge Government to have a  tittle 
sense o f urgency. We talk everything here 
and when you go home all the things are 
forgotten* I will give the example of the slow 
pace at which the Rajasthan Canal is being 
built. Here is a place that could be the gra
nary of India. I know, the other parts o f the 
country also will d a ta  that they want this and

that. But it is a fact that Rajasthan could 
become the granary of India. It has faced 
eight years of drought. If only the Rajasthan 
Canal had been built, if only railways and 
roads had been built, things would have been 
different.

Another thing that I would like to suggest 
is this. We have, I believe, 80,000 unemployed 
engineers in our country. Can you not put 
them on construction of roads ? They can 
build 80,000 miles of roads ail over the coun
try. They can make these roads in rural 
areas so that distribution is facilitated. So, 
use these unemployed people for this purpose.

I would then comc to the question of 
hoarding and black-marketing about which 
much has been said already in the House today.
I would like an inquiry to be made into the 
working of the Food Corporation of India 
because, I believe, there has been a terrible 
swindling there. Unless there is a proper 
investigation, we will never get to the truth of 
the matter. For proper investigation, it is 
obvious that the Chairman must be removed.
1 have asked the Government to look into 
this.

There have been several other scandals 
that have been hushed up. Unfortunately 
it only reflects on the Government because 
today in this House so many people have said 
that Government is not interested in unear
thing black money and black-marketeers be
cause that is their life-line. You should dis
pel this suspicion that we have in our minds 
that all your money and all your success is 
through that money. I am sure you can dis
pel it by getting rid of those black-marketeers 
and black money. Let it come out into the 
open. There is black money, I believe, to the 
extent of Rs. 7500 crores. That is also res
ponsible to the price rise. I do not want to 
make any accusation, but I have the experi
ence of seeing in my State MLAs being bought 
with large sums of money. Where did that 
money come from ? It could not have been 
anybody’s white money.

It could not have been from the Rajas
than. It must have been from some black 
source. So, unearth it. Be honesty then* 
we would not be able to accuse yon. In this 
rising prices we are all together. We all want 
the prices in this country to go down. 1 think 
the government also should reexamine «Q
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its policies especially, related to agrieutture if 
you want to bnng down the prices of food- 
■rains, fjulses, etc. 1 think it is today's 
paper where it is said that the demand for 
tractors has gone down. It says

“ A steep fall is feared in the demand 
for tractors, pump sets and highly 
mechanised equipment from next year, 
when the land ceiling taw will be en* 
forced . .

Another reason which perhaps takes 
precedence over the land ceiling issue is 
tbe policy of the Finance Ministry Which 
has imposed dunes on tractors with the 
disastrous result that the cost of a tractor 
which was once Rs 25,000 has now in 
creased to Rs 40,000

The Union Government has informa
tion that the surplus land after the ceiling 
is enforced, wi'i be about five to six lakh 
acres ”

(Motn.)
No 4—'This it most important, I would 

urge the Union Government to persuade tb$ 
State ̂ Governments to give complete relief tp 
the peasants who have taken loans from the 
Government, who might have taken T(tcca\i 
loans as they are already m dobts Repay
ment of loans should be postponed After 
all, they have gone through a very bad crisis.

I would also ask the Government to re
examine their policy of putting a ceiling on 
land which is irrigated by tbe owners them
selves because m some place tlwy are facing a 
lot of difficulty

Once more, my pica is that the farmer 
should be given relief this year from repayment 
of the loans that he has taken

SHRI D I) DI SAl (Kaira) The subject 
is prone to create a sense of vehemence and 
even emotions have ocen raised We may 
examine the anatomy ot the price rise and 
I would like to make a few suggestions how 
we could rcctify the position.

I want to know whether the Union Govern
ment has ever considered the effect of ceiling 
on land Then it is a very good idea—to 
give land to the landless I think the very 
Oeilmg will defeat its own purpose and pro
duction wtU go down even more because 
information has come that even those people 
who have applied for pumps to energise their 
wells are now cancelling their orders and the 
demand for tractors is also going down

So, 1 think the Government policy 
regarding agriculture should be re-examined 
and I would once more urge the Treasury 
Benches, particularly, the Ministers to  come 
together and co-ordinate for this is a very 
serious problem and it has to be loughl on a 
war footing. Then. I would suggest that fair 
price shops should be established nil over the 
country immediately Different people have 
given different figures of the fair price shops. 
Each Assembly constituency should have at 
Jeast 20 of them in proper places.

Secondly, arrange for the despatch and 
dfstribation of grams from the surplus areas 
to the deficit areas.

No 3—Deal severely with (be hoarder* 
and black*marketeers.

The price ris* is associated with produc
tion, distribution and consumption In the 
direction of production, leaving apart 
the nature winch has played a certain 
part, we mxy see whether the Government or 
we ourselves hive been at fault and to what 
extent wc arc at fiult and if we are at fault 
what arc the remedies that we can offer

In the direction of pioduction there are 
two issues involved One is the natural phe
nomenon and the other one would be associa
ted with our own matters Nature has directly 
affected us to a certain extent and we can 
account for it But w m a y  also see to what 
extent wc have ourselves increased the cost 
The cost factors tn tbe production o f various 
articles should be examined and also tbe 
control methods advocated by various members 
should be examined Some members mentioned 
that between 1952 63 our prices were stable 
and we were following certain set policies 
upto 1962 63 They also said that the price 
rise has taken place in greater percentage 
after 1968-69, due to certain policies. That 
may be examined We have also to see the 
effect that the cost of production has to rela
tion to the remunerative prices we are com
mitted to pay to the farmers and pthef people 
connected with actual production. Ttare hat 
been a certain rise on account of ear Ufa inputs
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which arc required for production. These may 
be unrelated to actual production techniques.

In regard to distribution wc have to see 
that the minimum loss takes place and there 
is not much difference or gap between the 
cost of production and the rate at which 
the consumer gets the goods. Here, we are 
trying to establish a la ge number of fair 
price shops and organise very good purchase 
methods and distribution methods and pro
bably we would be able to succeed to a certain 
extent. But the quantum available for distri
bution cannot be raised because the production 
itself is also related to the investment part 
of it. Now, in the case of investment, we 
have to see that the money that has been 
employed for production, the producer gets 
back and he reinvests it, or are we making 
any alterations in that ? If the cost of 
collection and redistribution of the money 
and the cost of dislocation and relocation is to 
be policy of the Government, then there is a 
certain element of loss and u certain clement of 
inflation. If  the producer who himself has earned 
the money and if he is able to keep part of 
that money and re-employ or rather apply 
the money for increasing the production, to 
that extent, the means of production are 
locally available and the cost of production 
can be controlled because of higher produc
tion.

We have then the question of consump
tion. We cannot say that the consumption 
ba« not increased. This is essentially due to 
rise of population and also due to increase 
in living standards. On both accounts, we have 
moved up consumption, and to that extent, 
we have to bear the consequence which goes 
with it.

There have been certain demands made that 
certain industries should be under the cont
rol of the State ; certain people have said that 
industries should be put under the control of 
private bodies and so on and so forth. Today, 
in India* about 87 per cent of production 
is in the private sector.

We know that large investments have been 
mfide also in the public sector The policy 
of the Government is to enhance the in
vestment and production in the public sector. 
The problem with us is that we want high 
production at low cost to earn enough from 
tbe public sector or rSther the public sector

should be made to serve the consumer and 
generate social surpluses in respect o f which 
we have not yet found a satisfactory solution. 
We know that for larger availabilities if the 
87 per cent of production which is today 
from the private sector, particularly the 
agricultural sector which provides for as much 
as Rs 16000 crores o f production or rather 
the national gross product, is indiscriminately 
disturbed, it is bound to reflect at a later date 
in certain more difficulties.

AN HON. MEMBER : For example ?

SHRI D. D. DESAI : We have been 
having certain farms owned by co-operatives, 
wc have certain farms owned by States, we 
have certain farms owned by private families 
and certain farms are owned by companies, 
and certain farms are owned by different sorts 
of oiganisations ; and, we have been able to 
judge from these, the figures of optimum 
output in relation to inputs or investment 
made.

There has been some talk also regarding 
inflation, on account of money supply. Apart 
from the money supply that has been know
ingly made, we have not taken notice of 
the money supply that has gone unnoticed. 
Any investment or any payment which is 
not related to return or the goods or service 
is bound to affect and is in fact the deficit 
financing or is bound to create inflation. 
Therefore, today with large overheads and 
without the means of value analysis or test 
return on investment or return on what we 
spend ; we are bound to have outgoing 
money without the corresponding receipt and 
this may offset our calculation or our relation 
of purchasing power to available goods. To 
that extent also, we may look into the matter 
and see if a solution lies and in which direc
tion.

We have also noticed that some of the 
Members have suggested, particularly our Mar
xist friends, that if the whole thing were taken 
into the State sector, we would be in a  better 
position. But I would like to remind our Mar
xist friends that the USSR is one of the largest 
importer of food products after fifty years of 
revolution. In fact, she recently concluded a 
contract for three years only for USA Wheat 
atone the extent o f nearly Rs. 180 crores annual 
imports. Of course, Russia is purchasing other 
food products and India is one of the prinfci-
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pal exporters or food products to that country. 
Therefore, we may also see whether the prices 
in the USSR are correspondingly kept low or 
lower than the prices here io respect of those 
commodities or articles for which we are 
seeking to have reduction in prices.

We may also examine whether other coun
tries, where there is relatively a greater amount 
of freedom or a certain amount of punish
ment and reward ate incorporated in owner
ship in those areas, have been able to make 
greater success or not. Particularly I remem
ber, Panditji used to say that *1 have no au
thority to dismiss even a clerk’. This would 
naturally mean that a certain amount of 
punishment Is not feasible if a particular 
system is there, whereas in certain other 
systems, if a person does good performance 
his reward and if he goes wrong his punish
ment are incoiporated. To that extent, by 
selecting a suitable system there may be 
possibility of maximising the benefits of our 
investment and also the return on our invest
ment.

We have very large investment outstand
ing in various sectors. These sectors should 
all contribute because some inflationary pres
sure is also on account of the State and 
people providing their deficit Financing our 
own calamities is also contributing to this 
inflation. A certain amount o f maldistribu
tion or lack of distribution is also going to 
affect some pockets. All togather, we are 
finding today that today's situation has pro
duced a certain hardship.

The last item I would like to mention 
is regarding price relationship and wage. 
We have seen that wages are tied to the cost 
of living. Wages are not tied to production. 
This applies to certain sectors. What happens 
to the rest of the sectors not covered by 
corresponding increase in wage or allowance in 
relation to price increase. To that extent, a 
discrimination exists.

In other words, if we are talking of 
price stabilisarion ; wage to production stabili
sation if also «n accepted fact. So if we 
pay the wages unrelated to production and 
make allowances for price increase, we are 
accepting the pushing up of prices further, in 
spiral.

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN  THE MI
NISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI ANNA- 
SAHEB P. SH1NOE): When my able senior 
colleague is to reply to the debate, I should not 
ordinarily intervene. But a number of hon. 
Member have referred to items and subjects 
pertaining to my Ministry. I think it would 
therefore be appropriate if I take this oppor
tunity to explain some points raised here.

From the beginning, I have been very 
attentively listening to the speeches made. 
Some hon Members have made good sugges
tions. For instance Shri Banerjee referred to 
anti-hoarding measures I entirely share his 
views. Some other members have made similarly 
good points. 1 will come to these a little later.

But some members have raised a basic 
doubt regarding our agricultural strategy. Some 
have asked, what happ&ned to the green 
revolution. Some have asked : How is it that 
three weeks’ delay in monsoon have brought 
about all these problems ? I shall explain at 
length the factual position because 1 value the 
support of this House in the production pro
grammes of the Agriculture Ministry.

It has been my experience that this House 
has been extremely generous in understanding 
and appreciating the problems of agriculture. 
At the same time, I do not share the gloomy 
view expressed by some hon. Members that 
there is something basically wrong with our 
approach to the strategy in agriculture. For 
instance, we must view this problem in a 
wider perspective. What was the position of 
this country during the last half a  century ? 
We have been an importing country all 
through. Records will show that we have 
been importing from 1915-18 onwards Then 
as a result of Partition, very rich, irrigated 
lands particularly in Punjab went to Pakistan. 
This affected production of some our food 
crops and cash crops like jute. Many people 
did not believe that India could come up 
with a very substantial addition to her agri
cultural production, But what has happened 
during the last few years has proved conclu
sively that Indian politicians, Indian ad* 
ministrators and the Indian farmers have the 
ability to overcome all difficulties on the 
agricultural front.

Many people have an impression that last 
year was a very normal year. I appeal to 
their good sense to ponder a little and rpcall
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what happened last year. I am not only refer
ring to the influx of 10 million refugees whom 
we fed from our own resources except for 
some marginal import. Last year was not 
a norma) year in Indian agriculture. There 
was & very seiious dtought in Andhra 
Pradesh. It is the histoiy of this tcuntry 
that whenever there is a serious drought in 
Andhra Pradesh, the lice economy of the 
country is in doldrums. It was impossible to 
manage the rice economy. T lere was drought 

in parts of Mysore.Maharashtra and Rajasthan. 
Added to that, there was a very severe flood 
situation in Bihar, West Bengal, and cast 
Uttar Ptadcsh Please try to look into the 
facts. These have naturally aflccted very seve
rely, not only the production of rice, but 
the production of coarsc grain and mai7e. If 
wc have to judge the success of our agricul
tural strategy, despite this setback, then, agri
cultural production, though it has not come 
up to expectations, has not fallen down sub
stantially. Our level of production used to 
be 72 million tonnes, 74 million tonnes,
80 million tonnes and 89 million tonnes and 
so on, like that. We have not yet made the 
final calculations in con'ultation with the 
State Governments as regards the present 
production, but I think it will not be less by 
more than two million or three million tonnes,
I do not want to rush to a conclusion 
but the fall in agricultural production 
was only marginal. Had it not been 
so, there would have been a very substan
tial fall in agricultural production and our eco
nomy would have been in greater difficulties.

Take the case of procurement of rice. 
Some Members have asked, “ Why did you not 
anticipate the situation and why did you not 
prepare yourself"? Is it the suggestion that the 
Government of India or the Food and Agri
culture Ministry did not look into these 
matters ? I wish to submit very humbly that 
we did anticipate this situation. In fact, 
despite the severe fall or practically no con
tribution or only very negligible contribution 
from Andhra Pradesh to the Central Rice 
Pool, our total rice procurement has not fallen 
down. In fact, it is more than last year 
when it was more or less three million tonnes ; 
It has been marginal.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA (Alipore) : 
How much is your buffer-stock in rice and 
wheat ?

(M otn.)
SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : It is

6.5 million tonnes In wheat, 2.S million tonnes
io rice and £ a  million tonne of coarse grains. 
This is broadly the position. The point is, we 
did not relax ; even in a bad year when 
the kharif crop suffered, our procurement o f 
rice is marginally higher than last year. That 
is the first point.

Secondly, during the last year or earlier, 
though the food situation was continuously 
impioving, we did not relax. As regards 
the buffer-stock, our original proposal, which 
was accepted by the Government of India, 
was that we shall have a buffer-stock of 
five million tonnes by the end of the fourth 
plan, that is, 1974-75. In the Plan itself, 
the Government of India and my Ministry 
took the initiative, and we wanted to raise 
it to a higher level. Last year itself.— I had 
some humble contribution to make— when we 
made the suggestion, the Government of India, 
the Ministry of Finance and the Planning 
Commission were good enough to accept it, and 
the level of the buffer-stock was raised. Though 
our target for the fourth Plan was four million 
tonnes, it was raised to seven million tonnes 
last year. What was the reason ? We antici* 
pated a bad year and therefor we were pre
paring ourselves to face a difficult situation.

It would bs completely unfair to the Go
vernment of India and to my Minister if hon. 
Members make a suggestion that we were 
to t ready for this. In this background of the 
last year, several difficulties arose. There was 
the cyclone in Orissa, and failure of rains in 
the south, and floods in the north, Des
pite these, we took a number of measures to 
add to production. There were many difficul
ties. That is a different matter. But in that 
background, this year again, we had an extre
mely d^y summsr. Unfortunately, this country 
is predominantly an agricultural country. 
What can we do ? What can the Govern
ment of India do ? Todiy, 47 to 50 per cent 
our products come from agriculture. There 
is no other way.

For example, Shri Surendra Mohanty made 
a little criticism of the Government. I welcome 
the criticism, and I am not angry with him. 
But is it the suggestion of Members that even in 
tropical countries, without rains, agricultural 
production will not go down ? They do not 
know agriculture. Even in some foreign 
countries, in sub-tropical climate with rains 
and where snowfall is the normal feature,
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variations come up. I have visited some of 
those countries and I have studied world 
agriculture. There are fluctuations to the 
tune of 40 per cent in agricultural production in 
a very bad year even in the most advanced co
untries of the world. This is not an abnormal 
phenomenon in India. Our production strategy 
has stood the test of time. This year it was 
an extremely dry summer. Shri Indrajit Gupta 
will tell us how the summer crop was affected 
in Bengal because of the dry summer. In 
Bihar also, crops were affected. Had it been 
only a delay of three weeks we could have 
overcome tbe problem. There was a complete 
break of 25-30 days in tbe monsoon. Fortu
nately for the North India, there had been 
widespread rains. Many persons had become 
unnecessarily panicky meanwhile. In the 
southern States there are no rains yet. Even 
then I see a considerable improvement in the 
situation compared to the position a weak 
earlier.

This was an abnormal phenomenon this 
year. I have looked into the weather chart 
o r almost half a century. Such a situation 
had arisen only in 1906 and this year the 
situation is worse compared to 1906.

I  am not criticising ex-colleagues of mine 
but in the good old days in a difficult situa
tion like this the immediate thinking was to 
import from other countries

SHRI D.N. TIWARY (Gopalganj): If 
agricuture has not failed and we have sufficient 
stocks why have the prices risen ?

SHRI ANNSAHEB P. SHINDE : I 
will come to that. The point I am making 
is that this Government led by Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi thinks in altogether different terms. 
It thinks in terms of standing on its own 
feet We attach great value to self-reliance. 
Somebody asked : why not import pulses if we 
can give it to the poorer sections of tbe socie
ty ? There Is nothing sacrosanct about it ; it 
Is not based on any ideology; it is a pragmatic 
decision. Our whole approach is : not to  go 
abegging to other countries simply because we 
find ourselves in difficulties. On the count* 
rary we have an ambitious production pro* 
gramme to  meet this crisis and we shall fight 
to the end and we shall be in a  position to 
face up  to  tbe situation, relying on our own...

CInterruptions.) I  value your support, with
out your support it will not be possible for us 
to take up these programmes.

I was referring to the buffer stocks. To 
my mind the contingency has arisen now when 
the buffer stocks should be used. Buffer stocks 
we.s constituted for meeting such situations. 
Unfortunately some people make panicky 
statements. True, they want to bring to our 
notice the difficult situation that is facing the 
country. I must admit that in many States 
the public distribution system was not func
tioning properly. Here comes the point raised 
by Shri Tiwary. He asked : when you have 
a sizable buffer stock, why should the prices 
go up ? In many of the States the public 
distribution arrangements were not adequate 
or effective. It rame to your notice 8 or 9 
months ago and at the Chief Minister’s Con
ference we brought it to their notice and 
asked them immediately to strengthen the 
public distribution system. That does not 
mean that it is bad in every place In West 
Bengal the system is very good, in Kerala too, 
even in Maharashtra. But in the country 
arrangement* are not satisfactory and that is 
why there were certain distortions in the 
economy even though we had stocks. 
There was pressure because there was shortfall, 
in the production of essential foodgrains due 
to failure of the monsoon in some parts and 
that had its pressure on wheat also. My senior 
colleague would deal with the general price 
mechanism, etc. Already there exists a net
work of 1 25 lakh fairprice shops. Of course, 
many of them are dormangt and they will have 
to be activised and strengthened. We have 
requested the State Government! to  increase 
within 11 or 2 months the number of fairprice 
shops by 20,000 or 25,000 or whatever the 
requirement may be and we have assured them 
reasonable supplies to feed these fairprice 
shops. Industrial cities are well covered and 
if fairprice shops are effectively operated, this 
will protect the fixed income groups the middle 
class and the working dam  There Is an 
impression th a t most of these shops lire con
centrated only in cities. That j» wrong. Out 
of 1.25 lakhs, about 80,000 are not rural 
areas.

My ministry has taken a number of steps. 
Previously the Food G»rporatk>& was selling 
foodgrains in the open market and naturally 
it was going to private trade. This was done
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when the food situation was very easy and 
PCI was saddled with more stocks. But when 
prices started moving up and antisocial d e 
nied fs were taking advantage of it, we have 
issued firm orders that all these open sales 
will be stopped and evey single grain will be 
distributed only through the public distribu
tion system. Secondly, out of the 5 or 6 
million tonnes that were distributed through 
the public distribution system, half of it was 
going to roller flour mills because in many 
parts of the country atta  is consumed instead 
of wheat and this was heavily subsidised to 
the extent of Rs. 20 to 25 crores. It came to 
our notice that some of these mills intstead 
of processing this wheat, were selling it in 
the open market. In Bengal and Maharash
tra, there was some control on the end pro
ducts but in the rest of the country, there was 
no effective control. Now we have decided 
that the floor mills will be only processors 
and they will be paid only the processing 
charges. All their output will be taken over 
and distributed through the public distribution 
system. Orders have been issued and neces
sary powers have been delegated to the State 
Governments. Under the Essential commodi
ties Act and the Foodgrains Control Order, 
State Governments have powers to take effec
tive action against hoarders, anti-social elements 
and profiteers. Some State Governments have 
already taken action as in Delhi. In Gujarat 
also some traders have been arrested I wel
come these steps and I wish other State Go
vernments atso follow suit.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : You have 
given them legal powers to act against hoar
ders. But have you given them political 
powers ?

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : The
climate in the country is such that State 
Governmsnts will act and the Government 
of India is strong enough to see that 
State Governments fall in line. We want 
enforcement of licensing in foodrains trade, 
prevention of hoarding and requisitioning of 
foodgrains stock as and when necessary. These 
are our suggettions to the State Governments. 
The Cabinet Secretariat has convened a meet
ing tomorrow of the Chief Secretaries, Agricul
ture production Commissioners and Food 
Commissioners to  discuss all these matsers 
because ! do not think at the policy level there 
Is any difference in approach as far as the 
political leadership in the States and the 
{ tan*  m  coaeamod.

SHRI D.K. PANDA (Bhaojanagar): 
Within what period of time are these mea
sures, which are declared to be stern measures, 
going to be implemented ?

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : The 
State Governments are expected to act as the 
situation demands. Not in due course, but 
immediately, if I may express my personal 
view in the matter.

My experience of working in the Food 
Ministry shows that a public sector organisa
tion like the Food Corporation must have a 
command over a number of essential commo
dities, as far as agricultural produce is concern* 
ed. I think we will be required to  take a 
number of progressive measures. We our
selves think that there is need to re-orient the 
entire procurement policy. While tiying to 
protect the interests of the producers for a 
remunerative price, I must say that the public 
sector organisation is in command of a subs
tantial portion of the production in this country 
so that as and when any need arises we are in 
a position to meet the requirements of the 
poorer sections of the society and the fixed 
income group. Therefore, it will be the en
deavour of the government in future to review 
the food policy in this direction. May 1
assure you that we are very seriously consider
ing the various steps in this direction ?

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : May I  
ask a question in a very constructive spirit ? 
Since there is bound to be a time lag between 
your pious resolutions and their actual imple
mentation, how are you going in hold the 
price line in the mean time ?

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SHINDE : As 
far as foodgrains are concerned, the buffer 
stocks have to be used judiciously. We ate 
not going to fritter away the buffer stocks. 
At the same time, we will see that it does not 
go into 'he hands of anti*social elements and 
the public distribution system is strengthened. 
For that purpose we have decided to release
in the month of August 7,45,000 tonnes. I f  
any State Government comes with additional 
dema id, we would see that the reasonable 
demands of that State are met. We have made 
an elaborate exercise on this. In the month 
of September we propose to pump in
9,20,000 tonnes. In October it will 
be one miilion tonnes. So, progressively, 
as the lean months are coming, we shall i t
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pumping more foodgrains through the public 
distribution system. Therefore, so far as the 
vulnerable sections of society, the fixed income 
groups and the urban dwellers are concerned, 
this would help in a big way to make food- 
grains available to these sections.

I was referring to the fact that Shri 
Mohanty made the point that the Food Cor* 
poration of the Government of India is not 
taking care of the interests of the consumers. 
I am glad that Shri Mohanty is interested in 
the consumers. He must be aware of the 
fact that when rice and wheat are supplied to 
the consumer through the public distribution 
system, it involves a subsidy of Rs. 132 crorcs 
for wheat consumers and Rs. 20 crores for 
rice consumers.

SHRI SURENDRA MOHANTY : Why 
this discrimination ? It is all politics.

SHRI ANNASAHEB P. SH1NDE : 
Despite the difficulties of resources and a 
number o f other economic factors, the Govern* 
ment is deliberately following a  policy of 
subsidised foodgrains in the interests of the 
consumers.

I need not take more time of the House 
1 would only end with the point that I began 
with. To meet the present emergency, my 
Ministry and the Government of India feel that 
the only solution is to encourage production 
programmes. Therefore, the Government of 
India has recently approved a very ambitiou* 
production programme and we have been 
keeping in touch with the State Governments. 
We have promised the State Governments that 
for whatever production programme which 
they take up by harnessing stream water or 
by putting up lift irrigation system or by 
having tubewells, if they are immediately 
related either to saving of kharif crop or rabi 
crop, all financial assistance will be given by 
the Government of India provided feasible 
projects are worked oat. This is our whole 
approach. I personally feel that we must 
face the situation with confidence. If  we face 
up the situation and, even in a difficult situa
tion, if we continue to maintain our self* 
relinace In regard to foodgrains, I think, we

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE (Raja- 
p u r ) : Mr. Chairman, Sir, at the very outset, 
let me say that the problem of rising prices 
coupled with the situation of drought is too 
serious a problem to be exploited for setting 
our political accounts. Therefore, I  am not 
touching the political issues as there will be 
enough platforms, enough occasions and 
enough opportunities when the Opposition 
and the Treasury Benches can settle their 
political accounts But, on this occasion, 
with the constructive attitude and also with a 
critical mind, let us try to analyse the econo
mic situation and try to find out what 
solutions can be worked out to see that the 
problem of rising prices can be adequately 
tackled.

While I concede that in a developing 
process of growth, a certain tendency of rise 
in prices is inevitable, at the same time, 1 am 
not prepared to accept it as a general postu
lation. The extent of present steep rise in 
general price level, the changes in wages 
relative to productivity, the changes in money 
supply and also the changes in the level of 
investment, all these things, cannot be ex
plained just on the basis of that general 
postulation that in a developing economy, 
whenever there is a growth, we are bound to 
have rise in prices and all th^se associated 
tendencies. But I would like to tackle the 
problem in a more integrated way. My 
contention is that the problem of rise in 
prices can never be treated in isolation and 
those of us who have a stake in the planned 
economy development and the corresponding 
economic policy would always feel that the 
problem of rise in prices is to be treated in an 
integrated manner along with a number of 
problems that are very important.

Take, for instance, our approach to 
deficit financing, our approach to the 
pattern or expenditure, our attitude to 
conspicuous consumption, our attitude to the 
public distribution system, our entire altitude 
to constructive ways and means to devise some 
methodology by which industrial and aygricul* 
tural production could be stepped up The 
most important amongst all is to streamline 
the entire distribution machinery. And still 
more important factor, in this present situa
tion, is that since the wage bill is bound to
rise, more and more demands are bound to be 

shall be really a  proud country with lo‘ of made by industrial workers and middle-class
prestige. I am sure, Mrs. Indira Gandhi** employees and as a result o f that more
Government is quite strong enough and has the inflationary pressure is bound to be exerted
ability to face up to the situation. on our economy, in such a situation, can you
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unilaterally always give sermons to tbe indus
trial labour and the middle-class employees 
atone that they must sacrifice in the broader 
interest of the economy ? It is here that the 
higher enchelons of society must be told that 
specially in times of crisi* the spirit of 
equality of sacrifice is to be accepted by them. 
Then only, the industrial workers the agricul
tural labour, can be told that they have to 
take up the commensurate responsibility.

16 46 lirs.

[S h r i  R . D . B h a n o a r f  m  the ChairJ

In this proper pcrspcc ive only we have to 
tackle the problem.

Wc have been pursuing a certain strategy 
of economic development, and in this strategy 
we have been (jiving priority to the crcaiion 
of capacity and not so much to utilisation of 
idle capacity. No doubt this is an incon
venient problem, but as a result of this broad 
strategy, we find th it so nuny subsidiary 
problem^ arc created As a result of the foreign 
exchange difficulties that are created on a 
very largo scale, we find that the problem of 
utilisation of idle capacity has also become 
very difficult. That is why we find that the 
production has not been able to grow to the 
level which is desirable, especially in the 
present crisis when the problem of rising 
prices has to be tackled. So, all these pro
blems must be taken into account.

Take the problem of deficit financing. Our 
friend, Mr. Shinde, said, he is an optimist. 1 
am not a pessimist and I am also not an 
Alarmist : I am a realist. I do not want to 
repeat the figures which Mr. Bhagat and 
others have given ; I do not want to waste 
the time of the House in quoting all those 
figures again. At the time of the last Budget 
I had specifically said that, though the un
covered deficit had been mentioned as Rs. 242 
crores, this low deficit—I used that term 
being a student of physics —this low deficit 
was only an "optical illusion.” 1 had said 
that it took into account all the earlier mini* 
budgets and therefore apparently it appeared 
«s if the deficit budget was not very alarming. 
I  bad sonnded a note of warning then th&t, 
because of the situation through which we 
ware pn«*iag, it was very probable that this 
deficit financing would grow in great propor- 
m mf. I am of tbe opinion—1 might be

wrong ; but I have consulted a number of 
exports, not the experts who believe in the 
theory of laissez fa ir e  but experts who believe 
in left-oriented outlook of development of the 
country—and many of them are of tbe 
opinion that probably the deficit financing 
that would grow would be of the order of 
Rs 1,000 crores ; Mr. Bhagat said that it 
would be about Rs, 900 crores. but I feel that 
it will be of the order of Rs. 1,000 crores. If 
dcficit financing is going to grow to that 
dimension, then that poses a very big 
problem. That creates a big inflationary 
pressure on our economy. As a consequence 
of that; there will be rise in piices. With 
every year the deficit financing, as I said 
earlier, has been growing and, therefore, 
inflationary pressure has been created. To 
check that, we will hive to stress the pro* 
duction aspx t and also the distribution 
aspect. Ilcre I would sav categorically that 
a very wtong type of problem is posed before 
ail socialists, and the controversy raised is 
what is the priority : is it for production or 
for distribution, as if these two problems 
have to b i put into two water-tight compart
ments. Wc, socialists, believe that the pro
blems of production and of distribution can 
never be separated at all. As a Swedish 
socialist has correctly and categorically said— 
and with the correct perspective of Asian 
conditions— , the problem of production and 
the problem of distribution cannot be separated 
for this reason that if production in the field 
of agriculture and industry is to be aug« 
mented. incentive for production can be 
offered by an assurance of equitable distribu
tion, and—equitable distribution is a t impor
tant as production because if the assurance o f 
equitable distribution is given, the working 
class and the agricultural labour will be able 
to produce more. Therefore, we will have to 
stress both production and distribution 
aspects.

In this connection I might like to point 
out to you that the Reserve Bank has gone 
out of its way and has given the warning— in 
their own style but they have been giving the 
warning consistently—that our Government 
is in the habit of borrowing recklessly from 
the banking system and as a result of that 
the inflationary pressure has grown* Only 
some time back you must have read the 
report of a comment that has been made from 
Punjab by the Custodian or Centra) Bank that 
the m y  emphasis of our industrial policy
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seems to be going wrong ; no doubt, we cannot 
take a doctrinnaire attitude but we cannot stress 
at this time only the heavy industries and 
big industries but more stress will have to be 
given on consumer goods industries. That is 
what the Custodian of Central Bank who 
believes in the general economic policy of the 
Government has said. There is a lot of 
substance in it. In the present conditions 
when prices of commodities are rising, we have 
to  create the necessary conditions Instead 
o f concentrating on big and heavy industries, 
more stress must be laid on consumer goods 
industries and production of consumer goods 
must be brought under the public sector. The 
distribution system should be thoroughly 
streamlined. This is very necessary, The 
wholesale trade in foodgrains and essentia! 
commodities should be completely socialised. 
My friend Mr Piloo Mody may spurn this 
because he thinks that anything that is socia
lised is bad. Unfortunately, in the function
ing of the Government, a  very wrong type of 
equation is set up that everything connected 
with the public sector is inefficient. It is net 
always so.

Take the case o f the transport system. In 
respect o f the motor transport industry, when 
it was in the private sector, there was complete 
chaos, there was complete anarchy. Uoder 
the State control, certain amount of efficiency 
has been brought in and the remotest villages 
which could not be reached by the private 
transport could be reached by the public 
transport and therefore let us not identify the 
public sector with inefficiency. We must, I 
admit, streamline the public sector.

Shrimati Gajratri Devi of the Swatantra 
Party hinted that if we are going to have 
lowering of the land ceiling, in that case, 
there will be difficulty in raising agricultural 
production. I would like to say that 1 do 
not fully agree with the type of new proposal 
that has been put forward in regard to land 
ceiling. I want further radicalisatkm of 
ceiling laws. I would like to accept the 
original recommendations that were made by 
the high-powered Land Ceiilmg Committee, 
but which had been modified by the Congress 
Working Committee Of course, that is not 
•  subject that is under discussion at present. 
But the latraooe to the mate point if this. 
I* it the case that if towering of ostttav to 
brombt about, tractors and n fcm lli might

become uneconomic proposition with the 
fragmentation of land ? This argument is to 
be replied. We should see what remedial 
measures are to  be taken. The Swatantra 
leader suggested that if there is lowering of 
ceiling of land in that case there will be no 
tractors and tube-wells available to small 
farmers and therefore agricultural production 
will go down. This problem has to be tackled 
and we cannot afford to have the lowering 
of agricultural production : this is what she 
said.

For this 1 would like to make a very 
concretc proposal. When the lowering of 
ceiling takes placc and when there is some 
amount of fragmentation taking place, it may 
happen that in marginal cases utilisation of 
tractors and tube-welis might become un
economic Therefore my suggestion is that 
tractors may be provided to the agriculturists 
through scrvke cooperatives.

With the lowering of ceiling, it is a’so 
necessary that investment in tubewells also 
should be soialised. If these suggestions of 
mine a rr accepted, there will be no danger of 
agricultural production going down.

One of the arguments that is advanced 
is that if prices are to be controlled both in 
industrial sector and the agricultural sector the 
production has to be stepped up.

M R. CHAIRMAN ; You must conclude.

PRO F MADHU DANDAVATE : I will 
conclude. If the inflationary pressures are to 
be checked merely streamlining the public 
sector is not sufficient. The non-productive 
expenditure of the Government which is to 
the tune of sixty six per cent should be 
reduced. There should be socialisation of 
wholesale trade and distribution o f consumer 
goods through the service cooperatives. Wc 
should encourage equality o f sacrifice especially 
among the higher echelons o f society. Both 
in respect o f industry and agriculture, if only 
we have an integrated reforms, ! am sure, it 
might be possible for us to check the prices. 
We can have stabilisation of prices and we 
will go to a very great extern from the present 
trend o f spiralling of p rices; we will be able 
to reach a  stage whan we will be aWe to give 
protectkm to the poor eoaaunwr, to the 
agrfcoHtsfijft and to Uta industrial wtekar. 
TbaaJtyou,
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SHRI D1NESH CHANDRA OOSWAM1 
(Oauhati) : In spite of the atmosphere of 
confidence generated by Mr. Shinde’s speech, 
I have not been able to approach this debate 
with a great measure of enthusiasm. 1 have 
the feeling and I think I share the feeling of 
many of my hon. friends here when 1 say that 
we have go: very little control over the price 
machanism today. Price machanisra to a 
very great extent is under the control o f some 
unseen forces over which, in spite of our 
massive majority, we have not been able to 
play any dominant part. Therefore, if I am 
speaking with a feeling of despondency, I hope, 
the House will cxcuse me and let me hope 
that the reply of the Finance Minister will 
generate in me the due sense of confidence 
which I have at present lost to certain extent.

It is true that there are various factors 
which contribute to the rise of prices. But. 
when we say to the com-non man, look, these 
are the causes for which prices are rising, it 
does not generate any comfort in him and he 
turns round and tells me : Sir, there may be 
all these causes, but how am I, with my meagre 
income, to sustain myself, when the prices are 
spiralling like this ? * Therefore, in a Welfare 
State, in a  Welfare Government, the State and 
the Government has the duty to keep the 
prices at a responsible level so that the com* 
mon man with meagre income can sustain 
himself.

In a growing economy there will be rising 
prices, but at the same time, it should not be 
forgotten that correspondingly there is also rise 
of income ? But unfortunately in our country 
there is rise of prices, but the benefit of rate 
of growth has been confined in a few handful 
of persons ; the income has not been widely 
distributed ; the money generated has not been 
equally distributed among the common people. 
This is the situation in our country. We 
cannot compare this rise in prices with the 
rise in prices taking piace in the other coun
tries.

It is said that production should increase 
and we should lay stress on that. May I ask 
the Government one thing ? Have we taken 
iH comprehensive and all embracing steps in 
t in  direction of increasing production ? If 
yots took to the condition of the country for the

Im  month* what do yon find ? There is 
ten# malttttiide in one tfw to fth e

country and drought in some other parts of 
the country. These two phenomena are, 
it appears, beyond the control of the Govern
ment. The total loss by flood alone during 
the last few years amounted to a tune of Rs. 
2400 crores. The amount spent for flood 
control is hardly Rs. 200 crores. The amount 
spent is not commensurate with the loss sus
tained by this natural calamity. I f  we allow 
these natural calamities to persist, how can we 
expect the production to rise ? That Is the 
point.

Therefore, the most essential need o f the 
hour is to do a comprehensive planning so 
that for production, we sholild not be depend
ent upon the vagaries of nature but on the 
other hand we are capable o f controlling 
nature. But unfortunately it is our tragic 
experience that we are completely dependent 
upon nature. Dependence upon nature has 
affected the efficiency of the agriculturist. He 
has the feeling that whether this crop will be 
good or bad is not dependent upon his toil, but 
upon nature over which he has no control. 
This is the feeling he gets. How can we 
expect him to put all his energy, all his mind, 
into it ? If  we want to infuse a  sense o f 
confidence in the agriculturist, we should see 
that we can control the vagaries of nature.

Not only for production, but for distribu
tion also we must have some control. Not 
only consumer goods industries, but industries 
relating to cash crops, should be brought under 
the State control. There is a definite purpose 
in my asking that this recommendation should 
be implemented. I had occasion to talk  to a  
certain person in the Income-tax Department, 
and I asked him ‘Can you tell me where really 
this black money has been generated or inves
ted ? After all, this black money has not 
been kept mainly in cash form. His answer 
was that to a large extent this black money 
had been invested on cash crops by the persons 
who indulged in that type o f business. The 
reason is that in the case of industrial pro* 
duction you can find the amount from the 
source and try to see whether a person has 
invested a certain amount of money In certain 
industries or not. In the case of industrial 
production, if you go to the factory, you can 
find out that so much production has been 
there and if you try to find out the source 
and locate it you can find out who is dealing 
with that business, and therefore, the senpeof 
investment of black money in these sectort fe
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very limited. But you cannot do so In the 
case of cash crops. 1 would ask the hon. 
Minister to ponder over this question. Will 
he please 2nd out how much money has been 
invested in jute by persons after the happen
ings of Bangla Desh ? My information is that 
a  very large chunk of black money in the 
Eastern Region has been invested in jute, if  
you invest some money in cash crops, there is 
no way to trace it, and, therefore, the ten
dency has been for the persons indulging in 
black money to invest such type of money on 
cash crops, and to run a parallel economy. 
Therefore, I have put forward this suggestion 
that there may be'a positive approach on the 
part o f Government not only to bring under 
their control the entire consumer goods indus
try but all the industries which deal with 
cash crops.

SHRI P. R. SHENOY (Udipi) : The
cost of basic amenities of life has been going 
up year after year at an average rate of 5 per 
cent per year over the last 30 years. Everyone 
wants more money for the community supplies 
or for services rendered so that he may main
tain the standard of life to which he is used 
or improve it a little bit. The worst victims 
of this phenomenon are the people who do 
not belong to any organised sector of society.

The increase in the prices of essential 
commodities has been steep during the last few 
months. The rate of increase per year has 
now become the rate of increase per month. 
Government propose to solve this problem by 
increasing production by about 10 to 15 million 
tonnes during the rabi season and by improv
ing the public distribution system, but so far 
as the rice-eaters are concerned, I must bring it 
to the notice of Government that this improve
ment of the public distribution system will not 
help the rice-eaters very much for some time 
to come, owing to certain mistakes committed 
by the Central and State Governments in the 
past.

Large subsidies are being given for wheat 
producers. This year, that is, in 1972-73, a 
awn of Rs. 100 crores has been provided in 
the budget for subsidy to  whcat-growers. But 
no such subsidy is given to rice-growers a t all. 
The ricc-growers do not get even a paisa of 
subsidy. The hon, Minister referred to  Rs. 
20 crons o r so. I do not know how that
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subsidy is given. According to my informa
tion, the rice growers do not get any subsidy 
in this country, whereas the what-producers 
do get subsidy.

Secondly, whenever the State Governments 
procure rice, the price that they ofTer is 60 or 
75 per cent of the market rate. The result is 
that they are not able to procure rice in large 
quantities and what they procure is not of 
good quality. In fact, in the Mysore State, 
the procurement price offered is always about 
60 per cent of the market rate. So, tbe 
Mysore Government have not been able to 
procure much rice, and they have been able to 
procurc only rotten rice So, if the distribu
tion system is improved what are they to 
distribute in our State ? i'irstly, they do not 
have much to distribute Secondly, what they 
have to distribute is only rotten or bad quality 
riee. So at least next year some subsidy may 
be directed to raise the procurement rate.

There are some inter-State restrictions on 
the movement of foodgrains, but these are not 
strictly enforced. Rice is being smuggled from 
Mysore to Kerala freely. The persons in 
charge at the checkposts are very corrupt. The 
result is that lorry loads o f rice are being 
smuggled from Mysore to Kerala. This has 
to stop. Either the restrictions on movement 
should go or if they are in force, they must 
be strictly enforced.

A suggestion has been made that Govern
ment should take over the wholesale trade in 
foodgrains. It is a good suggestion. It is 
impossible for honest businessmen to carry on 
this trade because it has already passed into 
the hands of anti-social people. So it is 
better that the State takes over the trade in 
wholesale tiade in foodgrains until we are 
self-sufficient in foodgrains.

aft® (fr tfw srm ) ; *rar-

«rfcT m$$  3TT*T% s n f t

w r r  w f f a  aft* «re s f f r

qrf f  i srv m  t  ^  f r*  m  

t f f s r  f , f r o #  tftar m t f f  % t f f c n r  

*rr?**r$Tf tfta r s s f t a w r w * ?
h  m u  #  arrar
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M R. CHAIRMAN : Shri Stephen. Not 
more than five minutes.

SHRI C. M STEPHEN (M uvattupariia); 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I  suppose five minutes 
will be enough because almost all the aspects 
of this question have been fairly well thrashed 
out on the floor o f this House. There Is no 
difference of opinion about the urgency of the 
problem and the compulsions o f the situation. 
With regard to the analysis or the reasons 
which have brought about this situation, 
there is also not much difference of opinion.

There is deficit financing on the one hand. 
There is slump in the production and income 
ott the other hand. Therefore, the infla-
tionary spiral hat sat in. Tbi* is the broad 
analysis which has resulted in this crisis. One 
question arises from out of this. If these are

the reasons, and if somehow deficit financing 
has to be there, can we do without deficit 
financing ? Certainly we cannot do without 
deficit financing in the developing economy 
that we are pursuing. The fact that the 
national income is not able to keep pace with 
the investment o f money that has taken 
place is also a had hard reality that is facing 
us. Should we resign ourselves to a position 
of inevitability and helplessness or are we to 
find out some solution on these problems ? 
It is important because the price-spiral is not 
merely momentary, it has been dogging us. 
From 1962 onwards we find that it had been a 
constant feature, year after year. With 1960 
as the base year, we find that the price of 
foodgrains had reached the index 239.

Now it is conceded that the prices have got 
to be maintained if our plans are to succeed. 
Conceding that there is to be deficit financing 
and that national production may not keep 
pace with money supply and also conceding 
that if planning is to succeed, prices have to 
be maintained, what ts the strategy to be 
adopted ?

Some drastic steps have got to be taken. 
I fully subscribe to the view that the produc
tion and distribution of essential commodities 
must be taken over by the public sector. I 
do not find any other alternative to that.

Then comes the question o f hoarding. It 
is no use blaming the retailer alone. The 
trouble is with the wholesaler and this has to 
be tackled. My friend Shri Ganesh has been 
saying that he lacks power to  handle him 
properly. I do not entirely agree with him. 
Under the Maintenance of Public Safety Act 
and other Acts, there are enough powers to 
proceed heavily against the hoarding elements 
in this country Those powers should be 
used; otherwise prices cannot be maintained.

Now, with regard to sugar. I am unable 
to understand their strategy. They take sixty 
per cent and release forty per cent for market 
sale. What is the difficulty in taking over 
the entire production and controlling the 
whole thing ? In  the past three months 
sugar releases had been declining, t h e  price 
in the market has gone up. What is the 
justification for having two Umta o f prion** 
fair price and open market price 1 In tb e  
open market i t  f t tb fte  time* the <Wr prtoP* 
W hat i t  the justification ?
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There is only one solution : guarantee* 
in* to the consumer at least his minimum 
needs at fair prices. Otherwise, the poor man 
becomes the victim. That means additional 
taxation, irrespective of the capacity to pay. 
The burden falls heavily on the lower strata. 
Bad consequences follow and the economy is 
caught in a whirlpool Thi* has got to be 
tackled. Otherwise, the entire planning comes 
to a  complete standstill. An inflationary 
rise upto 3 per cent can be tolerated, but to 
speak of garib i hatao  with an inflationary 
rise of 7 or 8 per cent is to make a mockery 
of that slogan. So, this has to be dealt with 
on a war footing and stern measures have to 
be taken against the hoarders.

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE <SHRI 
YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN) : Sir, though
I cannot claim to have heard the full debate 
because I had some other committee meetings 
equally important to aiim d, 1 have heard 
enough speeches to know the trend of the 
discussion and though I have not heard the 
speeches of som; important hon members, I 
have got the paints they have made. I am 
participating in this debate not with a view 
to participate in the debate, bxause there is 
nothing to be debated about as far as prices 
are concerned. We all are agreed that there 
is a rather unusually steep rise in prices and 
it is affecting the lives of the common people. 
It is the concern of the Government ; it is tbe 
concern of all political parties ; it is a 
national concern. Sj , there is no question 
o f any debate as sucb on it. The question 
is, how to fight this problem effectively so 
that we can bring about some good results tn 
the shortest possible time.

I entirely agree with Prof. Dandavate that 
this is not in any sense a political question to 
be divided on party lines. Of course, there 
was some interesting discussion on the causes 
of the price rise. In the statement I made in 
this House and in the answers I gave to 
Questions put to me, I have tried to give 
explanations. Price rise is a  problem which 
cannot be explained away by one single 
factor. Not only in India, but in any other 
country, the price condition is the result of 
many economic factors. Mainly it is the 
fector o f production. It is also the result of 

policies of government, the administra
tive and financial disciplines we introduce, 
tbe itwareness and organised participation by 
&» people is  the problems of the country,

(M otn .)
the behaviour o f the classes which control trade 
and commerce and so on. The price condi
tion is the result o f complex forces working 
in the economy at different times.

Many members have mentioned about 
deficit financing. I have never claimed that 
there would not be any deficit financing be
cause I have myself provided for deficit 
financing in both the budgets 1 have presented.

Some hon Members have said that the 
Finance Minister had claimed that he will
control deficit financing Whatever I said was 
in relation to the question of overdrafts by 
States. We wanted and we certainly are 
taking steps to see that the State Governments 
bring about financial discipline which is nece- 
ssary for the country.

Deficit financing can be avoided by many 
factors. One way is to reduce non-plan 
expenditure. Secondly, we have to increase 
our services by non inflationary methods. 
Here 1 would like to say what we have done 
during the last three y n rs , namely. 1969-70 to 
1971-72 for raising resources. It will be very 
interesting information because when we get
information in a cumulative form it possibly 
makes an impact. Shri Bhagat rightly made 
a mention to the deficit financing that we had
resorted to las* year, because last year the
deficit financing by both the States and tbe 
Centre exceeded Rs. 700 crores. It is a  fact 
of life. He also knows why he had to do it. 
At that time we could not have given the 
excuse of deficit financing for not incurring 
those items of exdpenditure. It is true that all 
those expenses were non-plan expenditure. 
But what is a non-plan expenditure in that 
sense 7 Defence expenditure is a non-plan 
expenditure. So also is assistance for natural 
calamities and relief of Bangladesh refugees. 
We had to incur that expenditure. The only 
thing that we could do was to make efforts 
to raise resources, and that is exactly what we 
have done.

Since 1969-70 the additional resources 
mobilisation undertaken by the Central 
Government upto 1971-72 exclusive of special 
levies for relief of Bangladesh refugees is 
estimated to yield Rs. 2,900 crores net o f the 
State share, as against the original plan target 
of Rs. 2,100 crores for the entire Fourth P taa ‘ 
period. It is said that we are not takiof 
proper c a n  of the financial policies of thl*
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country. I would say that it was tbe boldest 
effort that was made for raising resources for 
this country. Because, the problems before 
the country were very acute and they were not 
merely economic problems. Suddenly we bad 
to face problems which eroded the economy 
of the country. In 1971 we all applauded 
what we did politically. But we had to pay 
the economic price for it. All the accumu
lated problems that we had to deal with in 
1970-71 and 1971-72, are having their delayed 
effect now. I am not explaining away the 
rise in prices ; I am not justifying the rise in 
prices but I am simply stating how it has 
taken place.

Sometimes people tend to forget what had 
happened earlier. Shri Shinde very ably 
explained the position of last year. Some 
hon. Members were saying that we had 
nearly four or five years of good monsoon, 
good crops, then how is it that we are having 
this deficit this year. Possibly, their memory 
is short, I know the position in three big 
States, the States from which 1 com"; and 
Mysore and Andhra. For the last three or 
four years there has been famine in some 
areas of Maharashtra especially in the entire 
eastern region, and neighbouring States. Also 
what has happened in U.P., Bihar and West 
Bengal ? Everyone knows about it. The 
Brahamputra is taking its usual toll every 
year.

If  you see the figures, the real pressure on 
tbe prices is coming mainly from food  articles 
and allied articles. If you go commodity- 
wise, you will find that the largest pressure 
on the rise in prices is from coarse grains, 
bajra and jowar. etc. In some cases, it is 
25 per cent ; in some cases, it is 28 per cent ; 
in other ca>cs, it is more than 30 per ceat ; 
and in some cases, it is even 40 per cent. I 
am not merely giving the figures to explain 
away the things. This is not the spirit in 
which I am saying.

I t is not true to say that for four or five 
years, you had everything at your disposal and 
that you have not done wet). Certainly, we 
Iwve learnt a lesson, We have targe buffer* 
stocks o f wheat and rice. That means, we 
accepted the scheme o f public procurment. 
But merely having public procurement is not 
enough. Along with public procurement, 
there should be a well-established system of 
public distribution. Unless there to «w«M*

established system o f public distribution, the 
aim of public procurement may not be ful
filled. This is what has happened. I must 
admit it.

The steps that we will have to  take is to 
see that the public distribution system along 
with the public procurement system must go 
hand in hand. Unless this is done, I think, 
we can repeat our expcriencc again and again. 
This is one big lesson that we have learnt.

Mr. Shinde has very emphatically told the 
House that we have decided to have the 
public distribution system. This is a very 
important decision that the Government has 
taken. We will have to bring the States in 
line in this particular matter and see that 
the public distribution system functions 
properly.

Some hon. Member did make a criticism 
and I concede that there is some tru th  in it 
that not all the fair price shops, about 1,25,000 
shops arc working well. They arc mostly in 
urban areas. Somebody said that they are 
dormant. The most important point is that it 
is not enough to have the public distribution 
system in urban areas. The public distribution 
system must work effectively in those areas 
where the people have no purchasing power or 
where they are more vulnerable. Unless the 
public distribution system functions effectively 
and efficiently a( that level, we cannot claim 
that we have got a public distribution system. 
Therefore, the most important method of 
fighting the price rise in this country is to 
resort to effective public distribution system.

We shall be on trial in this m atter. Wc 
cannot say that we have taken a decision and, 
therefore, our responsibility is over. Ultimately, 
the test of a decision is in its implementation. 
The public distribution system means trying to 
distribute things which are in short supply, ail 
essential goods which are in short supply. It 
will have to take coarse cloth with i t ; it will 
have to take sugar with i t ; it will have to 
take edible oil with it. When we talk about 
the public distribution system, it is not merely 
the distribution system for wheat. We will 
have to see that the public distribution system 
works effectively. But, certainly, it will take 
time. I cannot say that the whole thing will 
be done immediately.

Now, we are accepting this Mm  jMbfc 
procurement more i»d  more* r it is vary food
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for increasing the production in the country. 
This is the basic strategy of agriculture. If I 
understand correctly— my colleague the Agri
culture Minister will correct me if I am 
w rong-the  basic agiiculturai strategy is to 
encourage the production by at least giving 
some minimum guarantee of prices to pro* 
ducers, at the same time not sacrificing the 
interests of the consumers. Both the things 
will have to be kept m mind. Some people 
say when we talk about minimum price for the 
producers, ‘‘You talk on behalf of the kulaks* 
lobby". That has becomc a fashionable 
phrase nowadays to use against agriculturists 
I quite agree that, along with the producers’ 
interests, the consumer*' interests also will 
have to be treated as equally important and of 
paramount interest. But this is a strategy 
that will help us. Therefore, we are going in 
the field of public procurement more and 
more.

Now wc have got the Cotton Corporation 
of India, for example. This Corporation is 
meant to go in that direction. Only yesterday 
I had gone to inaugurate a cotton purchase 
scheme in my State. U is giving a guarantee 
o r certain reasonable price to cotton producers 
so that if wc increase the production of cotton 
in this country, we will not be required to 
depend upon imports - because wc lose there 
very valuable foreign exchange.

In the last year, there was a complaint, 
there was decrease in coarse cloth m the 
country, Do you know the reason for that ? 
It was because we had to import the shortfall 
of the cotton production in this country of 
those varieties which are only suitable for 
production of fine and super-fine cloth. In 
this country the indigenous production which 
really speaking is useful for the production 
of coarse cloth was not there. It was also 
very costly. So, ultimately, we have accepted 
this policy of public procurement more and 
more. We will have to see that in the case 
of these commodities the public procurement 
policy must go hand in hand with the public 
distribution system. This is the major point.

AN HON. MEMBER : Cotton prices 
have come down*

SHRI YBSHWANTRAO CHAVAN : 
What you said is right. It is the only thing 
that has come down in the entire commodity 
price hftdex. The minus figure it near cotton.

(M otn.)
Even there if we find a price rise, it is because 
the coarse cloth is in short supply ; last year 
there was less production ; and this is having 
its impact now The price of this year is of 
the cloth produced in the coarse of the last few 
months.

SHRI RAJA KULKARNI (Bombay- 
North-East) : What about the role of the
Food Corporation ?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : The 
role of the Food Corporation was already 
dealt with by my colleague. You were not 
here. There may be some deficiencies here 
and there. I do not say that it is working 
very perfectly, and that is not the claim made 
by my colleague also.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : There are 
very serious charges. Kindly investigate.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : You 
have discussed this matter here. A statement 
was made by the Minister of Food and Agri
culture on the floor of the House. I need not 
go into this matter. Let us go into the funda
mentals We are now discussing policy matters, 
policy decisions, that are necessary to meet the 
situation. If you go into individual and 
particular matters, then it will be a diversion 
of discussion. (.Interruptton)

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : You have 
mentioned about the role o f the Food Cor
poration.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : 
I was not merely discussing the role of the 
Food Corporation ; I was discussing the role 
of public procurement Public procurement is a  
new concept that we have accepted to give a 
new boost to our economy, particularly in the 
fielj of agricultural production. I said, merely 
resorting to public procurement is not going to 
be enough unless it is linked up at all levels 
with the system of public distribution. This 
is the important lesson that we have learnt 
and this is the lesson that we have to follow. 
This is one of the major decisions of the 
Government of India. It was asked : what 
is your programme to fight rise in prices ? I 
would like to say that this is our position 
which is going to have its im pact; if you have 
some patience for a few weeks more, you will 
see the result o f this system. And this It my
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own feeling. Prices, again, is a  matter which 
has something to do with psychology. As I 
told you, if hon. members had read my Eco
nomic Rewiew of this year and the last year, 
I have given a  warning— possibly people some
times forget it—that whatever we have done 
and whatever deficit financing we have indul
ged in, the effect of it wiU be felt. I have 
said that. Please go back and re-read it. 
Sometimes, it triggers some trouble. It triggers 
explosion. This rise in prices, delay in tbe 
rains, fear of drought and as. some members 
said, some speculation that this year production 
of foodgrains will be less—psychologically, there 
are anti-social elements who must have taken 
advantage of these. It is quite possible.

The other thing to which an hon Mem* 
bet made a  mention is that we will utilise not 
only the legal powers but the political sanction 
behind It to see that these hoarders are taken 
proper care of. This is a decision about 
which I would request the hon. Members to 
give their full co-operation, because, only to
day I have heard some people making a com
plaint. *Why are you resorting to raids, etc ?’. 
Well, we have to do that. We will have to 
continue to do that because if a t all we have 
to make an impact on the prices, the psycho
logical atmosphere must also be created.

For that, I must make a mention that 
there must be absolute public participation in 
the matter. I have many times mentioned 
that. Some sort of consumers' consciousness 
and pressure of public opinion will have to be 
constantly there and in a vast country like 
India, unless there is that conscious public 
opinion functioning at all levels, this thing 
cannot be solved.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : There is a 
price-resistance movement The hoarders can 
be persuaded to de-hoard tbe whole thing pro
vided there is support from tbe Government.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : 
What you have said is a good, concrete sugges-
tion for the first..

AN HON. MEMBER : He is laying a 
trap* 

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : He 
is not laying a trap because we can certainly

(M o tn .)
come out of anybody's trap. I t  Is not a 
question of that (Interruptions) He is enter* 
ing a trap, you mean 7 That is a  different 
matter.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : So many 
people have entered the trap. I don't want.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : So, 
this was the question, about the distribution 
system.

I mentioned about fiscal policies and rais
ing o f resources Fiscal policies, certainly, 
mean credit at proper time. I would like to 
tell this hon. House that for the last whole 
year as far as the credit facilities for these 
sensitive commodities are concerned, the banks 
are very selective. The Reserve Bank's 
policy and the nationalised Banks' policy has 
been very selective in this matter We have 
been constantly watching the situation. When 
there was some trouble about edible oils m 
Gujarat, for instance, we immediately took 
steps and put necessary control over the 
supply of credit. Those things are taken care 
of.

Now, tbe most important part of it again 
is that in order to give emplo>ment we have 
to start works m rural areas. This requires 
additional supply of money and naturally, un
less there is proportionate rise in the commo
dates that they require and the services that 
they require, there is a sort of imbalance bet
ween the supply and demand of goods which 
may result in raising the prices further.

SHRI VIKRAM MAH A JAN (Kangra) : 
Why not put them on productive work 7

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN ; I 
quite agree. 1 entirely agree with you that 
without productive efforts, the employment 
will be meaningless. It is quite right. There 
is no doubt about tt. But you better think 
in terms of your own areas where there is 
drought and when you have to give employ
ment to the people, you sometimes come aud 
tell us, 'F irst give them relief and then jo b / 
Recently, we had troubles in Bihar for example 
in Bhagalpur, and Santhal Pargsnas there was 
some sort of food riots. The reason was not 
lack o f food. The reason was, according to  
me, lack o f purchasing power. *

Ultimately* the price factor witt hftVS to
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be taken note of by resorting to an aggressive 
production programme. Unless we have got 
a production programme, unless we have got 
a savings programme we cannot expect results. 
I would like to tell the hon. Members that as 
far as savings are concerned, if we take one 
index of it, that is, deposit mobilisation in the 
banks, the deposit mobilisation in the nation
alised banks, I would say, comparatively for 
the last three years, this was a record year 
for deposit mobilisation—so the saving is there. 
Certainly, the Government by raising loans, 
the State Governments and the Central 
Government can certainly mobilise resources 
which will be a sort of constraint on the 
money supply to that extent. Ih is is also 
one of the important fiscal policies.

So, I would not like to go into the details. 
But, some of these important fiscal policies I 
am mentioning are the steps which we will 
have to take But ths most important thing 
1 was mentioning was about production. The 
Agriculture Ministry, 1 must say, have great 
imagination in formulating the policy. Again, 
the test is going to be in the implementation 
o f it. As Finance Minister, I can assure you, 
this House and the Agriculture Ministry, again 
that wherever there will be a production pro
gramme, a production strategy, whether it is 
deficit financing or no deficit financing, they 
will not be short of money. I can certainly 
give that assurance. If deficit financing is 
meant for production, I do not take it as 
deficit financing. I do not know what the 
economists fee) about it...

SOME HON. MEMBERS : It is not.

SHRI YESHWANRAO CHAVAN : 
Therefore, about this strategy o f taking ad
vantage of the late monsoon, we can certainly 
take advantage of it for the late K h a rif  crop. 
The point of fact is that the climatic seasons 
seem to be changing as change seems to be the 
rule of life today. Possibly we will have to 
change our techniques of 100 years ago.

T O ,  SPIT* *  T*ft fft snrftr j f  

|  imr at m i mfSw * wr* %*  
T w r  r t n r  i

(M otn .)
mrWTT* flNfrro : anr q v %

3 R  tht, sr* fit 1 1

Therefore, Sir, now the plan is this. Wher
ever there is water supply, we supply them 
engines, we supply them power pumps, we 
supply them fertilisers, we supply them pesti
cides and seeds. This is the programme and 
I may say, this is a  most imaginative pro
gramme. 1 know that responsibilities have 
been fixed. Certain charges are entrusted to 
individual officers in the States and this is 
being done and there is going to be a close, 
continuous watch of coordination as to how 
the States are functioning. When we say, 
let us fight it on a war-footing, this is exactly 
what we are doing here. This is certainly a 
production programme and a distribution 
programme which we will fight on a  war- 
footing.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : You get 
more black-money and more contribution. 
This is really wonderful...

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
think you have got the right of reply...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Really 
wonderful, Mr. Chavan, I am enchanted.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
am glad,

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : After read
ing the interim report, the high regard which 
I have already for you, has increased mani
fold.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
am very glad that at least for some time 1 
could enchant this gentleman.

DR. KAILAS : Twenty rupees notes have 
gone out of circulation, people are afraid that 
demonetisation of hundred rupee notes win 
be done.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN: 
He has said it many times and X have replied 
to him many times.

quo H*. W &  : f t  SHR|  JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Then, why
I did you not publish it ?
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SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : When ?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN ; 
Many times.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Mr. 
Chavan. please don't try to sell unmixed 
untruth like this.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN: I 
have told many times in this honourable 
House that in the interim report, they had 
made a recommendation of demonetisation 
which we have not accepted.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : After I had 
hammered it out. Let the records be 
examined.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : 
All right, if he wants to take credit for it, 
let him do take credit for it ..

SHRI JYOTIRM OY BOSU : I am only 
talking about the discredit that comes on 
him ..

SH RI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : If 
he wants to take credit for petty matters, I 
shall not fight over It...

SHRI JYOTIRM OY BOSU : Only Rs. 
7,500 crores is a petty matter for him. but to 
me it is a very big matter ..

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
am not saying that it is a petty matter. It is 
certainly a  serious m atter...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : * •

MR CHAIRMAN ; That is not p ro p e r..

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : **

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : He should be 
asked to withdraw the statement...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : **

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : This must be 
expunged.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Without any advance 
notice, he shou’d not make such remarks,

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : There is 
nothing unparliamentary and nothing deroga
tory in what I have sdtd. It is all compli
m entary...

MR CHAIRMAN • I am not allowing 
that. I have not allotted him to speak It 
will not be apart of the record. If anybody 
speaks without my permission, what he speaks 
will not be a part of the record.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Do not 
drag a big issue. Under what rules are you 
doing it, Sir ?

MR. CHAIRMAN : Bccausc he spoke 
without my permission.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I am asking 
you under what rules you arc doing it.

MR CHAIRMAN : I irst. he should 
take my permission and then only speak.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : **

SHRI YPSHWANTRAO CHAVAN : 
This question of black money has been dis
cussed here many times, and black money is 
a problem ...

SHRI BHAGWAT JHA AZAD : We 
have also said that. We have alto raised this 
problem.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : We 
shall have to deal with it. I have said that 
many times. Merely talking about demoneti-
sation itself is not going to solve the problem. 
If and when it is to be done, I have said that 
already that it is not to be announced hke 
this. When it ts done, ft has to be done end 
it will have to be done in the manner in which 
it should be done.

**Not recorded.



SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Through SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Under rule 
you. Sir, may I a*k of the hon. Minister one 376. I would ask only one thing. Shri
Question ? Yeshwantrao Chavan is a very dear colleague

of ours in the House, and we have been 
SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN: I  crossing swords since 1967, and yet we have

am not yielding. a regard for each other. I have regard for him,
and he has also regard for me. Let Shri 

MR. CHAIRMAN : If  the hon. Minister Y «hw am raoC hav»n tell m e o f  any instance
yield., I have bo objection. Since he is not when I have been disregardful to turn. 1 am
yielding, the hon. Member may please sit 0D|, ask,n* h,<n • , '* '»  " mplc «0<l *
down. Let him not disturb the proceedings. cx‘Kct “  “ sw«  trom b m  10 «“  <!*««>"•••
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SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Please allow 
me to make reference to one p o in t.. .

MR. CHAIRMAN : The hon. Minister 
is not yielding..

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Please 
allow me to make effort? to make him 
yield.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
think Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu has the right of 
reply. So, let him not interrupt me now...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I have no 
right of reply. May I ask the hon Finance 
M inister... (Interruptions) .

MR. CHAIRMAN : Let the hon Member 
resume his seat. The hon. Minister is not 
yielding. So, I am not allowing the hon. 
Member.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : On a point 
of order.-Kindly make the hon. Minister sit 
down. I am on a point of order.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Is the hon. Minister 
yielding ?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : No, 
Sir. I thought that you were listening to his 
point of order.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Under what rule is 
he raising his point of order ?

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Under 
rule 257.

SHRI R, D. BHANDARE : He must be 
putted up for quoting a wrong rule.

recorded.

SHRI BHAGWAT JHA AZAD : He is 
misleading the Chair by quoting a  wrong iule.

MR. CHAIRMAN : I may tell one thing 
to the hon. Member...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I find that 
the hon. Minister has yielded and he has sat 
down...

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I  
have not yielded. I thought Sir that you were 
listening to the point o f order.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Please allow 
me to put one question. I would ask one 
question of the hon. Minister through you, Sir. 
I am asking why the Government has not 
published the interim report of the Wanchoo 
Commission.

18 brs.

MR. CHAIRMAN : No, no; he is not 
yielding. Suppose the hon. member is speak* 
ing and does not yield to an interruption, 
how can 1 allow another member to interrupt 
him.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: Will you 
please allow me to make an effort to make 
him yield ?

MR. CHAIRMAN : No (Interruptions).

SHRI JYOTIROMY BOSU : **

MR. CHAIRMAN : What he has said 
will not be recdrded.

SHRI YESAWANTRAO CHAVAN : I  
have no quarrel personally with him.
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SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Then reply 
to my question. Why did you not publish 
tbe interim report ?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : So 
the problem, really speaking.......

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Why did 
you not publish the interim report ?

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please resume your 
seat.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : You may 
name me, if you like. He has to reply to 
my question.

MR. CHAIRMAN : I am not asking
him to reply. Please take your seat.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : No. I
insist that the Government should reply.

MR. CHAIRMAN : You will have to
obey the Chair. Please take your scat.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Please do 
not exert yourself physically. I do not want 
you to fall sick. But I  shall continue to 
insist that Shri Chavan replies to my question 
as to why they did not publish the report.

MR. CH A IR M A N : No.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : **

MR. CHAIRMAN : What be has said
will not be recorded. Because the hon Minis* 
ter is not yielding, 1 am not allowing it.

SHRI SBZHIYAN ro te—

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : On a point
of order.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Has the hon. 
Minister yielded ?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
am replying. There is nothing to bide about 
it. 1 do not want him to have an imp res* 
sion created that he is a martyr, he has raised 
a vary important point and we have something

**Not recorded.
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to hide about it. We have nothing to hide 
about it. I will say why we have not publish* 
ed the interim report. An interim report by 
nature is such that it can be published before 
the main report is published. Now when tbe 
main report is published, the interim report 
as such has lost its value (Interruptions).

M R. CHAIRMAN . Let him finish his 
answer.

SHRI YESWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
have not completed. He wanted to know the 
reasons for it. At the same, time really 
speaking, we have acted on what was 
important in the interim report. The 
major recommendations in the interim 
report were, first, that certain amendments to 
tax law should be made so that under-esti* 
mation of properties could be dealt with. That 
Bill is before the hon. House. The other 
recommendation was about demonetisation. 
Why we did not want to publish the interim 
report was because the demonetisation recom* 
mendation is not something to be bandied 
about. Tim  is commonsense, and if the 
commousense view docs not appeal to him, 
what can 1 do about it ?

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : He has 
misled the House...

MR. CHAIRMAN : Let him finish.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO C H A V A N : 
The hon. Member has got many ways o f hav
ing documents or calling them documents 
which are not documents. I  cannot say. 
That is not my concern. I do not want to 
enter into arguments with him. He can 
certainly do what he tikes, if the Chairman 
allows him to utilise this House for any pur
poses he likes. (Interruption)

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: The hon. 
Chairman agreed. He knows it. But you 
do not.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please. Let 
the Minister finiih his speech.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : 
Again, we are being diverted from tbe price 
question. (Interruption) The Mack money
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problem is a continuous problem and a very 
important problem. You cannot say that 
suddenly this particular price rise has come up 
because of black money. Black money has 
created many social, economic and political 
problems in this country which we have to 
face, and for that matter, we are taking a 
seiies of steps. As I told you, the Wanchoo 
Committee's full report on black money is 
before the country and has been laid on the 
Table of the House. We can certainly have 
a  discussion. 1 had a debate in the Consul* 
tative Committee about this matter. In fact, 
it has been listed ; we are going to discuss it 
here also. Wc are examining the suggestions 
made by them. We will come before the 
House for necessary legislation. What is 
there to be hidden about it ?

SOME HON MEMBERS rose—

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: 1 do not
wish to cause harm to you physically.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Nobody can do
any harm physically to me. Why are you 
getting up ? Let the Minister finish.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Under
Direction 115, I wish to say that he is mis* 
leading the Hou.se, and I want to show what 
this Committee has said. It said ..

MR. CHAIRMAN : I am not allowing
you.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I will go on 
insisting that the interim report was not 
published and he has not replied to it. 
(Interruption)

MR. C H A IR M A N : Order, please.
Please sit down.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : If  you do 
not give me the opportunity to express my* 
self and say that he is misleading the House...

MR, CHAIRMAN : Lot him reply. He
it  not yielding. ( Interruption)

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Sir, I want 
19 t*y...

(M o tn .)
SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: I am

afraid it is my sacred duty to go on pointing 
o u t...

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please do not com
pel me.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : You allow 
me to read it out.

MR. CHAIRMAN : I am not allowing
it.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Then I
would not allow the House to proceed.

MR. CHAIRMAN : The hon, Member, 
Mr. Jyotirmoy Boiu, is telling openly that he 
is not going to allow the proceedings to go on 
peacefully So, he should be named. (Inter
ruption)

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS rose—

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Let the 
hon, Minister clearly say...

MR CHAIRMAN : Many Members o f
the Opposition are sitting. I ask them, is he 
doing the proper thing. I am doing so, be
cause tomorrow, the Opposition Members will 
comc forward and say that it was not the 
proper thing that was done by the Chair. 1 
am asking them to exercise their influence on 
him. I have requested the hon Member to 
sit. Because the hon. Minister is not yield
ing. Let the Minister finish bis reply. I am 
not allowing the hon. Member. (Interruption)

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : Under
Direction 115,1 am demanding...

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : I rise on a  
point of order. (in terruption)

MR. CHAIRMAN : What is the point
of order ?

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : My point of 
order is this. During the debate, a particular 
document has been mentioned by the hon. 
Member,...

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU ; .. which 
was handed over to the Chairman.

MR. CHAIRMAN ; You cannot obstruct SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : ...and thft 
On proceedings. Minister was not replying to it. You, «&
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your wisdom, said that if the Minister wants 
to  reply, there is no objection. The perttcuiar 
document has been mentioned by the hon. 
Minister also. He said about the interim 
report that because the final report has been 
published, the interim report has lost its signi
ficance. Now, in the interim report, there 
are certain recommendations which the Go
vernment in their wisdom never wanted to 
bring before the House.

MR. CHAIRMAN : What is your point of 
order 7

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : My point of
o n to  is whether the document which is under 
discussion ...(Interruption), kindly hear me. 
The interim report o f the Wanchoo Committee 
has been mentioned by the hon. Member and 
had been replied to by him. Both have 
mentioned the report. Can he not lay it on the 
Table of the House ? The document is here.

MR. CHAIRMAN : If he wants he can 
send it to me and I shall pass it on to the 
Speaker. I f  the Speaker gives permission, 
that will be placed on the Table of the House, 
otherwise not.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : The Chairman 
can ask the hon. Member to authenticate it 
and lay it on the Table o f the House That 
was done by Mr. Kamath here in respect of 
the audit report.

MR. CHAIRMAN : He was only putting 
obstacles ; he nevet requested that he wants to 
place it on the Table o f the House. I f  he 
wants to do so, he can send it on to me 
and that will be referred to the Speaker.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I have done
so,

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : Nobody is 
denying the existance ojr the authenticity of 
the report. It has been mentioned by Mr. 
Bosu and the hon. Minister referred to it. 
That means that a discussion had been taking 
place regarding that document.. (Interrupt 
tiont) When Mr, Bosu asked whether that 
report contained any recommendation about 
demonetisation and why it was not published, 
the Minister gave t m m  why it wa» not

(M o tn ,)
published. The Minister said that the interim 
report could have been published before the 
main report and because the main report had 
come the interim report had lost its value. 
Members want to know what prevented the 
Government from publishing the interim 
report before the main report...(Interrup
tions.)

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I do 
not know whether 1 will be able to convince 
you because it is difficult to convince people 
who refuse to be convinced. It you had made 
that demand before the publication of the 
mam report, that was the time to make a 
demand for it.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : How arc we 
to know ?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : You 
knew it because I moved a Bill based on the 
interim report. You had put questions and 
we have answered questions on that It was 
not kept a secret We said that this Bill is the 
result of the interim icport given by the 
Wanchoo Committee. I had given reasons why 
it was not published.

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA : If  the Go
vernment was going to accept and implement 
the recommendation about demonetisation, of 
course you should not publish it. That was 
not the Government’s decision ; even now it 
is not their decision, as far as we know, to 
go in for demonetisation. So what was the 
harm in publishing the interim report before the 
main report ?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : I 
said that it was Government's decision ; Go
vernment was considering the problem and 
there was no point in publishing it.

SHRI SEZHIYA N: The hon. Minister 
says that no demand was made. When the 
Taxation Amendment Bill was referred to the 
Select Committee, as a member o f that 
Committee I wrote about this matter.

MR. CHAIRMAN ; What are we discus-
sing ? If you are not interested Jo the price 
problem, we can discuss worn other thing
-.(interruptions),
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ask him to sit down. Only price rise is being 
discussed.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Let the minister 
finish his speech. (In terruptions)
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SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI : Black 
money has a specific bearing on the rise in 
prices. There is a specific recommendation 
about it.

MR. CHAIRMAN 
sing that report now.

We are not discus*

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I want to
make a personal statement under Rule 357.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN : 
Therefore, I want the cooperation of the House 
and I want the cooperation of all political 
parties and the public at Jarge to make this 
programme a great success. I am sure if we 
make this programme a success, we will 
certainty fight this problem of price rise more 
affectively and see that happiness comes to the 
people of India.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : **

MR. CHAIRMAN : I am not allowing it. 
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MR, CHAIRMAN : I am not allow-
ing it,

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : I am sorry 
I cannot cooperate.

M R . CHAIRMAN : You have to obey
the Chair.

SHRI JYOTIROY BOSU : I do not obey 
unlawful commands.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Then I will have to 
take action against you.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Nothing is going on 
record because without my permission Mr. 
Bosu is saying so many things.

Now, Mr Mehta.

SHRI P. M. MLHTA : Sir, members from 
all sections of the House have expressed 
great anxiety and serious concern about the 
burning problem of price rise. The members 
who have participated in the debate have 
given a detailed analysis o f the situation and 
had advanced reasons for the steep rise in 
prices of essential commodities. According to 
the observations made by the hon Members, 
the reasons are defective planning, over-dose 
of deficit financing, want of proper distri
bution system, imbalances in economy, failure 
of Government to unearth black money, 
low rate of growth, decline in production hi 
both agricultural and industrial sector and 
additional supply of money. These are the 
basic factors which have created a  steep 
rise in the prices of essential and other 
commodities.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU : You can 
do what you like...

MR. CHAIRMAN ; 1 am not allowing
you, Let the minister finish. Nothing will 
go on record because without my permission 
he is saying so many things.

SHRi JYOTIRMOY BOSU :**

Shri Amrit Nahata, who is not present 
here, said that the big monopoly houses are 
responsible for the price rise. He wanted the 
government to curb the monopolistic trends 
of the big houses. I entirely agree with him. 
The Central Government is not giving serious 
consideration to the demand of this House to 
curb the monopolies. According to the Times 
of India of 8th August, Tatas and Birlas got 
23 licences.

recorded.
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MR. CHAIRMAN : What has industrial 
licence to  do with this ?

SHRI P. M. MEHTA : I am sure Shri 
Azad will support me.

SHRI BHAGWAT JHA AZAD : The big 
business houses get licence, corner production 
and raise the prices. So, that is relevant.

SHRI P. M. MEHTA : Between 1969 and 
1970 Birlas got 13 licences for new projects. 
Although we have been asking for the ex
pansion of the public sector, you have given 
14 licences for new projects to Birlas. Simi
larly, Tatas have received 13 licences for 
projects initiated before 1970. These two 
groups top the list with 13 each. The Young 
Turks have become non-entities in the House. 
They are shouting here but this is the posi
tion. This Government is not giving any 
attention to the shouts o f Young Turks.

SHRI BHAGWAT JHA AZAD : We do 
not agree with you there

SHRI P. M. MEHTA : You may not 
agree but that is the factual position. Shri 
Ganesh said that during the last three years 
the prices were stabilised. The situation is 
otherwise. I will give the position for the 
period March 1969 to July 1972. I am explain
ing how this Government has bungled into 
these affairs.

On 15th July, 1969, the Reserve Bank 
Governor, Shri L. K. Jba warned, “ the price 
index is at an ‘all time peak* after being re
markably steady over a  period o f time.”  It 
was during this period of price stability 
that Shri Morarji Desai was the Finance 
Minister.

On 3rd November, 1970, 16 months after 
the new economic policy, the Economic Times 
reported that the price level rose by 3*7 per 
cent in 1969-70, as against a fall of 1*1 per 
cent in 1968-69.

Three months after Mr. Chavan’s second 
promise on tbe price front, the Economic 
Times, in  Us issue dt. 17th February, 1971 said, 
“ combined index for commodities a t 198*2 is 
•till nearly 6 per cent higher than a  year

On 8th November, 1970, Mr. Chavan as 
the Finance Minister confessed that “ Capital 
is still there, but is shy" when confronted 
with the price rise On taking office that year, 
he had promised that he would give 
“ topmost priority*' to measures for holding 
the price line.

After six months, that is, on 13th July,
1971, the ruling Party’s Parliamentry Execu
tive was still passing resolutions expressing 
concern at the steep rise in prices.

On 27th October, 1971, three months later, 
still the H industan T im es  found, “ authority 
has failed at every level to hold the price 
line” .

On 2nd November, 1971, a UNI report 
quoted a survey as claiming that in Bombay 
the prices of essential commodities had gone 
up by 25 per cent after the budget. So much 
for the Financc Minister’s promise of giving 
“ top priority” to holding the price line 1 
quote now the S ta tesm an  dated, 4th May,
1972, “ Mr. Chavan’s budget presented to 
Parliament on March 16 has led to a rise 
in prices” . The prices at the end of March 
rose by 5*8 per cent as compared to that 
period in the previous year.

On 8th May, 1972, the Prime Minister 
herself assured that the Government was 
determined to check the prices o f essentia) 
commodities, according to a report in Free 
P ress Journal, quoting UNI on that date’s 
issue.

MR. CHAIRM AN : You want to  mention 
every date ? Please conclude now.

SHRI P. M MEHTA : Certainly. This is 
a stereotyped reply given by the Finance 
Minister. He has promised that he will try his 
utmost to hold the price tine.

What happened to this determination of 
Government to control prices o f  essential 
commodities ? On June 1, the Economic 
Times reports, “ A jum p of more than 10 per 
cent in tbe value of commodities in the past 
fortnight has come as a  rude shock to the 
common m an...*’ This v m  the shock after 
the statement made by the hon. Prime m tai£ 
ter. Therefore, I would only appeal to  the 
Government. *Do no t fepiy in Hie «*#• ISmW* 
on as you have replied but to thtagi
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properly’. I would request them to give serious 
consideration to tbe suggestions made by the 
hon. Members of this Houfe from all sections. 
Without exception, all the members have 
accepted that the Government has failed to 
check tbe price line.

I would, therefore, appeal to the House to 
adopt this motion.

MR. CHAIRMAN : There are two subs* 
titute motions. I shall now put substitute 
motion No. I, moved by Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu, 
to the vote of the House.

Substitute motion No. 1 was put 
and negatived.

other substitute motion. No. 2, moved by 
Shri Surendra Mohan ty, to the vote of tbe 
House.

The Substitute motion No. 2 was put 
and negatived.

MR. CHAIRMAN : The House stands 
adjourned to meet again tomorrow at II 00 
A.M.

18.32 hrs.

Lok Sabha then adjourned till Eleven 
of the Clock on Friday, August 1J, 1972't 
Sravana 20, 1894 (Saka).
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